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US push to isolate Iran in region
faces challenges, uncertainties
Mamoon Alabbasi

London

U

S Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo visited Kuwait, Israel and Lebanon to counter Iranian influence in the
region but Washington’s move to
pressure Tehran faces many challenges.
In Kuwait, Pompeo called for an
end to the rift between Arab Gulf
countries so they could forge a
united front against threats of the
region.
“We all have the same set of
threats, the threats from al-Qaeda
and from [the Islamic State], the
threat from the Islamic Republic
of Iran,” said Pompeo at a news
conference with Kuwaiti Foreign
Minister Sheikh Sabah al-Khalid alSabah.
Three Gulf countries — Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates and
Bahrain — and Egypt accuse Qatar
of supporting extremist groups and
fostering close ties with Iran, an allegation dismissed by Doha as untrue and politically motivated.
Hugh Lovatt,
policy fellow at the
European Council on
Foreign Relations

“I think Pompeo’s visit is
clearly more about helping
get Netanyahu re-elected
[than countering Iran]”
The four Arab countries have boycotted Qatar since June 2017 and,
despite mediation efforts by Kuwait
and US pressure, the rift continues.
It remains unclear how Pompeo’s effort change the situation.
In Israel, Pompeo met with Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu, a
vocal critic of Tehran, but some aspects of the visit were considered
by observers to be counterproductive in the anti-Iran efforts.
The visit came during campaigning for Israel’s April 9 elections,

which gave implicit US support to
Netanyahu in the race.
“I think Pompeo’s visit is clearly
more about helping get Netanyahu
re-elected [than countering Iran],”
said Hugh Lovatt, a policy fellow
at the European Council on Foreign
Relations.
Despite a shared concern by
Arab countries and Israel towards
Iranian policies in the region, the
same Arab states are not fully on
board with the Mideast peace plan
to be proposed by US President
Donald Trump. The plan is broadly
expected in the region as likely to
favour Israel at the expense of Palestinians, which makes its success
unlikely.
“Regarding the ‘Deal of the Century,’ whatever is said in public,
few actors believe that it will be
anything but dead on arrival,” said
Chris Doyle, director of the Council
for Arab-British Understanding.
Pompeo’s tour coincided with a
surprise announcement by Trump
on Twitter that the United States
would “fully recognise Israel’s sovereignty over the Golan Heights,” a
Syrian territory under Israeli occupation since 1967.
Trump’s remarks drew condemnation from the European Union
and Arab League Secretary-General
Ahmed Aboul Gheit, who said the
move “comes outside the international legitimacy and no country,
no matter how important it is, can
make such a decision.”
Coming just ahead of the March
31 Arab summit, Trump’s move
could fuel anti-US stands in the region and does not help the containment of Iranian policies.
“Regional actors, even those opposed to Tehran, generally view the
US anti-Iran policy as being incoherent. Recognition of Israeli sovereignty over Syrian Golan won’t help
in this regard,” Lovatt said.
Incoherence in US policies towards Iran and its proxies appears
to be also present within the Trump
administration.
Attempts by the White House and
US State Department to designate
influential Iran-backed Iraqi mili-

Addressing threats. US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo (R) attends a news conference with Kuwait’s
Foreign Minister Sheikh Sabah al-Khalid al-Sabah in Kuwait City, March 20. 			
(AFP)
tias as foreign terrorist organisations are being met with objection
from the Pentagon and the CIA, the
New York Times reported. US military and intelligence officials fear
additional pressure on Iraq over
Iran risks a backlash against the
5,200 US troops stationed there, the
paper explained.
Doyle said that, while US diplomacy is lacking in consistency,
“Iran has increased its influence
not least in Syria, Lebanon and
Iraq, as have other powers as well.”
Military chiefs of Syria, Iraq and
Iran conveyed March 18 in Damascus for a rare meeting during which
they discussed “ways to combat
terrorism” but the move was seen
as highlighting Iranian military influence in the two Arab countries.
In Lebanon, Pompeo met with
President Michel Aoun and parlia-

mentary Speaker Nabih Berri, both
close allies of Hezbollah.
“[Pompeo] highlighted US concerns about Hezbollah’s destabilising activities in Lebanon and
the region and the risks posed to
Lebanon’s security, stability and
prosperity,” said State Department
Deputy Spokesman Robert Palladino. Berri told Pompeo that US
sanctions against Hezbollah have a
“negative impact on Lebanon and
the Lebanese.”
Ibrahim Halawi, a teaching fellow
in international relations at the University of London, said Pompeo’s
visit aims to reaffirm US support for
Lebanese Prime Minister Saad Hariri but no political side can sideline
Hezbollah.
“The
Lebanese
government
might try to ‘compensate’ for that
on the Syrian front — by reassuring

Pompeo that relations with Syrian
President Bashar Assad won’t be
(publicly) normalised, despite the
government’s desperate plea for
refugee repatriation,” Halawi said.
Ghassan Ibrahim, a Londonbased political analyst, said the
United States is unlikely to achieve
results by going after Iran’s proxies
alone. “It should focus its efforts on
punishing Tehran so that it won’t
be able to continue to fund these
proxies,” he said.
“For all its rhetoric against Hezbollah, the US is supporting the
Lebanese Army, which is infiltrated
by Hezbollah. So you can say the US
is indirectly aiding Hezbollah.”
Mamoon Alabbasi is Deputy
Managing Editor and Online Editor
of The Arab Weekly.
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Experts debate Arab world’s priorities on eve of summit
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

T

unisia will soon host the
30th Arab League summit,
although reaching a consensus on a common “Arab
system” at the meetings is likely to
prove elusive.
Arab leaders, who are to gather
March 31 in Tunis, will attempt to
shape an architecture of pan-Arab
solidarity often referred to as the
“Arab system.”
Arab experts, who met two weeks
before the summit, noted that the
Arab region is more divided than it
has been since the creation of the
Arab League 75 years ago.
Diplomatic figures and experts
from the Arab region attended a
conference organised by the Tunisian Institute for Strategic Studies,
a presidency-affiliated think-tank,
to discuss “Challenges to Common

Arab Action Amid Regional and International Changes.”
Participants described an Arab
world at a loss in imposing its priorities and interests while non-Arab
regional powers, such as Iran, Turkey and Israel, threaten the territorial integrity and sovereignty of the
Arab world.
The Arab League Assistant Secretary-General Hossam Zaki said “the
pressures of regional powers are unprecedented.”
“The intervention of Turkey is becoming permanent and open. The
Turks are giving no attention to the
requirements of good neighbourhood,” he added.
Zaki said Tehran’s intervention in
Syria and Iraq is part of its “proxy
wars with the West.”
Along with Russia’s role, encroachment by Turkey and Iran is
expected to determine the future
of Syria and influence how the Arab
summit handles the possible readmission of Syria to the Arab League.

The decision is likely to hinge on an
Arab consensus that looks difficult
to achieve.
The summit is expected to recommit to the Palestinian cause and take
notice that US President Donald
Trump’s peace plan has been late in
coming, reflecting the Arab world’s
receding influence in the world. His
shift to Israeli position legitimising
annexation of the Golan issue will
add to the same impression.

The many challenges
Arabs face domestically
should dictate a new
perspective on regional
cooperation.
Mahmoud Khemiri, a senior Tunisian Foreign Ministry official, said
“the system of Arab action has yet
to rise to the level of dealing with
current challenges as conflicts in
the region are being dealt with from
outside the Arab framework.”

Conference participants warned
that populist anti-liberal forces in
the West would not be short-lived
political and social phenomena but
could herald wider upheaval in the
global order. They said such trends
could affect Arab issues, including
the Arab-Israeli conflict, and relations between the Arab world and
the West.
Former Tunisian Ambassador
Mohamed Ibrahim Hsairi said: “The
world is experiencing a phase of
deep changes with new structure
and trends. The Arab world should
not be absent or sidelined. The region must participate in this reconstruction of international relations.”
Experts said they deplored the
“loss of hope” among Arabs that
their governments would reduce
divisions and “nationalistic insularity” to overcome aftershocks of the
“Arab spring,” which have left Syria
in ruins, Yemen in war and Libya in
utter chaos.
The many challenges Arabs face

domestically should dictate a new
perspective on regional cooperation. Iraqi expert Darem al-Bassam
said Arabs must step up changes at
home in education, technology and
economic diversification to be part
of the world’s “chains of values”
and develop political systems that
anticipate changes and prevent instability.
“The region is in a state of confusion and stagnation despite the progress made in mass education and
poverty alleviation,” said former
Tunisian Minister of Culture Mongi
Bousnina.
“We must move fast in quality education to control technology and
break with cultural backwardness
and possess thinking and political
processes that elevate our contribution in the world of culture, science
and creation.”
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis.
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An evangelical Pompeo stresses support
for Israel, pushes for anti-Iran alliance
Kelly Kennedy

Washington

A

s US Secretary of State
Michael Pompeo finished
visits to Kuwait, Israel and
Lebanon, full alignment
with Israel raised questions about
the US strategies in the Middle
East, including uncertainties about
its ability to mobilise a solid Arab
alliance against Iran.
“There are a lot of dynamics at
play for this particular trip and this
juncture but we’re seeing some incredible precedent-setting here,”
said Jason Brodsky, policy director
for United Against Nuclear Iran, a
Washington think-tank.
It wasn’t by any definition an
easy trip: Pompeo worked towards unity among the Arab Gulf
countries while emphasising the
Trump’s administration’s close ties
with Israel and pushing for more
sanctions against Iran. This came
as the Middle East waited for news
of the administration’s “Deal of the
Century” plan for Israel and the
Palestinian territories.
Pompeo shed a bit of light on the
deal March 21, telling the Christian Broadcasting Network (CBN):
“Evangelicals of the world should
know that this is a vision for what
might ultimately lead to this resolution of this conflict.
“I think we all want a better life
for the Palestinian people. We
want a path where the Palestinians
and Israelis aren’t in conflict. That
would be good for the region, good
for Jerusalem, good for the world
and I think the plan presents a vision for that but doesn’t sacrifice
any of those core principles, frankly, of any of the faiths.”
The US relationship with the
Middle East remains especially
taut as the administration has fully
embraced Israeli actions against
the Palestinians and as Israel praises US sanctions against Iran.
“The pressure is working,” Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu said March 20 during a
news conference in Jerusalem with
Pompeo. “We need to increase it.
We need to expand it.”
Pompeo, who called Iran “Israel’s greatest threat,” said: “The
ayatollahs have spent four decades
spewing hatred, supporting terrorist violence and pursuing nuclear
weapons for a war against a neighbour that wishes nothing more
than to live in peace. With such
threats, a daily reality of Israeli life,
we maintain our unparalleled commitment to Israel’s security and
firmly support your right to defend
yourself.”

The US relationship with
the Middle East remains
especially taut as the
administration has fully
embraced Israeli actions
against the Palestinians
and as Israel praises US
sanctions against Iran.
The meeting in Jerusalem was
particularly symbolic because US
President Donald Trump recently
moved the US Embassy there from
Tel Aviv as recognition of Jerusalem as Israel’s capital. In response,
the Palestinians cut ties with the
Trump administration and rejected
the “Deal of the Century” without
seeing it.
Add to this a US human-rights
report removing the word “occupied” from its descriptions of Gaza,
Pompeo’s visits just ahead of elections in Israel and an appearance
by Netanyahu in the United States
in late March and one is left with
an impression of a tacit endorsement for him from the Trump

Spiritual diplomacy. (L-R) Israeli Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu, US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo and US Ambassador to Israel
David Friedman touch the stones of the Western Wall in Jerusalem’s Old City, March 21. 				
(AFP)
administration.
During the CBN interview,
Pompeo compared Trump to Persian Queen Esther, citing “the work
that our administration’s done to
make sure that this democracy in
the Middle East, that this Jewish
state remains.” That was on Purim,
a Jewish holiday celebrating the
queen of Persia’s saving the Jewish
people from Haman.
“I am confident that the Lord is
at work here,” Pompeo said.
When asked if Trump was like
Queen Esther, Pompeo said, “As a
Christian, I certainly believe that’s
possible.”
Netanyahu repeated the analogy
after Trump posted on Twitter on
March 21 that it was “time for the
United States to fully recognise Israel’s sovereignty over the Golan
Heights.”
“We have a miracle of Purim on
our hands tonight,” Netanyahu
said. “President Trump made history. He recognised Israeli sovereignty over the Golan Heights at a
time when Iran is trying to use the
Golan Heights as a platform for the
destruction of Israel.”
Pompeo visited the region while
Iran entrenched itself further in
Syria and Iraq with a meeting
March 18 in Damascus that included Syrian, Iraqi and Iranian military leaders.
Brodsky said there is “sensitivity” involved in Pompeo’s visit in
Israel because of the elections and
because of Netanyahu’s take on the
Iranian nuclear deal.
“In term of the optics, the secretary’s visit and [Netanyahu’s] visit
to the US… certainly give [Netanyahu] a boost as far as being a world
leader on the international stage,”
Brodsky said.
Still, he said, the Trump administration needs to be working towards addressing Israel’s relationship with the Palestinians.
“Everyone wants that conflict to
be solved,” he said, “but there is an
increasing alignment between Israel and the Arab world and that’s
an important dynamic for any administration to take advantage of.”
Netanyahu made clear he believes the United States has given

him carte blanche to stay in the occupied territories as well as to fight
anyone who infringes on Israel’s
territory.
“I think it’s time that the international community recognises Israel’s stay in the Golan, the fact that
the Golan will always remain part
of the state of Israel,” Netanyahu
said, adding that the United States
and Israel have an “unbreakable
bond” and “shared interest to fight
the enemies of democracy, the enemies of our way of life, the terrorists that plague, that prowl our
airspace and prowl our countries.”
The visit came after a trip to Kuwait, where Pompeo was meant to
address a rift within the Gulf states.
Bahrain, Egypt, Saudi Arabia and
the United Arab Emirates have boycotted Qatar since June 2017 based
on a belief that Doha funds extremist groups and works with Iran.
Qatar denies funding extremist
groups but began to officially work
with Iran again after the boycott
began.
Kuwait issued a statement with
the United States about the third
US-Kuwait Strategic Dialogue, stating that they produced “concrete
advances in our strategic partnership” in defence and security. Still,
it’s impossible to know what’s going on behind the scenes and it may
be more hopeful than it appears,
said Alireza Nader, founder of New
Iran, a Washington think-tank.
“I think we see a broad coalition
against Iran or the Islamic Republic,” he said. “Israel and the Gulf
states are working together in ways
we don’t see. I think this is going to
be a positive.”
He cited the February meeting in
Warsaw that was meant to promote
peace in the Middle East as an example of that.
“We are all working to find a solution,” Pompeo said during a news
conference in Kuwait City. “We
need the Gulf countries all working together on the complex set of
challenges that face each of them.”
Kuwait Emir Sheikh Sabah Ahmad al-Jaber al-Sabah said: “We focused as well on the peace process
in the Middle East and the importance to step up cooperation and

coordination between two countries in the [UN] Security Council
to solve these issues.”
Pompeo said that Hezbollah has
been allowed to grow “almost unchecked,” when explaining his trip
to Lebanon.

Netanyahu made clear he
believes the United States
has given him carte
blanche to stay in the
occupied territories as well
as to fight anyone who
infringes on Israel’s
territory.
“This is a nation with a rich, deep
tradition and so our mission — the
reason I’m going there — is to show
them what America is prepared to
do to help to push back against the
threat from Hezbollah; to tell them
that getting anywhere near Hassan
Nasrallah, the leader of Hezbollah,
is of great risk to their nation; and
then to work on some of the security aspects of the relationship as
well to make sure they understand
the threat that Hezbollah’s military
power inside of Lebanon poses to
that entire country,” Pompeo said
March 21.
Pompeo pushed to designate
Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard
Corps (IRGC) as a foreign terrorist organisation, causing some
strife in Trump’s own administration based on the fear that another
country could designate military
units in the United States as terrorist organisations, the New York
Times reported. It could also cause
Iraq to limit US troop movements
within its borders.
“It would definitely be a precedent-setting move but maximum
pressure is maximum pressure,”
Brodsky said, referring to the
Trump administration’s policy
against Iran.
Brodsky said it may be more effective initially to sanction alQuds Force, an IRGC unit first, saying it may strike a “more careful”
balance.
Nader said sanctions against
Hezbollah and Al-Hashed al-Shaabi, the Iran-funded militias in Iraq,

are part of the “broader US push
against Iran” and that the sanctions
were working.
Proof of this comes in Nasrallah’s
recent request for donations or “financial jihad,” Nader said, adding
that Nasrallah has said Hezbollah
gets most of its funding from Iran.
The United States has also called
for the state-sponsored militias in
Iraq and Al-Hashed to be disbanded. Iraq officials have said they
won’t participate in the sanctions
against Iran but Nader said they’re
feeling pressure and are coming up
with alternative energy plans.
“It’s pretty amazing how sanctions affect even trade between
Iran and Iraq,” Nader said. “I don’t
think their allies can help them bypass sanctions.”
Not everyone agrees that maximum pressure is the best policy.
“The hysterical anti-Iran propaganda issuing from the Trump administration matches or exceeds
anything from the Bush [administration] in the lead up to the
Iraq war,” said US Senator Bernie
Sander’s foreign policy adviser,
Matt Duss, on social media. He said
Sanders is interested in rejoining
the Iran nuclear deal.
Julian Castro, a member of former US President Barack Obama’s
cabinet and an announced presidential candidate, said he would
also re-enter an agreement.
“The Iran nuclear agreement was
a landmark achievement that prevented a nuclear-armed Iran for
more than three years,” he said on
social media March 20. “If Iran continues to comply with the terms of
the agreement as determined by
the intelligence community, I will
re-enter the US into the JCPOA as
president.”
JCPOA is the acronym for Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action, the
official name of the Iran nuclear
deal.
Democratic senators and presidential candidates Elizabeth Warren and Kamala Harris have also
said they would re-enter the agreement if elected president.
Kelly Kennedy is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Washington.
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Pompeo urges GCC unity
to counter common threats
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

E

nding the dispute within
the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) factored heavily in
US Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo’s recent talks with Kuwaiti
officials
“It’s not in the best interest of the
region. It’s not in the best interest
of the world,” Pompeo said during a
visit to Kuwait, which has been trying to mediate a resolution to the
crisis since its onset in June 2017.
“We all have the same set of
threats, the threats from al-Qaeda
and from [the Islamic State], the
threat from the Islamic Republic of
Iran,” he said during a news conference March 20 with Kuwaiti Foreign
Minister Sheikh Sabah al-Khaled alSabah.
Pompeo also met with Kuwaiti
Emir Sheikh Sabah Ahmad al-Jaber
al-Sabah, lauding the Kuwaiti ruler’s
role in seeking a resolution to the
Gulf dispute and stressing that a
united GCC would ensure the success of the Middle East Strategic
Alliance (MESA), a US-proposed security and economic bloc likened to
NATO.
Kuwait’s foreign minister also
stressed the need to find a solution
to the GCC crisis. “We believe that
these efforts will continue to be exMike Pompeo,
US Secretary
of State

“We all have the same set
of threats, the threats from
al-Qaeda and from [the
Islamic State], the threat
from the Islamic Republic
of Iran.”

erted because there is no alternative,” Sheikh Sabah said.
Qatar has been isolated since June
2017 when the United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and
Egypt severed diplomatic, transport
and trade ties with the small Gulf
Arab state over its alleged support
of Islamic terrorist groups and ties
to Iran.
MESA is to include all six GCC
countries, Jordan and Egypt to
counter Iran’s “malicious” activities
in the region. The Trump administration has been pushing for the
formation and activation of MESA.
However, with most of the countries set to take part in the alliance at
odds with Qatar, it is unlikely MESA
could be established soon.
Recently, tensions between the
United Arab Emirates and Qatar escalated over accusations from Doha
concerning the UAE’s Barakah nuclear power plant. After Qatari officials sent a letter to the International
Atomic Energy Agency claiming the
plant posed a threat to regional stability and the environment, UAE authorities released a statement denying the allegations and stressed that
the “UAE adheres to its commitment
to the highest standards of nuclear
safety, security and non-proliferation as outlined in its nuclear policy
in 2008.”
“The UAE does not believe that
there is any concern regarding the
safety of its nuclear power plant;
however, we encourage interested
countries to use the right venues
where such information on nuclear
safety can be provided and questions can be addressed,” the statement added.
However, the GCC spoke in one
voice March 22 to express regret over
US President Donald Trump’s call to
recognise Israel’s sovereignty over
the Golan Heights, territory captured from Syria in 1967. Trump’s
statement “will not change the re-

Shared concerns. A US sailor keeps watch from the captain’s bridge onboard the USS John C. Stennis
as it makes its way to the Gulf through the Strait of Hormuz, last December.
(Reuters)
ality that… the Arab Golan Heights
is Syrian land occupied by Israel by
military force in 1967,” said GCC Secretary-General Abdullatif al-Zayani.
“The statements by the American
president undermine the chances of
achieving a just and comprehensive
peace.”
Pompeo’s talks with Kuwaiti officials included Syria and the conflict
in Yemen.
Following a US Senate vote to end
support for the Saudi-led coalition
fighting in Yemen, Pompeo stressed
that the Trump administration
“fundamentally disagrees” on curbing assistance.

“We all want this conflict to end.
We all want to improve the dire humanitarian situation but the Trump
administration fundamentally disagrees that curbing our assistance to
the Saudi-led coalition is the way to
achieve these goals,” Pompeo said
March 15 in Washington.
The White House has been keen
on the continued isolation of Syrian
President Bashar Assad but the GCC
has been divided over re-establishing ties with Damascus.
A day before Pompeo’s arrival
in the region, Kuwaiti authorities
arrested Syrian businessman and
publisher Mazen al-Tarazi, an As-

sad supporter, on charges of money
laundering and “printing licensed
leaflets.” Tarazi is on both a US and
EU sanctions list.
A report in Kuwait’s Al-Qabas
newspaper said Tarazi was arrested
at the headquarters of Al-Hadaf
magazine. Security forces also confiscated computers, mobile phones
and cameras.
Also arrested were Tarazi’s secretary and four assistants of Lebanese origin. They were charged with
“spying for the Hezbollah group.”
Mohammed Alkhereiji is the Gulf
section editor of The Arab Weekly.

Viewpoint

Widening political divide in the US over Netanyahu
Gregory
Aftandilian

Democrats are on
the defensive after
Trump branded
them as being not
only “anti-Israel”
but “anti-Jewish.”

T

here was a time when
the Democrats were
considered the pro-Israel party and Republicans were indifferent
or even opposed to the
concept of the Jewish state.
In 1948, US President Harry Truman, a Democrat, recognised Israel
immediately after its independence was declared against the
strong advice of career officials and
the so-called establishment, which
included prominent Republicans.
Under Republican President
Dwight Eisenhower in the 1950s,
Israel was seen at times as more
of a liability to US interests in the
Middle East, with Arab officials
telling US Secretary of State John
Foster Dulles they viewed Israel
as more of a threat than the Soviet
Union.
Over time, a bipartisan consensus grew in the United States that
viewed Israel as not only a political
ally but an asset to US national security interests in the Middle East.
There was little criticism of Israel
in the US Congress and, especially
after the Camp David Accords of
1978, Israel became the recipient
of large US aid packages.
Uncritical support for Israel began to change in the past few decades, however, especially among
Democrats who saw the Palestinians as having legitimate grievances. Democrats still supported
Israel and aid to it but began to
question Israel’s settlement policies and its periodic crackdowns
on the Palestinians.
Democratic Presidents Bill Clin-

ton and Barack Obama had very
troubled relations with Binyamin
Netanyahu when he was Israel’s
prime minister while they were
in — the former for Netanyahu’s
policies of dragging his feet on implementing the Oslo Accords; the
latter for Netanyahu’s settlement
construction in the West Bank and
unwillingness to support a territorial compromise.
Relations between Obama and
Netanyahu deteriorated over the
Iran nuclear deal. At the invitation of the then-Republican-led
US House of Representatives,
Netanyahu addressed Congress
in March 2015, sharply criticising
the pending nuclear deal. Many
congressional Democrats declined
to attend the speech and Obama
refused to meet with Netanyahu
during that visit.
By the time of the Trump presidency, American political views
towards Netanyahu became even
more polarised. Trump’s persistent
bashing of the Iran nuclear deal
and his close embrace of Israel,
particularly of the Netanyahu government, won him overwhelming
support from evangelical Christians, who take an uncritical stand
in support of Israel, as well as rightwing elements of the American
Jewish community, particularly
those who support the settlements.
Trump’s position on the issue
also endeared him to most Republicans in Congress, who have
similar positions in support of
Netanyahu.
This love-fest between Trump
— along with other Republicans

— and Netanyahu has continued.
Netanyahu has lavished praise on
Trump for pulling out of the Iran
nuclear deal and for recognising
Jerusalem as Israel’s capital and
moving the US Embassy to that
city. With Israeli elections scheduled for April 9, Netanyahu has put
up billboards showing Trump and
him smiling together.
Trump has gone even further
in support for Netanyahu. On
March 21, he changed 52 years of
US policy by declaring that the
Golan Heights were permanently
under Israeli “sovereignty.” Under
previous US administrations, the
Heights were depicted as “Israelioccupied.” Trump’s announcement was certainly a boost to
Netanyahu’s campaign because
the Israeli leader has vowed to
never give up this land.
Democrats are largely staying
quiet regarding Israel despite their
hope that a more moderate Israeli
leader will emerge from the April
9 elections. As the Washington
Post reported: “Many Democrats
have struggled to reconcile their
frustration with the conservative
government led by Prime Minister
Netanyahu, one closely allied with
Trump and the Republicans,” with
their own “support for the Jewish
homeland.”
Democrats are on the defensive
after Trump branded them as being not only “anti-Israel” but “antiJewish.” While this is an absurd
charge — 75% of American Jews
voted Democrat in the 2018 elections — Democrats are reeling from
the controversy over freshman US

Representative Ilhan Omar, a Minnesota Democrat, for remarks that
were condemned as anti-Semitic.
Trump and the Republicans are
hyping up the episode and the fact
that the Democrats, in response
to the more progressive wing of
their party, changed a resolution
condemning anti-Semitism to one
condemning all forms of bigotry.
Republicans charged that the
broadened resolution is indicative
of the feebleness of the Democrats to condemn anti-Semitism
outright.
Once this controversy dissipates,
however, it is possible that the
Democrats will find a formula that
can shield them from such charges
and cater to their political base,
which wants the United States to
pursue a more even-handed policy
towards the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict.
It is US Senator Bernie Sanders
of Vermont, a progressive and the
only presidential contender of
Jewish background, who may have
struck the right note for Democrats
going forward. He stated recently
that anti-Semitism must be “vigorously opposed” but we should not
equate it “with legitimate criticism of the right-wing Netanyahu
government… We must develop an
even-handed Middle East policy
which brings Israelis and Palestinians together for a lasting peace.”
Gregory Aftandilian is a lecturer
in the Pardee School of Global
Studies at Boston University and
a former US State Department
Middle East analyst.
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Algeria’s army chief increasingly in precarious position
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

A

lgeria’s powerful military
chief, General Ahmed
Gaid Salah, is finding it
increasingly difficult to
keep a middle ground between expressing sympathy for the protests
and sticking with the Bouteflika regime, analysts said.
Gaid Salah, 79, is more and
more tarred by demonstrators as
being among Algerian President
Abdelaziz Bouteflika’s entourage,
which includes distrusted figures
such as Said Bouteflika, the president’s adviser and brother.
Gaid Salah initially referred to
the protesters as “adventurers”
threatening Algeria’s stability and
security while asserting his support for Abdelaziz Bouteflika’s bid
to run for a fifth mandate.

Gaid Salah said March 19
that “solutions must be
found as soon as possible”
but he did not elaborate.
As the protests grew to include
all social levels and regions across
the country, Gaid Salah adjusted
his stance to praise the “wisdom,”
“maturity” and “patriotism” of the
protesters. However, he has not
echoed the main demand of the
protesters that Bouteflika quit and
“all the regime go away.”
Gaid Salah said March 19 that
“solutions must be found as soon
as possible” but he did not elaborate.
Algerian analysts are increasingly seeing Gaid Salah’s rhetorical
shifts as part of a distribution of labour between the regime’s elites to
gain time as they search for a consensus about Bouteflika’s replacement and hope for a change of the
protests’ momentum.
Analysts warned that could erode
the prestige of the army’s leadership when the country needs the
military to help forge a consensus

that would move Algeria towards a
new government. They predicted
that “representatives” of the protesters would ultimately meet with
military’s leaders to determine a
solution to the crisis.
Algeria has been gripped by unprecedented protests for a month
following Bouteflika’s announcement he was running for a fifth
5-year mandate as president. The
82-year-old president, in office for
two decades, uses a wheelchair
and has rarely appeared in public
since suffering a stroke in 2013.
Bouteflika said on February 10
that he intended to stand in the
election, triggering weeks of protests. In a surprise announcement
March 11, he said he was pulling out
of the race but also postponed the
vote. Protesters initially greeted
the move with glee but more demonstrations took place after they
realised that Bouteflika intended to
remain in office.
Bouteflika said he was instituting
reforms through an “inclusive national conference” but confirmed
on March 18 that his plan would
see him stay in power after his term
ends on April 28 until a new president is elected.
“The National Popular Army will
remain always the stalwart supporter of the people and protector
of the nation’s security whatever
the circumstances and developments,” Gaid Salah said on March
18. “The problems will not remain
without solutions whatever their
complexity.”
Gaid Salah stopped short of saying whether the “solutions” included Bouteflika leaving office
when his term ends.
“In the face of the persisting popular pressures, the ruling elite has
a multilayer strategy,” said Algerian
political writer Hafid Souayli. “The
ruling elite seeks to secure the survival of the regime’s foundations
even if it comes with the price of
ending Bouteflika’s rule.”
Analysts said Bouteflika is staying in power only because the military does not want him to quit now

Facing questions. A 2014 file picture shows Algeria’s Chief of Staff General Ahmed Gaid Salah (C)
at the Houari-Boumediene International Airport in Algiers.
(AFP)
but, if the president remains in office after April 28, Gaid Salah could
be under pressure to leave his position, adding complications to the
unrest.
“Bouteflika and his clan are staying in power only because of the
kindness of the army brass,” said El
Watan newspaper columnist Omar
Berbiche. “We have to wait for the
moment of truth to come when the
presidential mandate ends on April
28 to verify whether the army sides
with respect of the constitution
and the people or if it sides with the
interests of the Bouteflika clan.”
“General Gaid Salah cannot have

it both ways: praising the people
while manoeuvring to rescue a dying regime,” he added.
Outspoken former General Hocine Benhadid urged protest leaders to be sceptical of Gaid Salah’s
motives.
“Since the deterioration of the
president’s health, two men — Said
Bouteflika and Gaid Salah — are
managing the state affairs,” said
Benhadid. “Gaid Salah helped Said
Bouteflika strengthen his position
to take control of the presidency.”
One of the leading figures in the
protests, Djamel Zenati, predicted
that he and other leading activists

would negotiate the transition with
the military.
“The regime has already collapsed in the minds of the people and the centre of gravity of
the country’s political system has
moved from the regime to the popular movement in the streets. What
is left standing from the old regime
is the military institution, which
is a state body not to be confined
to the role and position of Gaid
Salah,” Zenati said.
“Gaid Salah must go. We must
negotiate with the representatives
of the military institution when the
moment comes.”

Viewpoint

The Algerian Army has fateful decisions to make
Francis Ghilès

If the APN manages
the next few weeks
and months well and
then removes itself
further from politics,
it would remain
secure in the respect
many Algerians hold
their officers.

A

s they chant “Only
Chanel does Number
5” — referring to the
famous perfume — the
millions of men and
women who flood
Algeria’s streets every Friday are offering a savviness and wit not usually associated with their country.
Their immediate neighbours and
many Europeans see Algerians as
tough and often dour but do not
equate Algerian self-deprecating
wit with its British counterpart.
Beyond the lack of violence,
which is remarkable in the context
of recent Arab revolts, the most
important political lesson is being
drawn by the Algerian Peoples’
National Armed Forces (APN),
which remain the backbone of the
country.
Since 1962, APN has claimed to
be the heir to those who fought the
French in a war that constitutes
the bedrock of modern Algerian
identity. Its chosen candidate for
the presidency was always ratified
by a popular — and often genuine
— vote.
That claim is being contested by
demonstrators, many of whom are
far too young to have known the
war of liberation (1954-62) but who
transcend every regional, gender
and ideological fault line in Algeria.
There have been attempts to
revive the older conflict between
the Kabyle Berbers versus the rest
of Algeria, agitate the spectre of a
revival of radical political Islam by
getting young drugged inhabitants
of Algiers to dress up as Afghan
freedom fighters of yesteryear
as they did in the 1980s. All have

failed and, in the latter case, on
March 16 in Algiers, both the demonstrators and the police laughed
these people off the street.
Divide-and-rule tactics will
persist, however, until an interim
political solution is found. Nobody
knows whether the young leaders
of the demonstrations will remain
united. So far, they have given the
lie to the idea that there is something “pathologically” violent
about Algeria’s history and its
people.
The army has conceded some
ground but how far is it prepared to
go? It must postpone the presidential election but, beyond that, how
best to retain its status as guarantor
of Algeria’s frontiers and internal
stability?
That it achieved, at high cost,
during the civil war of the 1990s
but what of the future?
It must first ensure that any
conference on national reconciliation or interim presidency is
not led by someone without the
constitutional authority to do so.
It might reach out to former senior
officials whose historical-national
credentials are untainted, such as
former President Liamine Zeroual,
former reformist Prime Minister
Mouloud Hamrouche or former
Minister of Foreign Affairs Ahmed
Taleb Ibrahimi, who hails from one
of the country’s most distinguished
nationalist families. Together, with
other highly respected and younger
Algerians, they could help prepare
a new constitutional framework.
The APN also knows it must encourage bold economic reforms and
introduce rules of engagement with

the private sector worthy of the
21st century. It must end the rentier
and corrupt practices of the likes of
the Forum des chefs d’entreprises
President Ali Haddad, whose mafiastyle links to Algerian President
Abdelaziz Bouteflika’s brothers put
a brake on such real entrepreneurs
as those who built RedMed, Cevital
and the Hasnaoui group.
They must clean up the all-important oil and gas sector and the
state company Sonatrach of those
appointed by the long-time and allpowerful former Minister of Energy
Chakib Khelil. The latter’s links
to former US Vice-President Dick
Cheney and his company Halliburton led to billions of dollars of oil
and gas revenues being syphoned
off abroad. Khelil’s tenure forced
thousands of engineers to leave
Sonatrach, seek work abroad and
tarnished the reputation of Algeria’s key foreign income earner.
Some officers might be tempted
to adopt a large clientelist model
that is deeply entrenched in
the country’s politics and in the
economy, along the “Egyptian
model.” Many Western countries,
Russia and China feel comfortable with that kind of system,
which could allow high income to
a fat-cat class of officers because it
allows foreign powers to conclude
deals discreetly. However, such an
opaque system opens the door to
kickbacks.
A more professional army would
avoid some of these pitfalls. In the
Algerian case, it would deprive
some of the country’s major foreign
partners — France, Russia and Italy
in particular — of some forms of

privileged access, which, as elsewhere, encourage corruption.
The possible vulnerability of senior officials, not only in the army,
to French influence is inevitable
in view of the links between the
two countries since 1832. However,
a more professional army would
avoid the rise to power of people such as Major-General Larbi
Belkheir who, as the adviser to
President Chadli Bendjedid and
minister of the interior in 1991,
precipitated Algeria into elections
that ended in civil war. If ever there
was what the Algerians call a Hizb
Fransa (the party of France), he was
its symbol.
If the APN manages the next few
weeks and months well and then
removes itself further from politics,
it would remain secure in the respect many Algerians hold their officers. Like the police corps, which
has displayed great professionalism
in its management of millions of
demonstrators, the army has nothing to lose by focusing on what it
does best: guarding the longest national frontiers in a conflict-prone
region of Africa and comforting its
position as the country’s ultimate
referee.
That is a position that would
comfort Algeria’s Tunisian and
Moroccan neighbours as much as
those on northern Mediterranean
shores who sense that a more modern and rule of law-bound Algeria
can only be a force for stability in
the western Mediterranean.
Francis Ghilès is an associate
fellow at the Barcelona Centre for
International Affairs.
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Salame’s make-or-break move in Libya
Michel Cousins

Tunis

I

t has been more than 18 months
since UN Special Envoy to
Libya Ghassan Salame first announced he would organise a
National Conference to solve Libya’s crisis.
At times since then, the idea
seemed to be pushed onto the back
burner. Analysts and foreign diplomats said Salame would only activate the National Conference idea
as a last resort.
However, he announced on
March 20, that the National Conference would take place April 14-16
in the western oasis town of Ghadames.
The idea that it is something of a
last resort was alluded to by Salame
when, in his video briefing from
Tripoli to the UN Security Council,
he said Libya had reached “a crucial
juncture.”
“If the opportunity presented
by the National Conference is not
seized, then we will be faced with
only two possible options: prolonged stalemate or conflict. This
stalemate may also ultimately lead
to conflict,” he said.

Announcing a
conference is one thing.
Whether it proves to be a
success is another.
The choice of politically neutral Ghadames, one of Libya’s five
World Heritage sites, as the conference location was obvious. The
conference must be in Libya; otherwise too many attendees might
refuse to turn up with officials and
activists from Tripoli, Misrata and
other towns in the west deeply uncomfortable about going east and
vice versa.
One of the conference’s main
tasks is to set a timescale for parliamentary and presidential elections.
At a news conference in Tripoli before his Security Council briefing,
Salame said he would ask the conference to decide the dates of the
two sets of elections. He would present other proposals as well but did
not say what they would be.

Announcing a conference is one
thing. Whether it proves to be a success is another.
There is the question of whether
everyone invited will attend. There
are many opposed, not least in the
House of Representatives (HoR)
and the State Council, both set up
by the United Nations’ previous
supposedly ground-breaking Libyan initiative, the December 2015
Libyan Political Agreement.
In a bid to reassure both bodies
that they would not be sidelined,
Salame said the conference would
not have decision-making powers but simply make proposals. It
would be for them to enact them.
Whether this works — either in
reassuring them or in getting them
to vote accordingly — is impossible
to say.
Salame understands that. Telling the Security Council that he
has been working “to ensure as
broad a buy-in as possible to the
political process,” he admitted that
there were “powerful forces” that
had “materially profited from the
country’s chaos and division and
are therefore loth to work towards
a unification.”
Because of that, he warned at
his news conference: “There will
be a time limit for the Presidential
Council (PC), the House of Representatives and the State Council
to implement the outcome of the
conference. “If they do not do what
is required of them, we will look to
alternatives.”
It has created a potentially dangerous contradiction. While telling the HoR and State Council that
they are not being sidelined, he, in
effect, has told them they have to
rubber stamp the conference’s decisions.
It has not gone down well. In a
bid to pre-empt the conference’s
outcome and maintain control of
the political process, State Council President Khalid al-Mishri sent
a message to the head of the HoR,
Ageela Saleh — usually his political adversary — saying that the two
bodies’ dialogue teams should meet
again, finalise their agreement to
restructure the PC and either set
in motion the referendum on the
constitution or give the go-ahead to
fresh elections.
Separately, 46 HoR members is-

Sensitive juncture. UN Special Envoy to Libya Ghassan Salame delivers a speech in Tripoli, March 20.

(AFP)

sued a declaration stating that no
members of the parliament other
than Saleh or those delegated by
him could if invited to Ghadames
officially represent the HoR.
Equally keen to keep the parliament in the game, they spoke of
a rapprochement with the State
Council and the need to issue a law
for elections to take place.
Saleh’s call to finalise plans to restructure the PC highlights another
contradiction that potentially undermines efforts to end the Libya
crisis.
The aim is to create a three-man
presidency with a new united, interim government headed by a separate prime minister. Sources said
that in their meeting in Abu Dhabi
at the end of February, PC head
Fayez al-Sarraj and the head of the
Libyan National Army (LNA) FieldMarshal Khalifa Haftar not only
endorsed the plan, they agreed on
a number of names of new ministers with Sarraj kept on as head of

the PC.
In addition to Haftar, Sarraj, the
HoR and the State Council, it is reported that several external players support the move, including
France, Egypt, the United Arab
Emirates and Russia.
The problem is that, far from organising new elections, a new government could delay them, wanting to spend time in power. Salame,
along with some Western governments, including the United States
and Italy, is thought to be opposed
to the move for that reason.
What the international community fears more, though, is that
Haftar could try to move on Tripoli
following his triumphant military
sweep through the south.
There are reports of LNA reinforcements deployed at the strategically important Jufra military
base in central Libya and of arms
stockpiled at the Wattiya base
120km south-west of Tripoli and
being flown from Tobruk to Bani

Walid then taken by road to Tarhouna, south-east of Tripoli. The
LNA has also been sending out patrols near Sirte.
Following a March 18 visit to
Tripoli, French Foreign Minister
Jean-Yves Le Drian went to Benghazi for talks with Haftar to ensure
there is no action against Tripoli
and to let the diplomatic process
run its course.
The Americans sent Ambassador
Peter Bodde and the head of US Africa Command, US Army General
Thomas Waldhauser, to Tripoli to
reassure Sarraj of their support for
him.
Haftar may decide to let the diplomats have their way for the time
being but being in the political ascendant at present, he is likely to
want to keep his options open and
certainly is not going to let up on
the pressure.
Michel Cousins is a contributor to
The Arab Weekly on Libyan issues.

Parties to Western Sahara conflict agree to convene for third round of talks
Saad Guerraoui

Casablanca

T

he second round of UNsponsored talks on the
Western Sahara dispute
ended with no clear resolution but there was agreement to
continue negotiations.
UN Special Envoy Horst Kohler
was joined by the foreign ministers from Morocco, Algeria and
Mauritania along with the chief
negotiator for the Polisario Front
separatist movement in Switzerland for closed-door talks March
21-22.
“I would like to commend all
delegations for displaying their
commitment and engagement in
reconvening on this occasion,”
Kohler said during a news conference at the end of the meetings.
The delegations agreed to convene for another round of talks
but no date was announced.
Kohler said the latest meeting
was meant “to consolidate my
positive dynamic created by the
first meeting to start approaching
more substantive questions.” He
acknowledged that the situation
“is not and will not be easy.”
“Nobody should expect a quick
outcome because many positions
are still fundamentally diverging,”
he warned, adding that mutual
engagement between the involved
parties was critical to dealing with

Diverging positions. UN Special Envoy Horst Kohler speaks in
Geneva following a 2-day round of talks on ending the Western
Sahara conflict, March 22.
(AFP)
the dispute’s more controversial
elements.
He encouraged delegations to
make good faith gestures and
engage in concrete actions that
go beyond the negotiating table.
“Let’s not lose sight that the people of Western Sahara need and
deserve this conflict to end,” he
said.
The delegations issued a statement in which they said they
were committed to “seriously
and respectfully engage” in negotiations. They also said more trust

needs to be built.
Delegations discussed how to
reach a solution to the conflict that
respects the welfare of the people
of the Western Sahara, under the
framework of UN Security Council
Resolution 2440, a statement read
out by Kohler said.
The Polisario Front said in a
statement posted on Twitter
that the only practicable, realistic and enduring solution is one
that grants the people of Western Morocco the right to democratically decide their own future

with no preconditions.
“Our goal for the next round of
talks is to build on the elements
needed for a just and enduring
solution that respects the fundamental rights of the Sahrawi people,” the Polisario Front said.
Sources in Geneva reported that
the Moroccan delegation, headed
by Foreign Minister Nasser Bourita, said self-determination for the
Western Sahara was confined to
conditions established in Resolution 2440, which are “realism,
pragmatism and sustainability.”
The Algerian and Polisario delegations struck at what they called
“a selective and truncated reading
of self-determination.”
Direct talks between Morocco
and the Polisario Front broke
down six years ago. The first round
of UN-led talks on the Western Sahara took place last December in
Geneva.
Morocco annexed Western Sahara after Spain withdrew from
the area in 1975 and considers it to
be an integral part of the kingdom.
The Algeria-backed Polisario Front
began an armed conflict with Morocco in pursuit of an independent
state. The fighting lasted until a
UN-brokered ceasefire in 1991.
Rabat has proposed a form of
autonomy under Moroccan sovereignty for the territory. The Polisario Front, however, insists on the
Sahrawi people’s right to full selfdetermination through a UN-monitored vote.

The second round of talks came
as the mandate for the UN Mission
for the Referendum in Western Sahara (MINURSO), one of the United Nations’ oldest peacekeeping
missions, which has overseen the
ceasefire in Western Sahara since
1991, is to end April 30.
The United States warned that
MINURSO’s mandate would no
longer be automatically renewed.
Other Security Council members,
including long-time Moroccan ally
France, are pushing for more longterm engagement on the issue.

Kohler acknowledged that
the situation “is not and
will not be easy.”
A detailed document made public by the US State Department on
March 18 revealed that Washington had opposed a referendum in
the disputed territory, suggesting
that Morocco extend autonomy to
the region in response to former
UN envoy James Baker’s proposal.
The document, titled “Sahara
Policy History,” was written by
former Moroccan Ambassador to
the United States Aziz Mekouar
and submitted to the US State Department in 2009 ahead of former
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton’s
visit to Morocco.
Saad Guerraoui is a contributor
to The Arab Weekly on Maghreb
issues.
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The lessons of the
17-minute outrage

B

esides claiming no fewer than 50 lives,
the Christchurch attacks on March 15
presented humanity with the darkest
side of social media — how it can be used
to prepare and amplify a terrorist act.
Australian national Brenton Tarrant,
28, has been charged with murder in the mass
shooting. It appears he received support for his
stated racist views in the dark corners of the
internet.
Before the attacks in New Zealand, Tarrant
advertised his bigotry on internet site 8chan,
which has become a hub for the extreme far-right.
His trajectory was like that of the 2018 Pittsburgh
synagogue shooter, who posted threats on social
media site Gab, another favourite venue of the
far-right.
In addition to playing a role in his radicalisation
process, social media helped Tarrant disseminate
his 74-page hate-filled “manifesto” and were used
to broadcast the massacre.
While Facebook said it was quick to pull attack
content live streamed on its site, it had already
been shared across other internet platforms and
viewed millions of times. Reuters said as many as
ten copies of the bloody video were accessible on
Facebook, Twitter and YouTube, as well as
Instagram and WhatsApp, hours after the attack.
Clips of the attack were broadcast on sensationalist TV channels seeking viewership at any cost as
well as individual users looking for cheap thrills.
Predictably, criticism was levelled at social
media platforms for failing to effectively manage
the risks inherent in their features, particularly
Facebook Live.
Siva Vaidhyanathan, who teaches media studies
at the University of Virginia, remarked that
“certain companies… have built systems that have
inadvertently served the cause of violent hatred
around the world.” Facebook and YouTube, in
particular, he said, are “ungovernable,” adding
that Facebook’s live streaming service is a “profoundly stupid idea.”
Political leaders are beginning to take note and
consider further regulations on social media
companies.
“Take some ownership. Enough is enough,”
British Home Secretary Sajid Javid wrote on
Twitter after the Christchurch attacks.
“At some point, we will have to regulate,” said
European Commission First Vice-President Frans
Timmermans.
Whatever their intentions, social media companies have failed to adequately rein in violent
content and hate speech, a misstep that could
cause major ripple effects in the future.
The Christchurch attack is but the latest example
of how social media can go awry and it will no
doubt affect the way social media platforms
handle hateful and violent content in the future.

The internet’s
30th anniversary

T

he internet is celebrating 30 years since
its inception.
During an event commemorating this
anniversary, Tim Berners-Lee, one of the
pioneers of internet technology, made a
telling comment about how this transformative invention has shaped up three decades
on.
“Whoops!” he said. “The web is not the web we
wanted in every respect.”
Berners-Lee probably has reason to have some
misgivings about what the internet has at times
entailed but he seems to underestimate the positive
effects it has had in all domains. More than any
other innovation in the past few decades, this
revolution has changed the face of the world. The
Middle East and North Africa region is no exception.
At around 64%, the rate of access to the internet
in the MENA region is slightly above the global
average but the trend varies from country to
country.
World Bank figures show that in conflict-stricken
places where the focus is not on technological
development or infrastructure building, access to
the internet is predictably low: 20% in Libya, 21% in
Iraq, 28% in Sudan and 31% in Syria.
In the rest of the Arab region, the rates vary from
41% in Egypt to 42% in Algeria, 49% in Tunisia, 58%
in Morocco, 62% in Jordan, 74% in Saudi Arabia,
76% in Lebanon, 90% in the United Arab Emirates
and 98% in Bahrain, enough to create serious
momentum for change.
The positive elements are clear: Across the board,
the internet serves as an important tool for socioeconomic progress and faster communication.
But the Arab region is also aware of its dangers.
The New Zealand attacker’s dark exploitation of
social media to further his agenda is but the latest
illustration.
Still, the advantages of the internet revolution
clearly outweigh the downside. In the Arab world,
the internet can be a powerful and indispensable
ally in educating younger generations and promoting values of pluralism and openness to the world.
It is not surprising that those who most
desperately cling to closed worldviews are the
ones most often suspected of hacking. Iran is a
prime example.
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Hamas refuses to acknowledge
its bankruptcy in Gaza

T

Khairallah Khairallah
Hamas knows nothing but murder to avoid
acknowledging that it has gone bankrupt.

peace process left.
he crackdown on
There are those who say
protesters in the
Israel never wanted any kind of
Gaza Strip reflects
settlement with the Palestinthe state of bankians, especially when it comes
ruptcy of the “Isto establishing a Palestinian
lamic Emirate” set
state, but was there any justiup by Hamas in that part of the
fication for the suicide bombPalestinian territories.
ings that provided excuses
It also reveals the intellecand conditions for the Israeli
tual bankruptcy of the Muslim
society to veer in the direction
Brotherhood, which does not
of rejecting peace?
know the first thing about
Because of Hamas and its
politics, economics or educaactions, the competition in Istion and is not interested in
rael is not between those who
cultivating civilised facets of
believe in the peace process
the Palestinian people.
and those who reject it but
Authorities in Ramallah canbetween just those who want
not be absolved of their share
to hold on more dearly to the
of responsibility in the deteriooccupation of Jerusalem and
ration of the situation in Gaza
the West Bank.
either, given their disregard
There are three turning
for Hamas and its role since
points that contributed to
before Palestinian Presithe state of affairs in the
dent Mahmoud Abbas
Gaza Strip. The first
succeeded Yasser
The Palestinians
has to do with the
Arafat in 2005.
chaos caused by
Arafat never
know there is no
accorded the
future for them under the introduction
of weapons in the
situation in
Hamas. Hamas could
strip. The second
Gaza the attennot find any way to
is the Israeli
tion it deserved,
respond to the
withdrawal from
despite being
protests
other than the strip in August
aware of Hamas’s
repression.
2005. The third was
intentions since
the 2007 coup in which
he entered the Gaza
Hamas took control of the
Strip through the Rafah
Gaza Strip.
crossing in the summer of
The common thread be1994.
tween those three points is the
Arafat knew how dangerous
Muslim Brotherhood’s lust for
Hamas could be but he opted
power. Hamas took advantage
not to take radical measures.
of the power vacuum after AraThis was the way he also dealt
fat’s death in November 2004.
with other Palestinian factions.
It became the only player in
The people of Gaza are payGaza at a time when Israel had
ing the price of Arafat’s silence
no objections to this, insofar as
on Hamas’s behaviour and
the Palestinian Authority was
of allowing Hamas to spread
unable to shoulder its responweapons and chaos in the postsibilities.
Oslo Accords era.
Then Iran entered the fray
He was convinced that any
and Hamas was no longer just
intra-Palestinian conflict must
a local player. It acquired a
be avoided, even though he
new role — pushing Israel to
said in private that Israel was
become more extremist and
behind Hamas’s creation for
meddling in Egyptian internal
the purpose of finding an alteraffairs. In the last years of the
native to the Palestine LiberaHosni Mubarak era, Hamas
tion Organisation.
had a direct effect in Egypt. It
In the absence of any clear
is no secret that Hamas played
political vision regarding
a role in the release of prisonHamas by the Palestinian
ers belonging to the Muslim
National Authority, Hamas was
Brotherhood at the end of the
employed to strike down the
Mubarak era.
Palestinian nationalist proEach phase of Hamas’s direct
gramme. After the 1993 Oslo
rule of Gaza was characterised
Accords, Hamas did everything
by the absence of political or
that was required of it to do so
economic projects for the strip
there would not be any kind of

and its inhabitants. No one
knows why rockets were fired
from Gaza into Israeli territory
when even a child is aware that
Israel is capable of razing entire
neighbourhoods on the heads
of the poor Gazans.
Hamas has always been a tool
of foreign entities. Evidence for
this is Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan’s attempt to
transform himself into an Islamic hero in claiming to break
the blockade on Gaza by sending in 2010 a flotilla of Turkish
ships carrying food. Israel’s
response was to raid the flotilla,
killing civilians on board and
the blockade continued in the
absence of any international
attention to the fate of the
Gazans.
When a movement such
as Hamas occupies Gaza and
imposes a system that does not
promise any way out for its people, it seems more than natural
that a day will come when ordinary people looking and hoping
for a better life will revolt.
The Palestinians know there
is no future for them under
Hamas. Hamas could not find
any way to respond to the
protests other than repression.
The movement used fatwas by
clerics such as Yunis al-Astal,
who incited the killing of those
participating in the demonstrations against power outages.
Yes, there is someone encouraging the killing of Gazans on
the premise that Hamas represents Islam and going against
Hamas means disobeying Islam.
Is there a bankruptcy greater
than the one shown by a movement that says it has solutions
for everything? Hamas has
found out that all it can do is invest in more misery for Gazans,
thus providing everything that
Israel wants — nothing more,
nothing less.
Since when does the killing
of the people of Gaza solve any
problems or help liberate Palestine from the sea to the river?
There is no doubt that Hamas
has no answer to such a question, except more killings. It
knows nothing but murder to
avoid acknowledging that it has
gone bankrupt.
Khairallah Khairallah is a
Lebanese writer.
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The Arab League’s raison d’etre may be
the lack of other options

T

he Arab League
summit, scheduled
for March 31 in
Tunis, is expected
to recapture some
of the league’s momentum. Arab League meetings became arenas in which
scores were settled and power
balances tested and showcased
in the halls of the institution.
The Tunis summit is not
expected to be any different.
The host country may be keen
to steer the summit towards a
safe exit with minimal damage, rather than actively seek
possible gains and outcomes
for the Arab countries.
The prevailing atmosphere
around this summit is much
like previous ones. It is not
expected to address the core
problems and conflicts. It is
more likely that the bare minimum and already declared positions will simply be repeated
and restated.
Is such an outcome satisfactory for the sustainability of an
institution as important and
prominent as the Arab League?
The same controversies
about the usefulness of the
Arab League and its importance in resolving and coordinating positions on crucial
Arab issues are rehashed
before every summit. Even the
Palestinian issue, generally a
subject of consensus, has become a point of contention.
Meetings I have had in the
past few weeks with Arab
League Secretary-General
Ahmed Aboul Gheit confirmed
that he is optimistic about the
institution and he says its continued existence is necessary.
His response to those who
criticise the Arab League’s
declining role is that the
league represents the total of
the strength of Arab countries.
If the majority is weak and is
confronting complex problems, then it is natural for the
league to suffer and stumble in
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Mohamed Aboelfadl
Shutting down the Arab League is a very undesirable solution for most members because
they do not have a ready alternative.
taking decisive positions that
people expect.
Aboul Gheit sometimes resorts to diplomatic speak when
he finds it difficult to directly
discuss the Arab League’s impotence but he does not deny
there are harsh pressures from
within and outside the league
that prevent it from playing
its role with political vitality.
He said he wishes the hurdles
standing in its way would be
cleared.
Aboul Gheit defended the
league as an important Arab
bastion, even if the role of this
edifice is not visible or tangible
to many. He said he found in
the Arab-European summit, in
Sharm el-Sheikh last month,
some protective shield against
the arrows of those who like
to sharply criticise the Arab
League.
The league has engaged in
dialogue with the European
Union and in shaping the
formula that led to a summit
for which Aboul Gheit sees a
promising future. The meeting showed that the tools and
mechanisms available to the
Arab League work and, if used
well, could benefit all.
Aboul Gheit may have put
his finger on some of the
league’s wounds and his
message is essentially moral,
which confers on someone in
his position a symbolic role. It
does not, however, relieve him
of the responsibility of reinvigorating this role, expanding its
scope and achieving tangible
gains, which would give the
Arab League the importance it
is supposed to have as the umbrella group of Arab countries.
Summits and ministerial
meetings organised by the
Arab League, whether within
the league or in cooperation
with other entities, only deal
with issues related to politics,
economics, security or other
emerging fields in international relations. They do not

lead to injecting new blood
and a new spirit in the league
because this matter requires
creative initiatives and
measures and arrangements
adapted to current world realities, with all the associated
developments in concepts and
modes of dealing flexibly with
emerging surprises.
The differences between
those opposing the Arab
League and those supporting
it have recently subsided. Arab
states, entities and political
figures are no longer interested in closing or reforming
this institution, as if everyone
has become satisfied with the
situation it has found itself
in — both “existing” and “not
existing” at the same time.
Institutional development
requires a strong will and
desire to adopt proposals and
measures that lead to desired
outcomes. The Arab League’s
model is supposed to make the
institution up to the challenges
facing its members, individually and collectively.
However, this is difficult
with the growing disagreement gap between members
and the general impotence of
the league’s structures. As a
result, many see the league as
a political forum that reluctantly meets once a year, with
no harm done if it does not
meet at all.
Regardless of their aims,
countries that previously
demanded development
and reform no longer dare to
speak. It’s as though they have
become completely despondent and given up on the prospect of receiving a concerted
response to their cries for help.
Moreover, the adoption of
such positions made those
countries spar with the other
members that want to preserve
the Arab League in its amorphous state, one in which the
institution does not play the
role it should but also does not

collapse from the weight of the
political burdens it places on
members’ backs.
Shutting down the Arab
League is a very undesirable
solution for many members
because they do not have a
ready alternative. Besides,
some countries in leadership
have got used to taking advantage of the debilitated condition of the institution to serve
specific political agendas. The
league has become a moral
tool for punishment or flattery when its decisions target
friends or foes.
Demolishing the institution
would create leeway for some
countries to abdicate their
symbolic responsibilities, giving them justification to ally
with regional non-Arab forces
and lead to the formation of
different blocs, bringing back
to mind what had happened
in the 1980s and 1990s when
the Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC), the Arab Cooperation
Council and the Arab Maghreb
Union were established and
the Damascus Declaration
project was announced.
Only the first bloc survived
— due to its specificity — but
even the GCC has started to
falter after the crisis with
Qatar when it pursued policies
against the interests of key
GCC members.
The frail condition of the
Arab League has stood up to
a lot of political and security
winds in recent times but it is
unlikely that it will withstand
much longer the increasing
rifts between Arab countries
and the declining importance
of their common interests on
the one hand and their growing interests with non-Arab
countries on the other. The
calls for reform or demolition
may come back even louder in
the future.
Mohamed Aboelfadl is an
Egyptian writer.

Turkish president is playing with fire

T

urkish President
Recep Tayyip
Erdogan has been
showing the violent
video of the attack
that took place at
two mosques in New Zealand,
which was live streamed on the
internet.
The responsible thing to have
done would have been to prevent the dissemination of this
gruesome act of blatant slaughter of some 50 worshippers and
deny the killer to the publicity
he apparently wanted.
However, Erdogan, never
one to pass an opportunity to
score points in his never-ending
quest to maintain his inflated
ego, found it useful to show the
video while condemning the terrorist act.
Some say Erdogan is trying to
claim the mantle of Islamic leadership. That’s a very dangerous
way of doing it. Muslims across
the world need rational leaders
and wise role models. The world
does not need a Muslim version
of Donald Trump.
The only accomplishment that
can come from that is to fan the
flames of religious hostility and
dignify a terrorist’s recording
with serious consideration by a
head of state.

Claude Salhani
Erdogan is just the other side of the coin
of demagoguery.
Some observers say Erdogan
may be doing this solely to win
votes in Turkey’s upcoming local elections, which places him
in the same moral category as
far-right populists in Italy, Austria, Hungary, Poland and elsewhere who use Islamophobia
and xenophobia to win votes.
In this case, Erdogan is just
the other side of the coin of
demagoguery.
Speaking to supporters in
Istanbul, Erdogan described
the shootings in Christchurch,
New Zealand, as part of a wider
attack on Turkey and threatened
to send back “in caskets” anyone who tried to take the battle
to Istanbul.
Consider the difference
between Mustapha Kemal,
known as Ataturk, a soldier who
became a great statesman, and
Erdogan, who apparently considers himself a great statesman.
Erdogan, who is seeking to
rally support for his Islamistrooted Justice and Development
Party ahead of the March 31
local elections, has invoked the
New Zealand attack as evidence
of global anti-Muslim sentiment.
“They are testing us from
16,500km away, from New
Zealand, with the messages
they are giving from there. This

isn’t an individual act. This is
organised,” he said, without
elaborating.
Erdogan also displayed extracts from a “manifesto” posted
online — but later removed — by
the suspected attacker.
He has said the gunman
threatened Turkey and Erdogan
himself and wanted to drive
Turks from the part of the country in Europe. Majority Muslim
Turkey’s largest city, Istanbul,
is split between Asia, east of the
Bosporus Strait, and a European
section to the west.
“We have been here for 1,000
years and will be here until
the apocalypse, God willing,”
Erdogan told a rally on March 18
commemorating the 1915 Gallipoli campaign, when Ottoman
soldiers defeated British-led
forces, including Australian and
New Zealand troops, trying to
seize the peninsula, a gateway
to Istanbul.
“You will not turn Istanbul
into Constantinople,” he added,
referring to the city’s name
under its Christian Byzantine
rulers before it was conquered
by Muslim Ottomans in 1453.
“Your grandparents came
here… and they returned in
caskets,” he said. “Have no
doubt we will send you back

like your grandfathers.”
It appears Erdogan could use a
refresher course in his country’s
history. The “grandfathers” he
refers to were members of the
Australian and New Zealand
Army Corps (ANZAC) — Australian and New Zealand forces who
fought in Gallipoli. Those who
died in the fighting were not
sent back but were buried in
Turkey.
This is what Ataturk had to say
about the failed British expedition: “Those heroes who shed
their blood and lost their lives…
You are now lying in the soil of a
friendly country. Therefore, rest
in peace.
“There is no difference
between the Johnnies and the
Mehmets to us where they lie
side by side here in this country
of ours. You, the mothers, who
sent their sons from far away
countries, wipe away your tears.
Your sons are now lying in our
bosom and are in peace. After
having lost their lives on this
land, they have become our sons
as well.”
That’s the difference between
a statesman and a politician
gone rogue.
Claude Salhani is a regular
columnist for The Arab Weekly.
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Saudi Arabia announces mega projects as
it puts rumours about crown prince to rest
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

I

n what was considered a sharp
if indirect rebuttal by Saudi authorities regarding a perceived
media
campaign
targeting
Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz, Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz introduced four
recreational projects worth billions
to be overseen by the crown prince.
King Salman, on March 19, announced four mega-ventures worth
an estimated $23 billion to be built
in Riyadh. An official statement
said the projects are designed to
“significantly improve the lives of
the city’s citizens” and transform
Riyadh into an attractive global
destination.
King Salman Park, Sports Boulevard, Green Riyadh and Riyadh
Art will complement the Saudi Vision 2030’s “Quality of Life” programme, the statement said.
King Salman also ordered one
of Riyadh’s main roads to be renamed after the crown prince. The
Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin
Abdulaziz Road will link the western side of Riyadh to the east over
30km, Saudi media reported.
The projects and the public vote
of confidence from King Salman
come while several global news
outlets suggested that Crown Prince
Mohammed had been stripped of
some of his authority.
Reports in the Guardian newspaper in the United Kingdom said a
rift between King Salman and the
crown prince had widened, leading
to the king curtailing some of Crown
Prince Mohammed’s authority. The
Guardian cited crown prince’s absence from high-profile meetings in
recent weeks as evidence.
“The report published March 18
is nearly identical to a previous report published weeks ago and does
not provide any concrete proof to

Looking ahead. Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud and Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz (R) attend the
announcement of four infrastructure projects in Riyadh, March 19.
back up its explosive claims,” said
an analyst in London, who spoke
on condition of anonymity.
Part of the report that was quickly
dismissed by the analyst involved
the appointment of Princess Reema
bint Bandar bin Sultan as ambassador to the United States by Crown
Prince Mohammed “without the
king’s approval or knowledge.”
“The Saudi mission to the United
States is the most important diplomatic mission as far as the Saudi
leadership is concerned and the
naming of the ambassador could
not have taken place without the
consent of the king,” the source

said, adding that reports that Princess Reema would be named US
ambassador had been floating
around for months before the announcement.
Downplaying
that
Princess
Reema’s appointment was made
public while King Salman was visiting Egypt, the Saudi Embassy in
Washington told the Guardian: “It
is customary for the king of Saudi
Arabia to issue a royal order delegating the power to administer the
affairs of the state to his deputy,
the crown prince, whenever he
travels abroad. That was the case
during King Salman’s recent visit to

Egypt.”
Another publicised claim recently addressed involved allegations the Saudi government was
involved in US tabloid reports
that Amazon Jeff Bezos had been
caught in a sexting scandal. Bezos
and media organisations such as
the Washington Post, which Bezos
owns, the Daily Beast and CNN reported that.
In a blog post in February, Bezos
said he was targeted because of the
Post’s reporting about the killing of
Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi,
whose work appeared in the Post,
last October in Istanbul.

(SPA)

Saudi Minister of State for Foreign Affairs Adel al-Jubeir in February told CBS News’ “Face the
Nation” programme that the Arab
kingdom had “nothing to do with”
the episode.
“This sounds to me like a soap
opera,” Jubeir said. “I’ve been
watching it on television and reading about it in the paper. This is
something between the two parties. We have nothing to do with it.”
A report March 18 in the Wall
Street Journal stated the tabloid
had acquired Bezos’ personal photographs and secrets through his
mistress’s brother for $200,000.

Kuwaiti Islamists take a hit in parliament
The Arab Weekly staff

London

K

uwait’s
Salafist-Muslim
Brotherhood alliance suffered substantial losses in
the country’s parliamentary elections, reflecting a move
away from ideological agendas and
the erosion of the Brotherhood’s
influence in Kuwaiti politics.
In the by-election for two seats
in Kuwait’s National Assembly, independent candidate Badr al-Mulla, a professor of civil law, defeated
the Muslim Brotherhood’s Hamad
al-Matar, 4,657-4,616; while lawyer, Abdullah al-Kandari, another
independent candidate, won over
Salafist candidate Ammar al-Ajami, 6,705-5,173.
Kuwaiti Emir Sheikh
Sabah Ahmad al-Jaber al-Sabah

“I will not allow turning the
blessing of democracy, which
we are under the shade of,
into a curse that threatens the
stability of our country.”
Islamist MPs Waleed al-Tabtabaei and Jamaan al-Harbash had
vacated their seats, mandating
by-elections in the constituencies.
The road to unseating the Islamist MPs had been arduous and included strenuous efforts to block
holding them responsible for what
became known in Kuwait as the
“National Assembly storming.”
In 2011, protesters charged par-

liament after MPs were denied the
right to question Kuwait Prime
Minister Sheikh Nasser al-Mohammad al-Sabah over corruption allegations. The case was mired in
Kuwait’s complex court system for
years but, in November 2017, the
Court of Cassation sentenced 13 individuals, including Tabtabaei and
Harbash, to prison.
However, 42-month jail terms
handed to Tabtabaei and Harbash
did not strip them of their seats in
the National Assembly and other
Islamist MPs sought a pardon from
Kuwaiti Emir Sheikh Sabah Ahmad
al-Jaber al-Sabah.
It wasn’t until January 30 that
the National Assembly vacated
Tabtabaei’s and Harbash’s parliamentary seats, citing the assembly’s bylaws, and by-elections
were ordered.
The Kuwait parliament, formed
in 1962, is the oldest in the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC); however, pro-government lawmakers
control it and the ultimate power
remains with the emir.
Political parties in the traditional
sense are banned in Kuwait, making the opposition in parliament
an unofficial marriage of convenience between segments of Kuwaiti
society often with contradicting
political inclinations, a mix of liberals, nationalist and conservative
Islamists mainly affiliated with the
Muslim Brotherhood.
In recent years, with Kuwait and
the entire GCC implementing austerity measures, the opposition
in the National Assembly found a
cause to exploit, usually at the ex-

Under the shade of democracy. Lawmakers attend a session of parliament in Kuwait City.
pense of members of the government’s cabinet appointed by the
emir, who are summoned to parliament for questioning. The threat
of questioning some officials led
Sheikh Sabah to dissolve parliament on several occasions.
“I will not allow turning the
blessing of democracy, which we
are under the shade of, into a curse
that threatens the stability of our
country, destroys construction and
stands in the way of achievement,”

Sheikh Sabah said in a speech last
October.
“Why this insistence on questioning the prime minister in matters that fall under the responsibility of other ministers? This violates
the constitution and the status of
the National Assembly,” Al-Qabas
newspaper quoted the emir as saying.
Sheikh Sabah’s assessment of
parliament was echoed by hundreds of Kuwaitis taking to Twitter

(AFP)

to express rejection of parliament
practices, with Arabic hashtag
“With the dissolution of the National Assembly.”
The Kuwaiti Constitution states
that the National Assembly is
made up of 50 elected seats, not
including 16 appointed cabinet
ministers by the emir. After the
latest elections, Kuwait’s Islamist
parliamentary opposition, with 15
parliamentary seats, will still have
difficulty pushing its agenda.
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Syria, Iraq border
reopening fuels fears
of Iran ‘land corridor’
Manuel Langendorf

London

A

rare meeting took place in
Damascus when the military chiefs of Syria, Iraq
and Iran convened there.
The meeting and an announcement
that a border crossing between Iraq
and Syria would be reopened are
signs of Iran’s continued influence
in the region.
Iranian Chief of Staff General Mohammad Bagheri said “terrorism
poses a threat to all of us,” stressing the need to coordinate efforts to
combat it.
Syrian President Bashar Assad
met with the Iraqi and Iranian delegations and said on Iranian television that “Baghdad and Tehran
have a common enemy, as well as a
common battlefield.”
In a move that has been widely
seen as a boost to Assad, Othman
al-Ghanimi, the Iraqi chief of staff,
announced that the al-Qa’im border crossing between Iraq and Syria
would soon be reopened. The crossing, linking Iraq’s Anbar province
with Syria’s Deir ez-Zor province,
has been closed since 2013.
Bagheri hailed the announcement, which has stirred fears
among Tehran’s critics of a “land
corridor” between Iran and the
Mediterranean, passing through
Iraq and Syria.
Among Iran’s staunchest critics is
the Trump administration, which
sees the country as the most dangerous actor in the region. Washington has stepped up pressure
against Tehran by exiting the Iran
nuclear deal and increasing sanctions against the country.
The planned reopening comes

after a flurry of Iranian diplomacy,
which included President Hassan
Rohani’s first visit to Iraq since taking office. Earlier in the year, Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad
Javad Zarif travelled to Iraq with a
large business delegation. In February, Syrian Assad made his first official trip to Tehran since the start of
the war in Syria.
For Iran, the opening of the border provides various opportunities.
Trade between Iran and Iraq, the
biggest non-oil export market for
Iran, is worth $12 billion each year.
The Iranian government agreed to a
range of deals with Iraq during Rohani’s visit, including in trade, oil,
health and visa-free travel.
“The reopening of al-Qa’im border crossing is significant symbolically and politically. It exhibits
Iran’s achievement in cementing a
bridge between Iran and Syria via
Iraq,” said Ali Alavi, a teaching fellow at the School of Oriental and
African Studies.
Bagheri called the land connection “completely vital and necessary,” highlighting its importance
for the transportation of goods and
the travel of Iranian tourists to Iraq
and Syria.
Reopening the border crossing
between Iraq and Syria, said Nicholas A. Heras, Middle East Security fellow at the Centre for a New
American Security, “is a power play
from Iran to show the international
community that the consensus not
to re-normalise Assad that the United States has worked hard to build,
is not holding among the Arab nations in the Middle East.”
With the support of its allies,
Damascus has worked towards reestablishing relations with regional
countries after having been cut off
for years. Last year, Jordan agreed

Rare meeting. Syrian Defence Minister Ali Abdullah Ayyoub (C), Iraq’s Chief of Staff Othman alGhanimi (R) and Iranian Chief of Staff Mohammad Hossein Bagheri (2nd L) at a news conference in
Damascus, March 18. 										 (dpa)
to reopen the Jaber border crossing
with Syria. In December, the United
Arab Emirates announced the reopening of its embassy in Damascus.
For Baghdad, improving ties with
Damascus presents a challenge as
well as economic opportunities after the war reduced trade between
Iraq and Syria. In 2010, Iraq was the
largest single export destination for
Syrian goods. Baghdad has been
working to improve economic relations with its neighbours, striking a
trade deal with Jordan in February.
A key question will be how the
Iranian-US rivalry will affect Iraq.
Washington has granted Baghdad
another 90-day sanctions waiver to
import electricity from Iran. However, the United States remains
eager to roll back Iran’s influence
in Iraq, which reaches from the political to the military, economic and
religious realm. Iran-backed elements in the Popular Mobilisation
Forces are some of the most heavily

armed groups in Iraq.
The meeting among the military
chiefs “shows, that despite the best
efforts of the United States, Iraq
remains the single most important
asset for Iran in the Arab world,”
Heras said.
Ali Alavi,
a teaching fellow at the
School of Oriental and
African Studies

“The reopening of al-Qa’im
border crossing is significant
symbolically and politically. It
exhibits Iran’s achievement in
cementing a bridge between
Iran and Syria via Iraq.”
He added that “Iran’s strong influence over Iraq allows the Iranians… to recruit and mobilise thousands of Iraqi fighters to participate
in the Islamic Revolutionary Guard

Corps’ external activities and to
use the Iraqi market to try to skirt
around US sanctions.”
“Tehran aims to strengthen its
economic connection with Iraq and
Syria to mitigate the consequences
of the imposed sanctions,” said
Alavi.
Observers warned that Iraq,
which suffers from high levels of
corruption, could become a major
hub for smuggling activity to evade
US sanctions.
In a sign of Iraq’s delicate position
as the Iranian-US rivalry intensifies,
Iraqi Prime Minister Adel AbdulMahdi told visiting US lawmakers on March 19 that the country
still needed US support to face the
threat posed by the Islamic State.
He conveyed the same message to
US Vice-President Mike Pence in a
phone call.
Manuel Langendorf is a writer
focusing on the MENA region.

Viewpoint

Bumpy prospects for Iraq’s ‘Silk Road’ as US-Iran showdown fuels tensions
Gareth Smyth

A

fter the 2003 US-led
invasion that toppled
Iraqi leader Saddam
Hussein, Iran was
involved in recycling
scrap metal. The
burned-out hulls of Saddam’s
heavy armour headed east, including through the Bashmaq border
crossing in Iraqi Kurdistan, to a
factory near Isfahan.
This time, the wrecks of vehicles
used by the Islamic State are being
transported for recycling, either in
Erbil or in the mainly Shia south,
with the lucrative trade reportedly
organised from Mosul by the
Tehran-allied Popular Mobilisation
Forces.
Scrap metal is a weighty example
of the role of geography in both
trade and politics. Iran and Iraq
share a 1,458km border. Their
shared history, whether peaceful
or violent as in the 1980-88 war,

If the raft of
memorandums of
understanding bear
fruit, they could, as
officials from both
countries suggested,
boost trade from the
current $12 billion to
$20 billion annually.

has always involved business. With
its economy in recession in the face
of US sanctions, Tehran is oiling the
wheels of commerce.
Brian Hook, the US State
Department’s special representative
for Iran, recently claimed sanctions
on oil exports alone had cost
Tehran $10 billion in revenue
since the Trump administration
tightened the squeeze in
November. Curtailing Iraq’s trade
with Iran, however, represents a
serious challenge.
The principlist media in Tehran
hailed the March 11-13 visit to Iraq
by Iranian President Hassan Rohani
not so much for his audience with
Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani, Iraq’s
pre-eminent Shia cleric, but for its
economic significance.
If the raft of memorandums
of understanding, including a
railway link between Basra and
Shalamcheh, north-west of Abadan,
bear fruit, they could, as officials
from both countries suggested,
boost trade from the current $12
billion to $20 billion annually.
Iran’s Chamber of Commerce has
confidently bought an 11-storey
building in Baghdad.
The shorter-term challenge is
how Iraq pays, given problems
using the US dollar. A barter
system would be of limited use,
given Iran’s huge surplus in the
trade — 75%-80% of the $12 billion
is Iranian exports. Souks in Iraq
are adorned with Iranian goods,
including food products, household
wares and medicines, and there is
a huge black market in smuggled
Iranian petrol, the world’s second
cheapest.
The larger amounts of money
lie in energy: Iran’s supplies of

electricity and natural gas help
make Iraq its second-biggest export
market after China.
Washington’s waiver allowing
Iraq to import Iranian gas and
electricity runs out this month.
Washington has said the waiver is
on the understanding that Baghdad
“take steps towards energy
independence.” Given it would
take years for Iraq to reduce energy
dependence, it seems likely the
waiver will be extended.
“Despite its rhetoric to the
contrary, the US is well aware
that Iraq cannot abandon Iranian
gas and electricity suppliers any
time soon,” said Hussein Dawood,
visiting fellow at the European
Council on Foreign Relations.
“This is especially so given that
the Iraqi government fears such
a move would risk a repeat of the
unprecedented protests seen in
Basra last summer.”
Energy trade is readily monitored
by the US Treasury, which already
exerts pressure. Under the waiver,
Iraq should pay for the electricity
— 500 megawatts (MW) in winter,
1,200 MW in summer, costing
annually $1.2 billion — in dinars, not
US dollars. Also under the waiver,
Iraq is required to hold Iran’s
payments for gas, which produce
another 1,000 MW of electricity, in
an escrow account designated for
bilateral trade.
Iranian officials have grumbled
over Iraq’s tardiness in paying. The
Rohani visit reportedly encouraged
Baghdad to hand over $200 million
of $2 billion outstanding.
The two central banks have
signed an accord to facilitate
payments through non-US dollar
bank accounts, using euros and

Hurdles in the way. Iraqi President Barham Salih (R) walks with
Iranian President Hassan Rohani at as-Salam Palace in Baghdad,
March 11. 						
(Reuters)
Iraqi dinars to skirt US sanctions
but, as with the European special
purpose vehicle, INSTEX, this
may not escape US pressure nor
overcome banks’ fears of US
punishment. Last May, Washington
sanctioned Iraq-based al-Bilad
Bank for links with Iran.
Iraqi President Barham Salih
has advanced a vision of Iraq as a
regional economic powerhouse.
In Rome in November at the
Mediterranean Dialogues, a forum
supported by the Italian Foreign
Ministry, Salih spoke of “deep
port facilities in Basra, railway
networks, highway networks,
airports, industrial cities, dams,
irrigation projects in the Nineveh
plains, Garmiyan and Erbil, as well
as land reclamations in the south.”
Iraq, said Salih, could be an
“important strategic hub that
joins the Arab world with Iran and

Turkey, and I will say to Europe,
too, and connects the economies
of the Gulf and Europe… the
heart of a new Silk Road to the
Mediterranean.”
Salih has a long record of
friendship with the United States
going back to his stint in the 1990s
as Washington representative of the
Patriotic Union of Kurdistan but it
is hard to see how such plans can
overcome current US-Iran tensions.
Speaking at an inauguration March
16 at Assaluyeh for new phases of
the South Pars gas-field, Iranian
Oil Minister Bijan Zanganeh was
blunt about future gas exports to
Baghdad: “The Iraqis are always
with us in words.”
Gareth Smyth is a regular
contributor to The Arab Weekly. He
has reported from the Middle East
since 1992.
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Turkey comes under pressure
to prevent major violence in Idlib
Thomas Seibert

Berlin

T

urkey is coming under increased pressure to secure
a shaky ceasefire in the
north-western Syrian province of Idlib.
Under a Russian-Turkish deal
reached last September, Turkey
was to disarm jihadist groups that
control Idlib, the last rebel-held
province in Syria after eight years
of war. The government in Damascus vowed to retake Idlib but an
all-out offensive could trigger a humanitarian crisis among the nearly
4 million people living in the region
and send a new wave of refugees
into Turkey.
The Syrian Army has escalated its
shelling of the enclave since early
February. The situation intensified
recently with extensive bombardments by Syrian artillery and Russian warplanes.

Some observers doubt that
Turkey, a country that has
been supporting the Syria
opposition against the
Assad government, is
genuinely interested in
weakening radical rebel
forces in Idlib.
The attacks have killed dozens
of civilians and led to tens of thousands of people fleeing to camps
and towns closer to the Turkish
border, local reports said. The Syrian Army denied targeting civilians,
saying it is responding to attacks by
al-Qaeda-inspired fighters trying
to control the area. Most of Idlib is
controlled by Hayat Tahrir al-Sham
(HTS), a jihadist faction that has
ties with al-Qaeda.
Turkish Defence Minister Hulusi
Akar announced the start of patrols by Turkish troops inside the
demilitarised zone in Idlib set up

in last year’s agreement with Russia. At the same time, Russia would
patrol the border area between
Idlib and the rest of Syria, Akar told
the state-run Turkish news agency
Anadolu. Under the agreement
with Russia, Turkey has set up 12
military observation posts around
Idlib. The posts were recently reinforced amid escalating clashes.
These initiatives may not be
enough to stabilise the situation in
Idlib and to prevent a government
offensive, analysts said.
“Turkey is trying to mollify
growing Russian concerns about
the implementation of the Idlib
arrangement with the start of coordinated, independent patrols in
certain sections of Idlib,” Aaron
Stein, director of the Middle East
Programme at the Foreign Policy
Research Institute in Philadelphia, said via e-mail. “I fail to see
how these patrols will remedy the
central HTS problem, which will
remain in place so long as no one
puts pressure on them militarily.”
Syrian Defence Minister General Ali Ayoub said the Assad government remained committed
to regaining “every inch” of the
country’s territory, including Idlib.
Ayoub confirmed that Damascus
was planning a “push” to retake
Idlib and areas in eastern Syria under US control, reported Al-Masdar
News, an outlet that says it “supports any lawfully elected government in Syria.”
In a report released March 14, the
International Crisis Group (ICG), a
think-tank in Brussels, said Ankara
had to do more to stabilise Idlib.
“Turkey should expand its patrols
inside the Idlib area to cover the
entirety of the demilitarised zone
and reinforce its static observation
points, thus discouraging violence
by both Idlib’s militants and the regime,” the report said.
“Turkey and Russia should push
both sides to stop their back-andforth attacks. In addition, Turkey
should press HTS to relinquish con-

Double game? A Turkish military vehicle drives on a patrol along a road in a demilitarised zone near
the village of Ishtabraq in the mostly rebel held northern Idlib province, March 17.
(AFP)
trol of Idlib’s major cross-cutting
highways and together with Russia
secure the roads for trade.”
Under
the
Turkish-Russian
agreement, Ankara vowed to open
the M4 and M5 highways that connect the northern city of Aleppo
with Latakia on the Mediterranean
coast to the west and Homs and ultimately Damascus to the south for
trade by the end of 2018 but failed
to deliver on the promise.
HTS is reluctant to give up its grip
on the highways because the group
makes money by collecting tolls
but the ICG said Turkey should tell
the jihadists “that the alternative is
a Russia-backed offensive it would
be in no position to stop.” Ankara’s
message should be that if the jihad-

ists refused to withdraw from the
highways, “HTS would be left to
fight a battle with the regime and
its Russian ally that it inevitably
would lose,” ICG said.
It is not known whether HTS
would be responsive to such arguments. “Turkey could certainly try
and give back the roads but it is
unclear if HTS would simply hand
them over, raising the broader
question — again — about how to
actually defeat this group,” Stein
said. He added that he did not see
“either Turkey or Russia proposing
an actual way to do that.”
It is also unclear how far Turkey
is willing or able to lean on HTS.
Some observers doubt that Turkey,
a country that has been supporting

the Syria opposition against the Assad government, is genuinely interested in weakening radical rebel
forces in Idlib.
“Turkey is playing a double
game,” said Michael Rubin, a former Pentagon official who is a
resident scholar at the American
Enterprise Institute, a conservative
think-tank in Washington. “Turkey likes to collect the diplomatic
credit of saying the right thing
while maintaining enough control
over HTS to encourage it to do the
opposite, all the while maintaining
plausible deniability,” he said in an
e-mail.
Thomas Seibert is an Arab Weekly
correspondent.

Dark days ahead for Syria’s Kurds
Sami Moubayed

Beirut

S

peaking March 18 from Damascus,
Syrian
Defence
Minister Ali Ayyoub said his
country was going to liberate
all territory held by Kurdish separatists in north-eastern Syria either
through reconciliation “or by force.”
His threats were made just one
month after Syrian President Bashar
Assad addressed the Kurds in a live
speech on television, saying: “No
one will defend you except the Syrian Arab Army.”
Talks between Damascus and
the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF)
started last year after US President Donald Trump announced he
would be withdrawing US troops
from Syria, spreading panic among
the Syrian Kurdish community.
Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan was first to react, saying
he was sending troops to dismantle Kurdish positions north-eastern
Syria. The SDF pleaded for help
from the Syrians, saying that, in return, they were willing to surrender
the cities of Raqqa and Qamishli.
The momentum halted, however,
when Trump declared a policy reversal and said he would be keeping
400 troops in Syria.
On the other side of the battlefield, a decision was taken to march
against Kurdish towns and cities,
agreed on by seemingly everybody
in the neighbourhood except the

United States.
Syria made up its mind hours after a military summit in Damascus,
bringing the Syrian, Iranian and
Iraqi chiefs of staff together, two
days before Russian Defence Minister Sergei Shoigu landed in Syria for
the same reason.
They reasoned that Trump would
never get into a military confrontation with the Russians — or the
Turks — for the sake of the Kurds.
In return, they agreed that the 400
US troops were “symbolic” and
would not deter them from military
action.

Realists among the Kurds
say this is an uphill battle
that would be extremely
difficult, if not impossible,
to win without US military
assistance.
Erdogan has not objected to the
Syrian-Russian position, seeing it
as a blessing in disguise. Inasmuch
as he wanted to do the job himself,
he feared an erratic response from
Trump, who threatened just three
months ago to “devastate” the
Turkish economy, sending shockwaves throughout Turkish banks
and stocks.
The Turkish leader can take no
action before municipality elections in his country on March 31.
Any similar reaction from Trump
might prove fatal for the Justice
and Development Party on Election

Day. If somebody else can finish off
the Kurds on his behalf, then why
not?
Although he is not talking to the
Syrians, Erdogan has an excellent
working relationship with Russian
President Vladimir Putin. He will
gladly support and even facilitate
a major offensive against Syrian
Kurds and might even launch one
of his own after the elections in his
country.
The most powerful of his Syrian
proxies, Ahrar al-Sham and the Zenki Brigade, were withdrawn from
Idlib in February and repositioned
in the countryside of Aleppo in anticipation of such an operation.
Left confused are the Kurds. One
camp has said it would be political
madness to trust Trump while others argued the opposite, saying nobody sane would reject US military
support when offered.
Sceptics accused Trump of abandoning the Iraqi Kurds in September 2017 when he supported their
bid for independence, looking the
other way as Iraqi troops besieged
Iraqi Kurdistan and overran the oilrich city of Kirkuk.
He turned his back on them again
in March 2018 when Turkish forces
occupied the city of Afrin, bombing
Kurdish strongholds. There was no
telling when Trump would abandon
them again, choosing to side with
Turkey, a strategic NATO ally, over
his sympathy with Kurdish statehood.
A date is yet to be announced for

Limited options. Fighters from the Syrian Democratic Forces
(SDF) in the town of Tell Tamr in the countryside of Syria’s
north-eastern Hasakah province, last December.
(AFP)
the battle and many questions are
still to be answered. Primarily, how
will Trump react? Also, what about
the humanitarian repercussions
that come with such an operation?
When Erdogan attacked Afrin last
year, Syrian and Russian authorities allowed Kurdish refugees to
flee into the northern countryside
of Aleppo.
Where will they go now if the operation is being carried out by government troops with air cover from
the Russians?
Turkey will certainly not allow
them to cross the border and mov-

ing into the Syrian heartland would
be fatal.
Realists among the Kurds say this
is an uphill battle that would be extremely difficult, if not impossible,
to win without US military assistance.
If they get the upper hand within
their community and go for reconciliation rather than confrontation,
much can still be saved for the Syrian Kurds.
Sami Moubayed is a Syrian
historian and author of “Under the
Black Flag” (IB Tauris, 2015).
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Is pan-Arabism a lost cause?

I

Bassem Ajami

n January 2011, as protests
raged in Tunisia, Egypt and
Yemen in what came to be
known as the “Arab spring,”
Syrian President Bashar
Assad gave an interview to
the Wall Street Journal in which
he dismissed the chance of the
unrest spreading to his country.
His regime, he said, stood as
the ideal of pan-Arabism, a longheld presumption that he — and
leaders of many other Arab regimes — felt would protect them
from the opposition.
Assad was proven wrong less
than two months later when
mass protests against his rule
broke out around the country. On
top of challenging Assad’s grip on
power, the protests showed just
how much the force of pan-Arabism had lost over the years.
Pan-Arabism lost much of its
appeal in the 1960s when its
champion, Egypt’s Gamal Abdel
Nasser, failed to deliver on his
threats against Israel. Nasser’s
regime proved to be a failure
shortly thereafter when he died,
leaving the country in economic
and political ruin

An ideal that was
meant to serve the
welfare of the Arab
people transformed
into a dictatorial
monster that
suffocated their
aspirations and
hampered their
progress.
Nasser’s regime emphasised
the principle that Arab peoples
were all of one nation and that a
vast Western conspiracy had kept
them fragmented, robbing them
of their resources and generally
humiliating them. Israel was the
centre of this conspiracy and
fighting it was the duty of all
Arabs, Nasser said.
He was certainly not the only
one who sought legitimacy for
his regime on the back of panArabism.
The Ba’ath Party in Syria and
Iraq competed with him and with
each other in championing the
pan-Arab cause. While Nasser
had the charisma to garner popular support, the Ba’ath Party had
little more than fiery slogans. An
example of its dysfunction was
its motto — “one Arab nation with

an eternal message.” No one ever
described what that message
was.
Another question left unanswered was the presumed
language bond. Why should
Arabic-speaking people regard
themselves as one nation any
more than English-speaking or
Spanish-speaking people?
While some point to a common
religious tradition, even that
connection does not hold. Most
Arabs are Muslim but there is
a variety of other faiths represented.
Ba’ath Party founder Michel
Aflaq, for example, was a Christian. During Israeli spy Eli
Cohen’s 1963 trial, the court
described him as “an Arab of the
Jewish faith.” Cohen was born
and lived most of his life in Egypt
before going to Israel.
Pan-Arabism emerged in
1909 after the Ottoman Empire
called for the “Turkification” of
society at the expense of other
ethnicities, including Arabs. A
later popular conspiracy theory
pointed to a connection between
this new regime and the Zionist
movement.
Almost half a century later,
with the end of the British and
French mandates over Arab territories previously belonging to
the Ottoman Empire, aspirant
politicians and military officers
competed for power. Lacking
viable agendas, many employed
Arabism as a tool to attract popular support.
This gave radical regimes a
semblance of moral superiority,
both domestically and regionally,
giving rise to the tyrannical state.
No dissent was tolerated.
Domestic and foreign opposition
(including from other Arab countries) was derided as treasonous
to the cause and dealt with in
brutal fashion.
An ideal that was meant to
serve the welfare of the Arab people transformed into a dictatorial
monster that suffocated their
aspirations and hampered their
progress.
A state of confusion and fear
overwhelmed the Arab world. Arabs fought other Arabs in military
coups, proxy wars and civil conflicts. Ineffective spending coupled with widespread corruption
wasted much of the resources of
the radical countries, while ordinary citizens, deprived of their
basic political rights, dreaded
their despotic governments.
It was against this backdrop
that Assad gave his interview to
the American publication. He
depended, unwisely, on the ideal
of pan-Arabism to protect his
regime.
Bassem Ajami is a LebaneseBritish journalist who lives in
Beirut.

Distant past. Tourist photos on display next to a poster of late
Egyptian president Gamal Abdel Nasser (C) in a shop at a tourist
bazaar in Luxor. 					
(AFP)

A universal mission. Ambassador Peter Schatzer from the International Institute for Humanitarian
Law, San Remo, and former chief of staff at the IOM (L) speaks with two experts at DIHAD 2019. (WAM)

Dubai conference addresses
challenges facing refugees
Caline Malek

Dubai

F

inding appropriate solutions to the issue of migration and asylum took centre
stage at the Middle East’s
largest humanitarian conference in
Dubai.
With conflicts and crises raging
in Syria, Yemen, Iraq and Libya, the
Dubai International Humanitarian
Aid and Development Exhibition
and Conference (DIHAD) earlier in
March touched on illegal immigration and its consequences on people who flee from their homelands
searching for security and stability.
“In recent years, crises occurred,
with massive implications on victims of migration, those who flee
countries because of crises, poverty, conflicts, hunger, unemployment and repression to seek security, stability and a better life and
dignity,” said Rashed Mubarak alMansouri, deputy secretary-general of Local Affairs at the Emirates
Red Crescent, speaking on behalf
of Sheikh Hamdan bin Zayed, representative of the ruler of Abu Dhabi in the Western Region.
“The UAE exerts efforts to play
a major role in the humanitarian
field and provide assistance in the
developmental, social and ethical
spheres for people suffering from
different crises in the world,” Mansouri said.
The event coincided with the
UAE’s Year of Tolerance, as the
country looks towards contributing to shaping the vision of humanitarian aid.
“It is no coincidence that the
UAE ranks first in the world for the
fifth consecutive year as the largest international donor of development aid compared to its national
income,” he said.
“This is clear proof that the UAE
is committed to its universal humanitarian mission in all its impartiality and regardless of the
ideological, racial or sectarian considerations, the UAE believes humans are humans and their need
is the only criteria to provide them
with assistance. This will always
remain the UAE’s principle and a
firm approach in its foreign policy.”
The Emirates has adopted several pioneering initiatives in education, health care, improving living
conditions and supporting youth
stability in refugee camps across

the region, including Jordan.
Mansouri appealed to the international community to be bolder in
exploring humanitarian and development work and to improve the
response to major global humanitarian issues. “[This will] make the
required difference in early intervention levels and reduce the victims of migration,” he added.
Refugee crises unfold in a context of heightened human mobility
in an increasingly interconnected
world.

The event coincided with
the UAE’s Year of
Tolerance, as the country
looks towards contributing
to shaping the vision of
humanitarian aid.
Amin Awad, director of the Middle East and North Africa Bureau
and regional refugee coordinator at
the UN refugee agency, said the effects of internal displacement and
refugee flows are overwhelmingly
absorbed by middle-income countries, bordering conflict zones, often themselves affected by conflict
and fragility.
“Despite all of this, the international system has shown a notable
and underlying resilience,” he said,
mentioning that the UN Global
Compact reflects this.
“It sets out a series of practical
arrangements in a more equitable
system of shared responsibility. It
calls for increased support to the
countries hosting a large number of refugees, in tandem with
progressive policies to help build
self-reliance and promote refugee
inclusion.”
Awad said the compact proposes
innovative approaches to job creation and social safety as well as targeting the most vulnerable refugee
host communities, while envisaging a comprehensive response
model engaging a broad range of
development actors, such as the
World Bank and the private sector.
“We’ve seen increasing involvement in our activities around the
globe, especially in the Middle
East, with them and we hope it
will help to foster such new relationships,” he said. “It’s important,
when we see the scale of the crisis
and how this support is mobilised
in a very speedy and efficient manner.”

The UN refugee agency said there
are nearly 40 million internally displaced people. Experts stressed the
need for a new approach to overcome problems affecting refugees
and migrants. They called for the
world community to refocus efforts on making investment at the
local, regional and international
levels in peace-building and sustainable development.
“This year’s theme of ‘People
on the Move’ at DIHAD is an extremely critical one for the MENA
region,” Awad noted.
“Displacement remains one of
the most pressing and distressing
consequences of war. Unaddressed
or addressed incompletely, displacement can reverse the longterm developmental trajectory of
the region as a whole, and we must
unpack how to innovatively move
forward in the search for comprehensive solutions.”
Much of the debate about migration is ill-informed, said Peter
Schatzer, from the International
Institute for Humanitarian Law in
San Remo and former chief of staff
at the International Organisation
for Migration (IOM).
“In a world on the move, there
are regional differences and varieties and the Middle East is one of
the most dynamic regions in this
regard. The aim is to find answers
to some key questions such as
‘Who among the hundreds of millions of migrants requires attention?’ and ‘What are the groups
that need help?’” he said.
The number of people on the
move is unprecedented. A report
by IOM stated that almost 11% of
the 258 million international migrants in the world are under the
age of 24; 700 million could face
displacement by 2050 due to climate change and land degradation.
“As global complexity increases,
the nation state — far from timeless
— will be mutating into new and
novel socio-political structures,”
said Randolph Kent, director of the
Futures Project at the Royal United
Services Institute for Defence and
Security Studies in London. “For
all the positive benefits that could
derive from such mutations, there
are the negative consequences
too. The time is right to plan for
the future.”
Caline Malek is an Arab Weekly
contributor in Abu Dhabi.
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Egypt sees strategic benefit in boosting ICT
Hassan
Abdel Zaher

E

gypt earned $3.2
billion last year
exporting information and communications technology
(ICT) goods and
services, Egyptian
Communications and Information Technology Minister Amr
Talaat said.
This was 3.1% of Egypt’s overall
income for 2018, nearly half of the
revenues brought in by the tourism sector.
The Ministry of Communications and Information Technology
said it has a plan to raise exports’
and ICT’s contribution to national
income to 5% in the coming years.
“We can easily achieve this
target because we have whatever it
takes for making a convenient leap
[forward],” Talaat said.
The ICT sector has been growing
steadily for several years, surpassing other parts of the economy. In
2018, the ICT sector grew 16.4%,
the ministry said.

“We have a massive
base of ambitious
youngsters.”
Egyptian
Communications and
Information Technology
Minister Amr Talaat

With a promising growth
forecast, a strategic location,
free trade agreements with other
countries, proximity to important
markets and a highly educated,
highly trained new generation
in the workforce, the Ministry of
Communications and Information
Technology is banking on a huge
reserve of capabilities to increase
Cairo’s ICT presence internationally.
“We have a massive base of
ambitious youngsters,” Talaat said.
“They are deep into the information technology business and
have the ability to compete on an
international scale.”
Hundreds of computer and information technology wizards pass
Talaat’s office at the Smart Village,
Egypt’s answer to Silicon Valley
on the outskirts of Cairo. The village is a sprawling meeting point
for the country’s most important
communications and information
technology firms, with additional
efforts under way to attract international companies.
The ministry, Talaat said, recently signed an agreement — yet
to be made public — with a major
international company that plans
to build a data centre at Smart
Village.
“We work to convince other
companies to build their own data
centres here,” he said.
Egypt, which suffered a comprehensive slump in several sectors
because of unrest after the 2011
uprising against President Hosni
Mubarak, is seeking to make a
comeback to the international
stage.
This is exemplified by Egypt’s
ICT plans, which has seen Cairo
strike deals with several countries.
Egyptian Prime Minister Mo-

stafa Madbouli met with Russian
Minister of Digital Development,
Communications and Mass Media
Konstantin Noskov on March 19 in
Cairo to discuss cooperation.
Madbouli, accompanied by Talaat, said Egypt is shifting strongly
to an e-government model and
increasingly digitising services,
something that will be enhanced
when government agencies move
to the new administrative capital
next year.
Cairo announced the signing of
memorandums of understanding
with various international tech
companies in March, including
China’s Huawei, Finland’s Nokia
and Sweden’s Ericsson.
Madbouli attended the World
Economic Forum in January with
an eye on boosting ICT investment
in the country. He met with Apple
CEO Tim Cook to convince the
world’s largest tech company in
revenue to keep Egypt in mind for
further investment. Approximately 38,000 people work for Apple in
Egypt.
Talaat and his colleagues are
seeking to attract international
information technology players to
Egypt, highlighting the country’s
well-trained and tech-savvy workforce. At the same time, Cairo is
looking to attract Arab and African
talent by sponsoring 10,000 innovative programmers from Africa.
Egypt is building 14 smart cities,
along with the new administrative
capital. This, Talaat said, creates
local demand for the services
and the products of international
communications and information
technology companies.
He said that apart from building
human capacities through education, the national information
technology strategy increasingly

Digital ambitions. Communications and Information Technology
Minister Amr Talaat.
(Egypt state media)
depends on automating services
offered to citizens.
“Automating the services will
improve them and also save time,”
Talaat said.
The Communications and Information Technology Ministry plans
to turn the Suez Canal city of Port
Said into an e-government model,
with about 25 government services
automating and digitising services
for citizens in a test case.
Egypt also hopes to put forward new data protection laws
soon. A team at the ministry has

drafted legislation and submitted
it to parliament for approval. The
proposal, Talaat said, would offer
greater protection for personal
data and information belonging to
companies and corporations.
“Our country cannot turn into
an international data centre in the
absence of such a law,” he said.
“This law will open the door wide
for huge investments.”
Hassan Abdel Zaher is a
Cairo-based contributor to
The Arab Weekly.

Egypt champions youth conferences but questions remain
Hassan Abdel Zaher

Cairo

T

he Arab-African Youth Platform, which concluded
March 17 in Aswan, was
another attempt by the administration of Egyptian President
Abdel Fattah al-Sisi to harness the
power of Egypt’s youth, analysts
said.
“These gatherings open the door
for the required dialogue between
the youth and the presidency,” said
Hassan Salama, a professor of political science at Cairo University. “It is
important for the government to listen to young people and these gatherings offer an opportunity for that.”
The event shed light on a new
aspect of Egypt’s foreign policy priorities, including Cairo’s attempt to
serve as a contact point between the
Arab world and Africa.

Eight national youth
conferences and two
international ones have
taken place in Egypt in
recent years, although
critics complained that
the governmentsponsored events have
failed to result in major
changes.
About 1,300 young people from
Egypt and other African and Arab
countries were given free tickets
and free accommodation to attend
the 4-day event, which included
meetings with senior Egyptian officials, including Sisi.
At the heart of the event was Sisi’s
address to the country’s youth, who

have become increasingly disaffected in recent years.
“We had a problem communicating with youth and it was one of
these youth who came up with the
idea of the conferences,” Sisi said
March 16 at the gathering.
Eight national youth conferences
and two international ones have
taken place in Egypt in recent years,
although critics complained that the
government-sponsored events have
failed to result in major changes.
The conferences feature roundtable discussions, seminars, workshops and interactive sessions during which participants exchange
ideas and discuss possible solutions
to Egypt’s problems.
At the latest conference, Sisi
agreed to form a committee and institute a community dialogue on the
country’s controversial NGO law. After the meeting, Sisi issued several
recommendations, including the
need for greater communication between Arab and African countries,
the establishment of a joint Arab-African counterterrorism mechanism
and founding a council for cooperation between Arab and African universities.
While few observers said they
think Sisi’s overtures to Africa will
succeed, the president’s overtures
to young Egyptian youth might be
different, analysts said.
“The fact is that there is still a
gap between those in power, on one
hand, and youth, on the other,” said
MP Ahmed Tantawi, a member of
the parliamentary opposition 25/30
coalition. “This is particularly true
when it comes to economic and social rights.”
Youth participation in elections
has been on the decline following
the 2013 ouster of Islamist President Muhammad Morsi. Official

Changing
reality. A
young man
uses a VR
headset on
the second
day of the
World Youth
Forum in
Sharm
el-Sheikh, last
November.
(AP)

figures indicate that voter turnout
at last year’s presidential election
was approximately 40%, down from
around 47.5% in 2014 and 52% in
2012. There is no breakdown as to
the percentage of young people voting in each election, although anecdotal evidence suggests that political participation among Egypt’s
youth is also trending downward.
The overriding sense among the
country’s youth is that Egypt is coming full circle since the 2011 revolution. The return to pre-revolution
practices, including restrictions on
freedom of speech and the imprisonment of demonstrators, has en-

hanced those feelings.
Despite this, Sisi has been seeking to tap into Egypt’s youth power,
including mandating that deputy
ministers, ministerial advisers and
assistant ministers be under the age
of 40. He assigned academic institutions the mission of offering free
leadership courses for young people.
It remains to be seen whether Sisi’s strategy can pay off. Of the 568
elected members of the Egyptian
parliament, 60 were under 35 years
old at the time of their election in
2015 and 125 were 36-45 years old.
Political parties founded by young

Egyptians have secured a place on
the political stage but a lot more
needs to be done to convince youth
that they matter, political analysts
said.
“The government needs to lift
restrictions on political activity, especially on university campuses,
and help the political parties become more appealing to youth,” said
Tarek Fahmi, another political science professor at Cairo University.
“Nonetheless, the youth conferences are proving successful in opening
channels of dialogue between the
government and youth, which in itself is a very important thing.”
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Egypt voices
support for
Sudan amid
fears of spillover
Amr Emam

Cairo

T

he Egyptian government’s
declaration of support for
security and stability in Sudan comes amid fears that
unrest in the neighbouring country
could spill into Egypt, security analysts said.
“What happens in Sudan affects
conditions in Egypt, whether we
like it or not,” said Akram Badr Eddine, a political science professor
at Cairo University. “If Sudan descends into chaos, this will have its
toll on the border between the two
countries.”
During a meeting March 12 in
Cairo with Sudanese Vice-President Ahmed Awad bin Awf and Intelligence chief Salah Gosh, Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi
confirmed Egypt’s full support for
Sudanese security and stability.

Egyptian President
Abdel Fattah al-Sisi
described Sudanese
security and stability as
“inseparable” from
Egypt’s security.
Sisi stated Cairo’s support for
Khartoum despite protests against
the Sudanese leadership. “Egypt
is keen on continuing joint cooperation between the two countries
at all levels in light of the deeprooted historical ties and the distinguished relations between our

two countries, governments and
people,” Sisi said.
He described Sudanese security
and stability as “inseparable” from
Egypt’s security. The Sudanese officials thanked Sisi for his support.
The Egyptian declaration of support ends Egypt’s silence on developments in Sudan, which has seen
protests because of deteriorating
economic conditions and high
commodity prices since December.
Thousands of demonstrators defied the heavy-handed treatment
by Sudanese security personnel
and demanded changes to reform
the economy.
Sudanese President Omar al-Bashir reshuffled his cabinet in February and promised to take measures
to reduce anger on the street. He
earlier declared a state of emergency and resigned as head of the
ruling National Congress Party.
These moves failed to end street
protests, however, and Sudan
seems to be bracing for addition
demonstrations.
Egyptian officials said they fear
unrest in Sudan might spill into
Egypt, given that many Egyptians
have also complained about economic conditions and high commodity prices. Even if the Egyptian
street remains calm, there are fears
of instability on the Egyptian-Sudanese border and Sudanese refugees crossing into Egypt.
“Egypt has enough refugees inside it already,” said African affairs
specialist Heba al-Beshbeshi. “The
problem is that the refugees who
come to Egypt do not live in refugee camps, like in other countries,

More than geographical proximity. Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi (R) inspects an honour
guard with his Sudan counterpart Omar al-Bashir upon his arrival at Cairo’s Airport, last January.

(Reuters)

but inside the cities like any other
citizen and this puts a lot of burden
on the national economy.”
Egypt hosts millions of refugees
from Syria, Iraq, Eritrea, Ethiopia,
Somalia, the Palestinian territories
and Sudan.
Egypt’s border with Sudan has
always been a hot spot for arms and
people smuggling. Both countries
have sought to strengthen border
security but increasing unrest in
Sudan could pose a problem.
Egypt has increased its military
capabilities along its western border with Libya to address security
concerns in the neighbouring country and the smuggling of arms and
militants from Libya into Egypt.
The last thing Cairo wants is to be
surrounded by restive states that
export trouble.
“This is why Egyptian support to
Sudan is necessary,” said Ahmed

Abdel-Dayem, a professor of political science at the African Studies
Institute in Cairo.
Relations between the leadership in both countries have been
moving from strength to strength,
especially after Sisi became president in 2014. Since then, Sisi and
Bashir have met 25 times, an exceptional number of encounters
between two heads of state.
Sudan is at the heart of Egypt’s
foreign policy and its outreach to
other African countries and Khartoum is an important intermediary in Egypt’s attempts to reach an
agreement with Addis Ababa over
the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance
Dam, which Egypt fears will significantly threaten its share of Nile
water.
Sudan has also become an important part of Egypt’s efforts to secure the southern entrance to the

Red Sea, especially with the Iranaligned Houthi militia in Yemen
threatening navigation in the area.
There are also areas of dispute,
particularly over sovereignty of
the Halayeb and Shalateen border
triangle. On March 21, just days after Sisi’s declaration of support in
Cairo, Sudan’s minister for Oil and
Gas appeared to reopen the issue,
dubbing Cairo’s plans to explore
for oil in the disputed territory “illegal.”
Egypt’s support for Khartoum is
not limitless, analysts said.
“Relations between the two
countries are important and strategic,” Abdel-Dayem said. “However,
Egypt has limits to the length it
can go in expressing support to its
neighbouring state.”

Security and Public Order, told
Russian media that the draft
agreement was only an initial
step forward towards establishing
strategic relations.
Combined with a 2018
logistics basing agreement with
neighbouring Eritrea, it is clear
that, in the convoluted regional
strategic chess match, Putin
continues to outplay Washington.
As in Syria, Russian mercenaries
from the shadowy Wagner group
are purportedly operating in
Sudan. In late January, Ukraine’s
State Security Service, which
had earlier tracked Wagner
mercenaries deployed to separatist
Donbas, published on its website
a list of 149 Wagner group
mercenaries operating in Sudan
on behalf of al-Bashir’s regime, a
charge denied by Khartoum.
The mercenaries are advising
al-Bashir’s regime on how to quell
protests against his nearly threedecade rule. This emphasises
Russia’s message embodied
in the Syrian crisis — Moscow
is a stalwart ally that rarely
abandons its friends, no matter
how appalling their human rights
records may be.
Russia’s payoff is apparently to
include gold mining contracts,
natural gas exploration
agreements and the possible
construction by Russia of an
oil refinery in Sudan with the
capacity to produce 200,000
barrels per day. This is linked to
the increasing operational capacity
of the oilfields in the south of the
country, which will benefit directly
from Red Sea port access.

This year will see RussianSudanese relations deepen further.
Mikhail Bogdanov, Russian deputy
foreign minister and Putin’s
representative for the Middle
East and Africa, visited Khartoum
March 16 as part of an African tour.
Bogdanov had discussions with
al-Bashir on coordinating positions
on regional and international
issues in addition to regional
cooperation and trade between the
two countries as well as training of
Sudanese cadres in Russia. At the
conclusion of the talks, Bogdanov
delivered an invitation from Putin
to al-Bashir to attend the first
Russia-Africa summit in Sochi in
October.
For those with a sense of irony
about Russia’s commitment to
political stability, since March
2009, al-Bashir has been ignoring
an arrest warrant issued by the
International Criminal Court
(ICC) for genocide and war crimes
in Darfur; apparently Moscow
prioritises regime change over
charges of genocide committed in
the name of national stability.
Despite ICC warrants and
international sanctions, the
common interests of the Russian
Federation and Sudan ensure that
their collaboration will continue
to the benefit of both nations, a
highlight of Russian foreign policy
initiatives in advance of a summit
on the Black Sea providing yet
more policy alternatives beyond
those of Washington and Brussels.

Amr Emam is a Cairo-based
contributor to The Arab Weekly.

Viewpoint

Russia deepens presence in Sudan
John C.K. Daly

Despite ICC warrants
and international
sanctions, the
common interests of
the Russian
Federation and Sudan
ensure that their
collaboration will
continue.

A

fter months of nationwide protests and
calls for his resignation, Sudanese President Omar al-Bashir
declared a year-long
state of emergency and, to quell
the disturbances, Khartoum is
seeking Russian assistance.
The evolving situation in Sudan
is reminiscent of Syria, where the
government, faced with domestic
disturbances that threatened to
spiral out of control, sought and
accepted Russian domestic and
military support, which seems
to have evolved into Russian
mercenary “boots on the ground.”
Syrian President Bashar Assad,
who had been grappling with
unprecedented challenges to his
authority when pro-democracy
protests erupted in March 2011,
sought assistance in September
2015 from Russia, which began
direct military intervention in the
Syrian civil war, sending troops,
aircraft and warships.
That helped Damascus gain the
upper hand in a country whose
economy had been devastated
by the time Russia interceded,
shrinking by as much as 60% since
the conflict began four years earlier
Now Sudan is building on
previous contacts. Al-Bashir
has been talking with Russian
President Vladimir Putin about a
possible Russian military presence
in Sudan since the pair met in
November 2017. During their
meeting, al-Bashir offered to
construct an airbase for Russia on
the Red Sea coast and to re-equip
the Sudanese Army with Russian

weapons, including SU-30 fighter
jets and surface-to-air missiles.
The Kremlin’s official transcript
of the discussions had al-Bashir,
on November 23, 2017, starting
bluntly: “We believe that the
problems the region is now
facing have been caused by US
interference.”
More extraordinarily, during an
interview with RIA Novosti, alBashir requested that Putin protect
him from “US aggression,” which
intended to divide Sudan into five
countries.
Khartoum’s and Moscow’s
shared opposition to both
“revolts” against unpopular
regional governments, including
Egypt, Somalia and Yemen,
combined with rebuffs to Russian
policy initiatives among proWestern Horn of Africa countries,
as when Djibouti declined a
Russian military presence, will
drive Moscow and Khartoum
closer together.
Despite the Russian Navy using
Djibouti as part of a UN anti-piracy
effort, after Moscow’s request
to establish a more permanent
maritime presence there in late
2016 was unsuccessful, Russia
turned to Sudan, seeking a naval
base on the country’s Red Sea
coast.
In January, Sudan’s parliament
noted that the draft bilateral
military agreement would provide
Russia with a future opportunity
to build a military base on Sudan’s
Red Sea.
Al-Hadi Adam Musa, head
of Sudan’s parliamentary
Subcommittee on Defence,

John C.K. Daly is a Washingtonbased specialist on Russian and
post-Soviet affairs.
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Lebanon

Debate
Hariri-Bassil war of words lays bare deep divisions
This supposedly meant that it
was against protocol to include
Gharib in the delegation.
Bassil responded by boycottMakram Rabah
ing the conference and began
a media campaign against the
international community and,
he formation of the
indirectly, Hariri, accusing them
Lebanese governof working to prevent the return
ment two months
of Syrian refugees who, Bassil
ago ushered in a
and his pro-Assad allies claim,
new push for conare safe to immediately return
sensus governance,
home.
highlighting the need for the
At the Brussels conference,
country’s main political playHariri toed the government line,
ers, mainly Prime Minister Saad
saying that “the only solution
Hariri and Foreign Minister Geto the refugee crisis lies in their
bran Bassil, to work together to
safe return to their homeland in
address their many challenges.
accordance with international
The Hariri-Bassil alliance
laws and treaties.”
withstood numerous challengHariri’s decision not to address
es, including Bassil’s diehard
the concept of voluntary return
support for Iran and Syrian
was in accordance with his
President Bashar Assad. Those
existing deal with Bassil, which
positions put Bassil at odds with
indicates it is not the source
Arab countries that accused
of their current dispute.
Iran-backed Hezbollah of
The root of their disahijacking the Lebanese
greement involves
state.
The differences
more important
Recently, however,
between Hariri and
matters, at least
the sacred alliance
within the context
between Bassil
Bassil will not protect
of the clientelist
and Hariri seems
Lebanon from its
political system
to be faltering,
predicament because
that both Bassil
with publicly levPompeo and his
and Hariri jointly
elling criticism at
administration have
own and operate.
the other.
one sole agenda:
For Bassil, the
This feud began
containing Iran.
standoff is a chance
when Hariri exto consolidate his
cluded Minister of
status as the strongest
State for Refugee Affairs
Christian politician, one who,
Saleh Gharib from Lebanon’s
four years down the road, could
delegation to the Brussels III
make a run for the presidency.
international conference for
To maintain this strongman
Syrian refugees, March 12-14 in
act, Bassil is boldly demandBrussels.
ing most of the senior Christian
Hariri’s excuse for cutting
bureaucratic appointments,
Gharib, a member of Bassil’s
something Hariri cannot easily
ministerial bloc, was that the inconcede to without losing his
vitation extended to Lebanon inother Christian allies, specificluded only the prime minister,
cally the Lebanese Forces.
foreign minister and minister
Hariri is using the standoff
of education and social affairs.

T

Faltering alliance? Lebanese Prime Minister Saad Hariri (R) and Foreign Minister Gebran Bassil in
the Egyptian Red Sea resort of Sharm el-Sheikh, last February.
(AFP)
with Bassil to respond to his
many critics who warned that
allowing Lebanese President
Michel Aoun and Bassil to
infringe on his constitutional
prerogatives would weaken his
position.
More important, the spat
between Hariri and Bassil coincided with US Secretary of State
Mike Pompeo’s visit to Lebanon,
during which he put further
pressure on Beirut to cooperate
with US sanctions on Iran and
its affiliates, chief among them
Hezbollah.
Yet this supposed theatrical
act of disagreement between

Hariri and Bassil will neither
exonerate the Lebanese government nor exempt it from assuming responsibility and cooperating with the US sanctions, no
matter how harsh and injurious
they may be on Iran and Hezbollah.
The differences between
Hariri and Bassil will not protect
Lebanon from its predicament
because Pompeo and his administration have one sole agenda:
containing Iran.
Regardless of how the HaririBassil dispute plays out, the
socio-economic and political
challenges facing the govern-

ment will require a better understanding of local and regional
constraints and, above all, a
revamp of the entire Lebanese
governing structure.
The Hariri-Bassil war of words
could momentarily divert attention but the resumption of
their accord will directly result
in them sharing what remains of
the state’s meagre resources.
Makram Rabah is a lecturer
at the American University of
Beirut and author of “A Campus
at War: Student Politics at the
American University of Beirut,
1967-1975.”

The Hezbollah conundrum
Claude Salhani

A

French ambassador
to Lebanon once told
a visiting journalist
that if he thought
he understood the
Lebanese political
problem and its complexities it
meant the situation was badly
explained to him.
Indeed, Lebanese politics can be
compared to the hectic traffic situation in Beirut, where a red light
is only a suggestion to stop. No
one quite knows how the traffic,
despite monstrous congestion,
continues to move. Some compare
it to the Energizer bunny that, as
the advertisement claims, just
“keeps going and going.”
Consider the following: Lebanon, a country of approximately
6.2 million people, is host to close
to 2 million Syrian refugees who
have fled violence next door.
Additionally, there are about
450,000 registered Palestinian
refugees. No one really knows the
exact numbers because there are
many not registered with the UN
refugee agency.
Lebanon has not had a proper
electric system in place since the
outbreak of the Lebanese civil war
in April 1975. The war stopped but
electricity continues to be rationed
with many areas getting no more
than a few hours a day. Individuals
make up the deficit by purchasing generators and the required
fuel. Garbage remains uncollected
for months at a time, attracting
vermin and causing disease.
The Lebanese like to pride
themselves as being distinctively
different from the rest of the
region and in many instances they
truly are.
Let’s start with the unusual fact
that Lebanon is the only country
where the president speaks on

behalf of an armed militia that
often acts outside the regulations
of the country’s national interests
but blatantly and shamelessly promotes and fights for the interests
of a foreign power, Iran.
Why?
There is obviously Iran’s
expansionism and muscle flexing that find in Lebanon a weak
and vulnerable link exploiting
the country’s deeply fractured
religious and political landscape.
A very large percentage of the
Lebanese population identifies first and foremost with the
religious denomination they were
born into. Tiny Lebanon has 18
officially recognised religions.
When referring to Hezbollah,
it is important to remember that,
in the case of Lebanon, it is much
more than a militia in the usual
sense of a small armed group,
often a fringe one.

North Americans unfamiliar
with the complexities of the
region might imagine something
along the lines of American white
supremacists, among whom
the more fanatic fringe dress in
ridiculous white robes and play
soldier on the weekends.
Hezbollah, however, is more
akin to a regular army with tens
of thousands troops armed,
equipped and trained by Iran.
Hezbollah’s arsenal includes artillery, armour and sophisticated
missile systems allowing it to
strike at large population centres
well beyond Lebanon’s borders.
The United States considers
Hezbollah a terrorist organisation
and has been increasing financial
sanctions against it as part of efforts to counter Iran.
Hezbollah helped Syrian
President Bashar Assad in his
8-year war against rebels but it

Rough terrain. The aeroplane carrying US Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo prepares to land in the Lebanese capital Beirut, March 22.

(AFP)

institutions are satisfied with how
is also a political party in Lebait implements regulation.
non with seats in the parliament
Aoun said the “negative effect
and cabinet. The group services
of the siege on Hezbollah afflicts
basic needs for the Lebanese Shia
all Lebanese, as it does the Lebacommunity, for which the state
nese banks.”
often fails to fulfil its obligations.
“Every Lebanese bank has
Hezbollah benefits from Lebauncertainty about dealing with
non’s corruption system in which
a depositor, fearing that he has
the interests and welfare of the
a link with Hezbollah… This
citizenry are lost on politicians
mutual fear does not build an
and government institutions.
economy and sound trade
Lebanon, long a US
relations,” he added.
client, has received
Aoun, however,
billions of dollars in
Pompeo,
does not raise the
US aid. Its military
who visited
core issue of Hezis equipped by
Lebanon after trips
bollah’s Iranian
the United States
to Kuwait and Israel,
allegiance that
and other NATO
drove it to send
members. The
described Hezbollah
thousands to fight
Lebanese presias a risk to the
and die in Syria
dent, speaking
Lebanese.
and might push it
on behalf of the
to fight other Iranian
Hezbollah militia
wars, even in Lebanon
organisation, says the
itself. Long known as the
sanctions imposed by the
Switzerland of the Middle East,
United States on the pro-IraniLebanon could find itself thrust in
an group are harming Lebanon as
the middle of wars its population
a whole.
does not need.
Lebanese President Michel
Pompeo, who visited Lebanon
Aoun spoke ahead of a visit to the
after trips to Kuwait and Israel,
country by US Secretary of State
described Hezbollah as a risk to
Mike Pompeo.
the Lebanese.
“Lebanon is within the siege
However, it is not clear what
that has been imposed on others,
US pressures on Hezbollah will
particularly on Iran, and it is passproduce. It might drive Lebanon
ing, as a result of that, through
to seek the Russian umbrella.
a big crisis,” Aoun told Russian
Aoun has been invited to Russia
media in Lebanon, the Lebanese
by President Vladimir Putin.
presidency office said.
Russia has been on a charm ofSanctions against Hezbollah
fensive in the Middle East targetintroduced since 2016 raised fears
ing countries like Turkey, Egypt
among Lebanese that US banks
and Lebanon.
might deem Lebanese banks too
That will come on top of the
risky to do business with, harmIranian umbrella that Hezbollah
ing a major part of Lebanon’s
has imposed on Lebanon. Never
economy. With accusations of
have foreign umbrellas effectively
money laundering levelled at
protected Lebanon; rather the
Hezbollah, US sanctions affect the
entire Lebanese banking sector.
opposite. The problem of the
However, Lebanon’s Central
country has always been that of
Bank has repeatedly said the
multiple umbrellas claiming to
banking sector is fully compliant
protect it but only deepening its
with sanctions and that foreign
quandary.
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Gaza ‘We Want to Live’ protests rattle Hamas
Yousef Alhelou

London

M

ass
demonstrations
decrying dire humanitarian and economic
conditions in the Hamas-controlled Gaza Strip have
drawn a heavy-handed response
from security authorities in the
Palestinian conclave while posing
the most serious challenge to Hamas in 12 years.
Many of the protesters were
young people responding to an online campaign known as the March
14 movement, which raised the
slogan “Bedna Neesh” (“We Want
to Live”).
Gaza has never seen such largescale protests directed at Hamas’s
decision to increase prices and
taxes on goods. Protesters burned
tyres in the streets, shouted antiHamas slogans and threw stones at
security forces.
Hamas security forces fired
shots into the air and at protesters,
which injured some demonstrators. Houses in numerous locations
throughout the tiny strip were
stormed by security forces carrying
guns and batons.

Hamas’s violent
crackdown on protests
drew condemnation from
local and international
rights groups.
Dozens of people have been arrested and many members of the
same family were taken to unknown detention centres for interrogation. Among those attacked,
detained and beaten were journalists and staff members of the Independent Commission for Human
Rights.
Hamas was accused by Fatah
of hospitalising its spokesman in
Gaza, Atef Abu Seif, after he was
beaten by unknown assailants.
Hamas denied involvement in the
beating and ordered an investigation into the assault.
The images of injured Gazans, including children and women, were

shared on social media, causing a
widespread uproar, even among
Hamas affiliates and supporters.
Palestinian activists said their
protests were peaceful and their
demands legitimate. They called
for improving living conditions,
creating jobs and abandoning favouritism for Hamas members in
Gaza. Some protesters called on
Hamas to relinquish power in Gaza
if it is unable or unwilling to fulfil
those demands.
Hamas’s
violent
crackdown
on protests drew condemnation
from local and international rights
groups.
“The crackdown on freedom of
expression and the use of torture
in Gaza has reached alarming new
levels. Over the past few days, we
have seen shocking human rights
violations carried out by Hamas
security forces against peaceful
protesters, journalists and rights
workers,” said Saleh Higazi, deputy
Middle East and North Africa director at Amnesty International.
“The Hamas de facto administration must immediately launch
an independent, thorough and
transparent investigation into the
unnecessary and excessive use of
force, arbitrary arrest and detention and torture and other ill-treatment by security forces. Where
there is sufficient admissible evidence, suspected perpetrators
should be prosecuted in fair trials,”
he added.
“The authorities in Gaza have
a duty to ensure that journalists
and human rights defenders are
free to carry out their work without threat, intimidation or abuse.
Failure to protect such activities
and deliberate interference in their
work is a flagrant violation of international law.”
Hamas’s actions were also criticised by the United Nations. “I
strongly condemn the campaign
of arrests and violence used by
Hamas security forces against
protesters, including women and
children,” stated UN Special Coordinator for the Middle East Peace
Process Nickolay Mladenov.
“The long-suffering people of
Gaza were protesting the dire economic situation and demanded an

Indignity. Palestinian children wait to receive free meals in Gaza City.
improvement to the quality of life
in the Gaza Strip. It is their right to
protest without fear of reprisal.”
Hamas claimed that the demonstrations were sponsored by the Fatah-led Palestinian Authority (PA),
headed by President Mahmoud Abbas, to destabilise security and create chaos in Gaza.
“Fatah cut thousands of salaries
of civil employees as part of Abbas’s punitive measures on Gaza
to cause more suffering and anger
against Hamas. This situation enables PA officials to blackmail the
vulnerable if they want their salaries back,” said Hamas Interior Ministry spokesman Eyad al-Buzom.
The Palestine Liberation Organisation, which includes Fatah and
other secular and leftist political
factions, issued a statement supporting the protest movement and
called on Hamas to stop “all forms
of suppression.” Some PA officials
urged demonstrators to carry on

and end Hamas’s rule.
Hamas alleged that some protesters were acting on orders from
the Israeli intelligence service.
Israeli political and military officials praised the protests on social
media. Observers said Israel did
not want to retaliate to renewed
rocket fire from Gaza with fullblown military action so as not to
distract the protesters.
Regardless of Fatah’s or the Israelis’ encouragement, the protests appear to stem from genuine
Palestinian discontent in Gaza with
Hamas’s policies.
Ramzai Herzallah, a promoter of
the protests who is based in Brussels, said that although Fatah has
sought to hijack the demonstrations, a move he said he objects
to, the protesters’ demands were
valid.
“We have legitimate demands.
Gaza is a pressure cooker as a result
of the miseries inflicted by the Is-

(AP)
raeli siege and mismanagement of
Hamas,” said Herzallah.
While maintaining that Fatah
was behind the protests, Hamas
issued a statement promising to
investigate alleged abuses by its
security forces and apologised for
any misconduct. Rights activists,
however, weren’t convinced.
“Hamas’s apology statement
is not enough, its security forces
must compensate the victims,”
said Mustafa Ibrahim, a member of
the Palestinian Independent Commission of Human Rights.
Although Hamas won parliamentary elections in 2006, many Palestinians are saying it is time for new
elections. They blame both Hamas
and Fatah for Palestinian division
and the failure to come up with a
united front to face the Israeli occupation.
Yousef Alhelou is a Palestinian
journalist living in London.

Viewpoint

Hamas’s focus on power does not serve the Palestinians
Majed Kayali

Weakening the
Palestinian society
serves the occupation
more than the
Palestinian national
movement and more
than Fatah or Hamas.

T

here are 2 million angry,
frustrated, humiliated
and poverty-stricken
Palestinians living in
dire conditions in Gaza.
These people, who have
been oppressed and isolated from
the outside world for 12 years, live
in a narrow 360 sq.km strip of land
without significant natural resources and besieged by Israel from
all sides.
Israel is in full control of the Gaza
Strip and its border crossings, as
well as its economic resources and
infrastructure. In addition, the Gaza
Strip is under the unilateral and
exclusionary authority of Hamas
movement, which took over power
by force in 2007 following the
legislative elections of 2006, with
no success in its struggle against
Israel and failing to establish better
governance than Fatah for the West
Bank.
Despite this, Hamas has taken
a harsh stand against all forms of
popular protests by questioning
the moves of the opposition and
responding with violence and total
disrespect for people’s dignity.
This was illustrated by its
recent handling of the protests
led by young Gazans voicing
dissatisfaction with their living
conditions after the increase in
food prices because of heavy taxes
imposed by Hamas.
Hamas claims it took the decision
because of a decrease in its external
financial resources but it is aware

of the poor living conditions of
the people and the high rate of
unemployment because of the
Israeli siege and three devastating
wars that cost many Palestinian
lives.
What is happening in Gaza is
worrisome and dangerous. It poses
numerous issues.
The first issue is the weakened
role of national movements that
can distinguish between liberation
and freedom as values or value land
more than humans.
A second has to do with Hamas’s
practices that reinforce the
impression that the movement
has simply used democracy and
elections as a tactic to seek power
and not to practice democracy as a
political system.
Third, governments that take
power by force are always ready to
use force and violence against their
people to stay in power.
Fourth, this situation proves that
Hamas has relinquished its role as
a nationalist militant movement
to become a power-seeking
movement. The same can be said
about Fatah in the West Bank.
Fifth, this change meant that
Hamas is not concerned with the
social and economic development
of Palestinians and the building of
strong and dynamic institutions
that can face the Israeli threat. Its
objective is only focused on power.
Sixth, what is happening in
Gaza proves that Hamas has been
incapable of achieving better

results compared to Fatah in the
West Bank, especially in the area
of democratisation and people
empowerment.
Seventh, the claims by Hamas
that Fatah has not been cooperative
in security matters cannot justify
its violent repression of legitimate
popular movements in Gaza. On
the contrary, Hamas should have
accepted and supported such
actions as a sign of strength and
social dynamism that can be used
in the Palestinian struggle against
Israel in Gaza and in the West Bank.
Several conclusions can be made
based on the recent events in Gaza,
the most important of which are the
following:
First, the Palestinian people
are in the hands of political
powers rather than liberation and
resistance movements fighting
occupation. These movements have
become a heavy burden for the
people instead of being supporting
forces confronting occupation in
Gaza as well as in the West Bank.
This reality must be changed by
redirecting the political powers’
focus towards serving the people’s
needs and expectations for better
living conditions rather than
serving their own ideologies and
political ambitions. Fatah and
Hamas both must regain their
original nationalist foundations as
liberation forces to help the people
continue their resistance.
Second, Palestinians were much
stronger, more liberated and more

united against occupation before
the establishment of a Palestinian
government in Gaza and in the West
Bank. The first intifada (1987-93)
is a perfect example. The current
situation is alarming and needs
greater attention. We must work
hard to change it.
Third, weakening the Palestinian
society serves the occupation
more than the Palestinian national
movement and more than Fatah
or Hamas. Palestinians have the
right to criticise the government,
including Hamas and Fatah. They
are entitled to take to the streets
and protest. They have the right
to even call for the downfall of the
governing powers when they are
corrupt and dictatorial or when
they fail to fulfil their mission
towards the people, as long as
protests and demonstrations are
peaceful and organised.
Fourth, “resistance” will remain
a mere slogan if people are not
part of the equation and if people’s
freedom of expression is denied
and if their demands are not
listened to. Resistance is carried out
by people.
Resistance is a well-thought-out
responsible effort. It must serve the
national interest of the Palestinian
people, not the interest of factions
or external powers. It must work
on weakening the enemy, not
Palestinian society, making it easy
prey for continued Israeli attacks.
Majed Kayali is a Palestinian writer.
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Debate
US, Iran fighting their war over the heads of Iraqis
cans are comforted with the
thought that Iraq will be the
front line in their confrontation
with Iran because of a treaty
Farouk Yousef
they signed before withdrawing their forces in 2011, the
Iranians are reassured that
raq is a country that is
Iraq will be their front line in
militarily weak and politithat same confrontation. Each
cally fragile. It is unable
party apparently believes that
to defend itself and its
it could use Iraq to harm the opgovernment does not have
posite side and that makes Iraq
enough will to preserve its
a tough number to overlook in
sovereignty and independence.
the equation despite the fragilThis country has been deity and weakness of its political
stroyed in a systematic and
system.
sophisticated manner. The proIn light of this complicated
cess was like carpet weaving,
reality that outsiders created
in which Iranians are masters.
for Iraq, Iraqi politicians, who
When Iraq fell under American
are in power because of a previoccupation, the Iranians were
ous settlement between the two
strongly present, despite obvirival parties that guarantees
ous US-Iranian hostility.
them protection and support in
There was something remarkaddition to turning a blind eye
able about American acceptto their corruption, apparance of that Iranian presence.
ently feel they are enjoying
This enticed the Iranians to
more attention than they
implement their project
really need. This might
to destroy the Iraqi
lead them to feel
national structure
Iran and the United
important and free
and replace it
States possess means
of their decisions
with sectarian
of hegemony in Iraq
but they aren’t
polarisation.
that the Iraqi
and don’t have a
Iran has become
choice in acceptnecessary for
government does not
ing or refusing
some of the Iraqi
have. For this reason,
what is imposed
people, for those
many surprises are
on
them.
who benefit from
forthcoming.
These politicians
the fall of the Iraqi
should listen, rather
state and from the
than speak, because they
collapse of nationaldo not represent the Iraqi peoist values and control over
ple, not even in the eyes of Iran
public money.
or the United Sates. They were
American-Iranian collaboraput in their positions because
tion gave birth to a corrupt poof a settlement between the
litical system in Iraq, a system
two countries so their power to
that is unable to safeguard the
take independent decisions is
interests of the Iraqi people or
severely limited. If war bedefend them in case of conflict
tween the United States and
between the two sides. That
Iran breaks out in Iraq, it would
conflict had been expected and
quickly reveal that there is no
it is happening now.
state called Iraq.
In the same way that Ameri-

I

Political speak. A 2018 file picture shows campaign posters for parliamentary elections on display
near destroyed buildings in Ramadi.
(AP)
Therefore, the race between
the United States and Iran to
win the sympathies of the Iraqi
people is nothing more than a
game of propaganda to show off
each side’s capacity to put Iraq
and its wealth at its service. If
both parties are reassured that
Iraq will be ready to grant them
their wishes, it does not mean
that they are relying on the
Iraqi government’s approval but
rather on their capacity to
move freely in a space where
they do not need anyone’s

In addition to the fact that
Iraqi territory would be an
open playing field where both
rivals can move comfortably
and swiftly, Iraq’s wealth would
be taken from the Iraqis and
gobbled up by the war efforts
of both countries. The Iraqi
government won’t be able to do
much to control the situation
since it is a government that
owes its existence to an agreement between the two sides. If
that agreement is cancelled, the
government will vanish.

permission to do so.
The Iraqi government knows
it is too weak to take a stand in
favour of one side or the other.
Therefore, it chooses to keep
silent, lest a mistake here or
there blows it to smithereens.
Iran and the United States possess means of hegemony in Iraq
that the Iraqi government does
not have. For this reason, many
surprises are forthcoming.
Farouk Yousef is an Iraqi
writer.

Iran could be deprived of spoils of war

I

Ali Alfoneh

ran and its allies prevailed
in the military conflicts in
Syria and Iraq but the regime
in Tehran now faces the
very real prospect of being
deprived of the spoils of victory: Will Damascus and Baghdad
risk Washington’s wrath by ignoring US sanctions against Iran and
allow Iranian companies to take
part in the post-war reconstruction of Syria and Iraq?

There are no straightforward
answers to the question and
there are significant differences
between the readiness of Damascus and Baghdad to economically engage with Iran. A flurry of
diplomatic activity, culminating
in Syrian President Bashar Assad’s February 25 visit to Tehran
and Iranian President Hassan
Rohani’s March 11 visit to Baghdad, provides insights into these
differences and opportunities and
challenges faced by Tehran.
Disregarding Washington’s
policy of countering “Iranian expansion and regional influence,”
last September, the Damascus

International Fair hosted 15
countries and 236 companies,
including 54 Iranian companies,
offering to participate in Syria’s
reconstruction.
Tehran followed up by sending an economic delegation
headed by Iranian Vice-President
Eshaq Jahangiri to Damascus
on January 28. Beyond signing
memorandums of understanding
to circumvent US banking sector sanctions and ease financial
transactions between Iranian
and Syrian companies, Jahangiri
expressed Tehran’s interest in
“connecting the Persian Gulf to
the Mediterranean by railroad.”

A balancing act. Syrian President Bashar Assad (R) walks alongside Iran’s First Vice-President Eshaq
Jahangiri (L) in Damascus, January 29.
(AFP)

million for which they don’t pay
Assad, on February 25, during
[under the pretext of adhering to
his first visit to Tehran since the
US sanctions]… Iraq also owes us
beginning of the war in Syria,
$2 billion for electricity imports…
emphasised: “Iran and Syria must
[Baghdad] has many a way to help
constantly expand economic
Iran all of which we suggested to
relations in order to neutralise
the Iraqis, but they did not accept
conspiracies of the enemies of the
it.”
nations of both countries.”
The joint communique issued
It is yet to be seen whether
by the governments of Iraq and
Damascus lives up to its declared
Iran during Rohani’s visit to
intentions or will limit Iran’s
Baghdad, declares the intention
participation as a gesture of
of the two countries to expand
goodwill to Washington. Iran’s
economic relations and even excontribution to Syria’s post-war
tend a railroad from Shalamreconstruction appears to be
cheh in the Iranian province
limited to Iranian contractors,
of Khuzestan to the Iraqi
in particular, Khatam
city of Basra.
al-Anbia Construction
As ever,
But how can such
Base of the Islamic
improvement of
objectives be
Revolutionary
relations with
achieved when
Guard Corps,
Washington remains
the Iraqi governplanning to build
the key for real
ment uses the
200,000 housing
success for Iranian
pretext of US
units in Syria.
companies in the
sanctions to evade
The Iraqi govMiddle East, even in
its debts to Iran?
ernment, which is
Damascus and
The difference bemuch more dependBaghdad.
tween Zanganeh’s acent on Washington’s
count and government
support, treads even
communiques, therefore,
more carefully than Damasappears to be one between
cus. Baghdad appears willing
declaration of intent and actual
to maintain trade relations
behaviour and the gap between
with Iran, yet tries hard to accomthe two is likely to persist. Iran’s
modate Washington. Baghdad’s
non-oil exports to Iraq may
balancing act has resulted in
on the other hand increase as
mixed performance of Iranian
predicted by the chairman of the
companies in different sectors.
Iran-Iraq Chamber of Commerce,
Seyed Hamid Hosseini, chairsince they are not subject to the
man of the Iran-Iraq Chamber
US sanctions regime.
of Commerce, last July reported
None of this bodes particuIran’s share of Iraq’s import
larly well for Tehran’s plans to
market was limited to 20%, while
take advantage of the post-war
China boasted a 23.5 % share. In
reconstruction of Syria and Iraq.
general, however, Hosseini was
As ever, improvement of relations
optimistic about the prospects for
with Washington remains the key
increasing Iran’s annual $8 billion
for real success for Iranian comnon-oil exports to Iraq, which are
panies in the Middle East, even in
exempted from the US sanctions.
Damascus and Baghdad.
The less optimistic Iranian Oil
Minister Bijan Zanganeh, at a FebAli Alfoneh is a senior fellow at
ruary 5 news conference, comthe Arab Gulf States Institute in
plained: “Our monthly natural
Washington.
gas export to Iraq exceeds $200
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Turkey

Opposition lawyer aims for ‘earthquake’ in Ankara
Thomas Seibert

Berlin

A

64-year-old lawyer is challenging Turkey’s ruling Justice and Development Party
(AKP) in the very heart of
the republic.
Mansur Yavas, a nationalist, is
running for mayor in Ankara as the
candidate of the opposition in countrywide local elections March 31.
Polls say he has a good chance to defeat the AKP candidate.
A win by Yavas would be a political earthquake because Ankara has
been ruled by Islamic-conservative
mayors close to now Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan since
1994.
Approximately 57 million voters
will choose local representatives
in more than 50,000 local entities,
ranging from big cities such as Ankara and Istanbul to tiny hamlets.
The elections are the first test for
Erdogan and the AKP since Turkey,
a NATO member, EU candidate and
power broker in Syria, switched
from a parliamentary to a presidential system last year.
Erdogan has been campaigning up
and down the country as polls suggest a softening in support for the
AKP amid an economic downturn
that pushed Turkey’s economy into
recession and has driven up unemployment to 13.5%, the highest level
in ten years.
The president and his AKP have
dominated Turkish politics since the
party rose to power in 2002 but pollsters say the state of the economy
could influence the voters’ choices
on March 31. Ibrahim Uslu, chairman of the ANAR polling firm, told
Fox News that the economy was the
most important issue for more than
three-quarters of voters.
As Election Day approaches, the
AKP appears to be in for a rough
ride. In AKP-ruled Istanbul, the
country’s biggest city, a strongerthan-expected performance of the
opposition candidate has put pressure on Erdogan’s party. Izmir, on
the Aegean coast, the third-biggest
city, is an opposition stronghold that
is unlikely to swing to the AKP. A defeat for Erdogan’s party in Ankara
would, therefore, carry big symbolic
significance and could trigger early
general elections.
“If this election does not deliver
a clear mandate to Erdogan, two or
even three of Turkey’s biggest cities

Serious competition. Mansur Yavas, the mayoral candidate of the main opposition Republican Peoples Party (CHP), in his office in Ankara. (AFP)
could be under opposition control,”
said Selim Sazak, a US-based Turkey
analyst. “The opposition will then
push for early national elections but
Erdogan will not be able to sustain
another round of election economy.
So he needs to win and he needs to
win big.”
Yavas could make that impossible.
It is the third time, after 2009 and
2014, that Yavas is trying to become
mayor of the capital, a city of 5.5 million people in the Anatolian heartland. In latest election, Yavas narrowly lost to the AKP incumbent at
the time, Melih Gokcek, amid accusations of irregularities that helped
Gokcek win by 1 percentage point.
Gokcek was removed from his post
by Erdogan in 2017 to fight what he
called “metal fatigue” in the AKP.
This time, Yavas, who is running
on a joint ticket of the centre-left
Republican People’s Party (CHP) and
the right-wing Iyi Parti (Good Party),
is up against Mehmet Ozhaseki, a
former AKP minister for the environment and urban planning. Some

polls give Yavas a 9-percentagepoint lead over Ozhaseki. Yavas said
some surveys even see an 11-point
margin.
Yavas told the English-language
newspaper Hurriyet Daily News the
downward trend of the economy
was hurting the AKP.

A win by Yavas would be a
political earthquake
because Ankara has been
ruled by Islamicconservative mayors close
to Erdogan since 1994.
“I have met scores of people who
said they will vote for me this time
although they had voted for the AKP
five years ago,” he said. “I sense that
the main motive behind this change
in electoral behaviour is the economy.”
As a former member of the rightwing Nationalist Action Party, Yavas
could be an attractive choice for nationalist voters who would normally

not consider going for a candidate
of the CHP. Even the pro-Kurdish
Peoples’ Democratic Party, a bitter
rival of Turkish nationalists, has endorsed Yavas because he represents
the best chance to end the AKP’s
rule in Ankara.
In an attempt to respond to voter
frustration with the AKP, a party
known for ambitious and sometimes grandiose infrastructure projects, Yavas is choosing a down-toearth approach.
“Ankara’s main problem is poverty, unemployment and economic difficulties,” he told the Hurriyet Daily
News. “It would be inappropriate to
unveil mega or crazy projects under
these circumstances. We are, therefore, explaining how we will fight
poverty, how we will use municipal
resources for job creation and for social aids.”
Yavas “is no left-wing pansy,”
Michael Sercan Daventry, a BritishTurkish journalist in London, wrote
in his blog James in Turkey. Daventry called Yavas a nationalist and a

“significant challenger” to the AKP’s
grip on Ankara. “There is every reason to believe Turkey’s governing
party could lose control of the capital city,” he said.
With Yavas firmly in the lead, his
campaign has been rocked by reports in the pro-government media
accusing him of financial irregularities in his work as a lawyer. Yavas
rejected the allegations but a state
prosecutor has started an investigation against him that could lead to a
3-year prison sentence.
Erdogan publicly accused Yavas
of forgery and tax fraud. “Now such
a man is running for mayor in Ankara,” Erdogan said in a campaign
speech in Ankara. “This scandal has
become too big to be covered up.”
Sazak said the AKP could still turn
things around. “None of this means
that Erdogan will lose,” he said, “but
there is an opening here for the opposition. If the opposition wins either Istanbul or Ankara, that’s trouble for AKP. If they win both, the
flood gates are open.”

Viewpoint

Erdogan is busy proving Huntington right
Yavuz Baydar

Erdogan covered the
memory of Ataturk
and Turkey with a
blanket of shame,
shattering whatever
image Turkey had left
as a member of the
humane part of
civilisation.

T

he carnage in New
Zealand has come as the
strongest reminder of
the validity of Samuel
Huntington’s thesis on
the “Clash of Civilisations,” which once was ignored,
attacked or marginalised as a
project by conspiracy theorists. It
is, however, as valid as ever and
should be taken seriously. His essay
was full of foresight.
Huntington said Turkey has
become, since the first world war,
a “classic torn country,” a nation
with a single predominant Islamic
culture that places it in a sphere of
civilisation while its leaders, led by
Ataturk, sought until the 1990s to
shift it to another civilisation.
Thus, argued Huntington, as the
clash of civilisations thrusted in
slow motion a tectonic shift on a
global scale post-Cold War, Turkey
would be on the most sensitive of
the cultural and political fault lines.
For some time, all that has
taken place in Ankara supports
Huntington’s predictions. It is as
if Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan has read the book, agreed
with its thesis and done everything
in his might to prove Huntington
right. Erdogan does it in a grand
scale to position Turkey as the
battlefront against the West.

There is, of course, no indication
that Erdogan is aware of the
content of the book and one can
easily argue that the main motive
behind Erdogan’s acrimonious
rhetoric — having crossed the line
towards hate speech — is aimed
at personal interests for political
survival but the effect of his choice
of words weakens the cultural
ground that Turkey’s complex
society stands on.
As the massacre at two mosques
in New Zealand led to a global
mood of mourning and wave
of condolences from all faiths,
Erdogan and his men did not
hesitate to take an opposite stand,
using the carnage to whip up
hatred against the “crusading
West.” He would argue that “if you
don’t deal with attacks against
Islam, we will.”
Some may argue that, for
Erdogan, the massacre was “God’s
gift” to distract attention from
a sharply declining economy at
home, for which Erdogan has
no magic solutions to offer, and
restore voter support around him.
However, there is more to it.
Erdogan has been sowing rage
and contempt, feeding the arsenal
of revenge in Turkish society,
whose ignorance makes it utterly
vulnerable to such provocations.

The diversion of Turkey from
the values of democratic parts of
civilisation seems irreversible.
Many people in Turkey are
mesmerised by such venomous
discourse. The more self-conscious
Erdogan becomes of the imaginary
threats around him, the more
relentless he becomes in breaking
all barriers. It is no wonder that
after the massacre in Christchurch,
Erdogan used the commemoration
of the mass suffering in Gallipoli
in World War I as a leverage to
desecrate the collective pain that
still sits in the memory of New
Zealand and Australia.
“Your grandfathers came here…
some returned in coffins. If you
come with the same intentions, we
await you, too… We understand
your hatred and spite is alive…
You should have no doubt that
we will send you off like your
grandfathers,” Erdogan said.
Erdogan covered the memory of
Ataturk and Turkey with a blanket
of shame, shattering whatever
image Turkey had left as a member
of the humane part of civilisation.
That is the act that was staged to
prove Huntington right.
There should be no doubt that,
under Erdogan, surrounded by
like-minded cronies, Turkey will
be pushed beyond the limit in this

direction. Erdogan seemingly feels
he owes his success, his sense of
invincibility, to himself only. That’s
the reason he has nobody around
to stand up to him. Anybody doing
so would risk doing it at her or his
peril. Erdogan will not be stopped
from following his own personal
agenda.
After the massacre, the
Washington Post likely surprised
its readers by publishing a
column with Erdogan’s byline.
In a 180-degree reversal from the
position he has been showing,
Erdogan was keen to appear
as a leader of peace and sound
reasoning.
There was no doubt the column
was a product for spin, obviously
written by Erdogan’s panicking
advisers. They may congratulate
themselves in succeeding to get the
text published but it cast serious
doubt on the Post’s reputation
as a bastion of critical judgment.
Western mainstream media should
be much more cautious before
giving space to autocrats or they
will be also seen as those serving to
prove Huntington’s predictions of a
global crash.
Yavuz Baydar is a Turkish
journalist and regular columnist
for The Arab Weekly.
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New Zealand attacks show weaponisation of the internet
Mahmud el-Shafey

A

fter the attack on two New
Zealand mosques that
killed at least 50 worshippers, questions are being
asked about how far-right hatred
proliferates online and why social media companies aren’t doing
more to confront hate speech.
Australian national Brenton Tarrant, 28, has been charged with
murder in relation to the shootings. The weaponisation of the
internet during and following the
attack, the publication of a lengthy
manifesto that included internet
culture in-jokes and references,
the “messages” on the weapons
and equipment used in the attack,
the white supremacist hand-sign
Tarrant flashed in court communicate to a far-right audience that
has proliferated online, analysts
said.

The terrorist’s manifesto is
based on a right-wing
conspiracy theory that
immigration and higher
birth rates among immigrant
communities are displacing
“whites” in Oceania and
elsewhere.
Charlie Warzel, writing for the
New York Times, said the New Zealand attacks were “engineered for
maximum virality.” He described
the perpetrator as a “native to the
internet” who wanted to use it to
spread his message.
“The killer wanted the world’s
attention and by committing an
act of mass terror, he was able to
get it,” Warzel said. “The gunman’s
apparent digital footprint — from
the rantings of a white nationalist manifesto to his 8chan message board postings before the
murder — was unearthed and, for

a time, distributed into far-flung
corners of the web.”
Tarrant’s manifesto, titled “The
Great Replacement,” is based on a
right-wing conspiracy theory that
immigration and higher birth rates
among immigrant communities
are displacing “whites” in Oceania
and elsewhere.
“The Great Replacement” refers
to the name of a book by French
intellectual Renaud Camus, which
popularised the theory. “Aftermath
of New Zealand,” “Renaud Camus”
and “The Great Replacement”
were trending in Google searches.
“Well lads, it’s time to stop
s***posting and time to make a real-life effort post… It’s been a long
ride and despite all your rampant
f***otry, fecklessness and degeneracy, you are all top blokes and
the best bunch of cobbers a man
could ask for,” Tarrant posted on
the 8chan internet message board
before the attack, along with a
link to his manifesto and the live
stream of the attack, which was
watched in real time by a number
of users.
Foreign Policy’s Elias Groll described Tarrant’s manifesto and
live stream as a “press kit” and as
media outlets scrambled to report
on the shootings, many leaned
heavily on Tarrant’s digital footprint, publishing snippets and
stills from the video.
“[He] left a trail of digital evidence that demonstrated one clear
purpose: His terrorist attack was
conceived with the internet in
mind. The murderer was making a
snuff film for the social media era,
one that would get instantaneous
global distribution,” Groll said.
Facebook said that within 24
hours of the shootings, it had removed 1.5 million videos of the
attack from its platform. While
companies such as Facebook and
Twitter can use artificial intelligence and digital algorithms to

identify the digital fingerprint of
videos and automatically ban or
remove them, users can circumvent this process through several
means, including re-recording the
video or posting snippets.
“The global network of white
nationalist extremism depends on
the framework of social media,”
the Counter Extremism Project,
which has called for Facebook and
other sites to clamp down on hate
speech, said in a statement. “The
inaction of social media platforms
in addressing this problem serves
to perpetuate it. The online spread
of extremist ideologies can no

longer be ignored and should be
tackled at the root.”
However, many question whether this would be enough to deal
with rising anti-Muslim sentiment,
given that this is something that
appears to have gone mainstream
in many countries, requiring media coverage that only adds fuel to
the fire.
A 2018 report by Data and Society, a non-profit research organisation in the United States, said
that even media coverage of online
communities and racist ideology —
let alone terrorist acts inspired by
this — helped move such ideas into

the mainstream.
“Just by showing up for work
and doing their jobs as assigned,
journalists covering the far-right
fringe, which subsumed everything from professional conspiracy theorists to pro-Trump social
media s***posters to actual Nazis,
played directly into these groups’
public relations interests,” the Data
and Society report concluded. “In
the process, this coverage added
not just oxygen but rocket fuel to
an already smouldering fire.”
Mahmud el-Shafey is an Arab
Weekly correspondent in London.

Viewpoint

White nationalism is a global problem
Rashmee
Roshan Lall

By creating
insensitivity to the
deaths of Muslims
— by drone strikes,
drowning in the seas,
caged for requesting
asylum — there is a
measure of
“desensitisation”
achieved.

N

ew Zealand Prime
Minister Jacinda
Ardern said the
world’s response to
the terrorist attack
on two Christchurch
mosques should not be “in terms of
boundaries… I would make that a
global call.”
She is right. Ethno-nationalist
terrorism is as global a problem as
jihadism. Militant white nationalism and militant Islamism affect
people across the planet — just look
at the list of countries to which the
50 Christchurch victims originally
belonged. In no particular order,
they are Kuwait, the United Arab
Emirates, Syria, Jordan, the Palestinian territories, Egypt, Pakistan,
India, Bangladesh, Afghanistan, Fiji,
Indonesia. A white New Zealand
female convert to Islam was also
among the dead.
Over the years, jihadist attacks
too have knit the world in sorrow,
creating a United Nations of grief.
Citizens of at least 15 countries
were among the 129 dead in the
November 2015 terrorist attacks on
Paris and the northern suburb of
Saint-Denis. The victims were from
Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Egypt and
Burkina Faso, among other places.
In an increasingly interconnected world, “so it goes,” to use the
straight-talking phrase coined by
Kurt Vonnegut and repeated each
time a death is recorded in his most
celebrated novel, “SlaughterhouseFive.”
So it goes that US President Donald Trump doesn’t condemn white
nationalist terrorism and refuses to
see it as a big and worrying global
problem.
So it goes that the man charged in
the attack on the two New Zealand
mosques was an Australian man
who expressed a fanatical commit-

A nation in grief. Floral tributes to those who were gunned
down at the two mosques are seen against a wall bordering the
Botanical Garden in Christchurch, March 19.
(AFP)
ment to preventing the “replacement” of white people by Muslims.
So it goes that the day before
the New Zealand attack, Marion
Marechal, granddaughter of France’s
right-wing leader Jean-Marie Le Pen,
was quoted by the Economist praising the “great replacement” theory.
It claims white French people will
be demographically swamped by
Muslim migrants.
So it goes that Marechal, the next
aspirational leader of French nationalism, declared: “I don’t want France
to become a land of Islam.”
So it goes that a mass murderer
and a millennial politician half-aworld away should quote the same
non-scientific 2011 theory advanced
by former academic Renaud Camus
in his book “The Great Replacement.”
The idea of replacement is said to
be rooted in debunked racial science

from the 1930s and Nazi anti-Semitic
writing but the notion of an existential threat to Christians by Muslim
overbreeding has already been
challenged, not least by the late
Swedish statistician Hans Rosling.
In “Factfulness,” the 2018 bestseller
he co-wrote, Rosling said: “Today,
Muslim women have on average
3.1 children. Christian women have
2.7. There is no major difference
between the birth rates of the great
world religions.”
And, so it goes, I suppose, that
the New Zealand attack suspect,
like many white supremacists, was
obsessed with mediaeval religious
wars. Last November, he reportedly
visited Bulgarian sites connected to
Christian Orthodox battles against
the Ottoman Turks.
What is this leading to? Ghassan
Hage, an ethnic Lebanese professor
of anthropology at the University of

Melbourne, has a worrying explanation for one of the prevailing patterns in white nationalist thought.
He says that in the Christchurch suspect’s native country, Australia, and
in some other parts of the Western
world, a “culture of exterminability”
is being prepared for the Muslim
community.
Hage, who spends a lot of time
clarifying to Western interlocutors
that he’s not Muslim but Christian,
has warned about this for more than
a decade.
In Australia, the original focus was
Asians but later moved to Arabs and
Muslims. He laments that Australian
politicians and the media have normalised the idea that white nationalism expresses some “legitimate”
grievances or concerns about Arabs
and Muslims.
Hage’s “culture of exterminability” uses Hannah Arendt’s analysis
of the Nazi treatment of Jews. He
argues that a society must arrive at a
particular state of mind to be able to
designate a certain group of people
“exterminable.” He cautions that
“exterminability and extermination
are not the same.”
Clearly, logic would lead one to
conclude the first is a precursor to
the second. Hage says by creating insensitivity to the deaths of Muslims
— by drone strikes, drowning in the
seas, caged for requesting asylum
— there is a measure of “desensitisation” achieved and this brings
us to a culture of exterminability.
Irrationality, says Hage, works very
“efficiently” in racism.
As in all types of violent ideological hatreds, jihadism or white
nationalism.
Rashmee Roshan Lall is a columnist
for The Arab Weekly. Her blog can be
found at www.rashmee.com and she
is on Twitter: @rashmeerl.
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Gulf concerns over India-Pakistan conflict run deep
Sabahat Khan

Dubai

W

hen two Indian MiG-21
aircraft were shot down
and a pilot captured
by Pakistan in February, two nuclear-armed neighbours
found themselves on the brink of
war. The United States, China and
the United Kingdom swiftly became
involved and both sides were urged
to exercise restraint.
Countries of the Arabian Gulf,
which have deep historical ties to
both the Indian and Pakistani sides
and plans for even more ambitious
ones ahead, also wasted little time
in trying to avert the crisis from escalating.
Efforts at the highest levels by
Saudi Arabia and the United Arab
Emirates, with direct interventions
from the crown princes of Saudi Arabia and Abu Dhabi, lent crucial and
timely support to international efforts led by the United States to ease
the tensions.
Riyadh and Abu Dhabi have high
stakes in the future of India and Pakistan and the general regional stability in South Asia. Both India and
Pakistan are considered indispensable strategic partners to the two Arab
nations for future growth and prosperity.

The costs of a serious
confrontation between India
and Pakistan or risks of an
all-out conflict are huge for
the Arab Gulf —
environmentally, politically,
economically and socially.
In February, Saudi Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz signed off on more than $20
billion in investments in Pakistan
and Saudi investments in India have
been double that in the past four
years and are expected to accelerate.
Riyadh’s vision sees India as a regional energy hub in addition to being one of the world’s major manufacturing economies.

In January, Abu Dhabi Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Zayed alNahyan made his first visit to Pakistan in 11 years and the United Arab
Emirates extended a large financial
assistance package and planned major new investments.
Pakistan’s $65 billion economic
corridor with China is a game changer for regional trade flows that creates opportunities for a rapidly growing and ambitious Arab Gulf.
On the other hand, India is the
Emirates’ largest trading partner
and both sides view each other’s future economic prosperity as closely
linked.
In 2017, UAE Crown Prince Mohammed made history as chief guest
at India’s Republic Day Parade and
the two sides have plans to cooperate in areas ranging from food security to space exploration.
However, the rivalry between India and Pakistan is intense and not
easily moderated. Pakistan’s quick
release of the captured Indian pilot
together with Pakistani Prime Minister Imran Khan’s calls for talks on
Kashmir and other issues in the way
of improved ties were widely welcomed.
They also released pressure on
the Indian government, which was
reportedly mulling possible missile
strikes against further escalatory actions.
After the February 14 terror attack
in Pulwama, in Indian-held Kashmir, Indian Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s speeches sought to stir nationalist sentiment and blame Pakistan.
The Pulwama attack had killed
more than 40 paramilitary personnel
but came after years of widespread
popular unrest and an increasingly
bleak outlook for New Delhi in Kashmir.
Kashmir forms the core dispute
between India and Pakistan, having
taken them to war in 1948, 1965 and
1971. Both India and Pakistan gained
independence from Britain in 1947
and the dispute over Kashmir has existed since.
The Pulwama attacker, Adil Dar,
was born and raised in Kashmir and,
reports said, had been arrested and

High stakes. Abu Dhabi’s Crown Prince Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed al-Nahyan (3L) reviews a guard
of honour at the Prime Minister House in Islamabad, last January. 				
(AFP)
released half a dozen times by Indian
authorities in the past two years. He
is said to have been associated with
the blacklisted Jaish-e-Mohammed
group in Pakistan.
Modi authorised an Indian air
strike inside Pakistan on February
26 as a response to the Pulwama attack, aiming to demonstrate decisive
leadership but instead triggered a
dangerous standoff.
Modi was criticised by Indian opposition parties for recklessness and
attempting to exploit the crisis for
electoral purposes.
Modi has seen his popularity
slump following corruption allegations related to the French Rafale
fighter jet deal as well as economic
mismanagement and doing little to
rein in right-wing Hindu fanatics

stoking religious tensions.
The costs of a serious confrontation between India and Pakistan or
risks of an all-out conflict are huge
for the Arab Gulf — environmentally,
politically, economically and socially. The regional fallout and blowback
on security, too, could be uncontainable.
Averting such scenarios and encouraging dialogue and peace talks,
especially over Kashmir, have been
a long-standing interest for the Arab
Gulf, although India has traditionally resisted third-party mediation
or involvement in its disputes with
Pakistan.
However, Saudi State Minister
for Foreign Affairs Adel al-Jubeir in
March continued efforts from the
Arab Gulf to de-escalate tensions,

visiting Pakistan with a “special message” for Khan and Pakistani Army
chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa.
Jubeir also travelled to India, his
first visit there, meeting with Modi
and Indian Foreign Minister Sushma
Swaraj.
Balancing ties between India
and Pakistan has been described as
walking a tightrope but ignoring the
Kashmir dispute or the risks of a nuclear exchange could imperil the future vision of all parties to the wider
region’s prosperity. In that context,
the Arab Gulf’s interest agenda is
crystal clear.
Sabahat Khan, based in Dubai,
maintains a cross-disciplinary focus
in international security, defence
policy and strategic issues.

Economics, not taking sides,
determines Gulf-South Asia ties
Kelly Kennedy

Washington

A

trend has emerged as trade
increases between Gulf
countries and Pakistan and
India: In a region fraught
with tensions, there is no talk about
taking sides in existing conflicts and
disputes, rather everyone seems to
be thinking economically, experts in
Washington said.
The changes come as China replaces the United States as the top
investor in the Middle East and despite both Pakistan and India working with Iran.
Afshin Molavi, a senior fellow at
the Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies’ Foreign Policy Institute, said the change
began more than ten years ago when
Saudi King Abdullah bin Abdulaziz
Al Saud visited India, marking the
first visit from a Saudi king in 30
years, and was capped in February
when Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz visited New Delhi. King Abdullah’s first
two visits as head of state were to India and China.
“The commercial winds were
heading towards China, heading
towards India,” Molavi said during
a panel discussion at the Arab Gulf
States Institute in Washington.
King Abdullah’s 2006 visit “heralded a lot of talk in Washington
about a China pivot in the Middle
East,” Molavi said.

Now, there are visits back and
forth between India Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and the United Arab
Emirates, he said.
On an economic level, it makes
sense: 70% of petrochemicals from
the Middle East go to Asia, as do
three-out-of-four barrels of oil, Molavi said. India has a fast growth
rate, rapid urbanisation and unprecedented connectivity, he said. The
Abu Dhabi National Oil Company
and Saudi Aramco each took a 50%
stake in a $44 billion refinery in India and said they’d like to invest in
India’s natural gas sector and crude
oil reserves.

Experts agreed that the
Gulf countries may get
more than just trade
opportunities through
interactions with India
and Pakistan.
While the United States remains
the top recipient of exports from India, the United Arab Emirates is second. Three-out-of-four international
flights that leave India land in the
UAE, Molavi said.
“In many ways, Dubai has emerged
as the air hub of India,” he said, adding that the airline story is similar for
Pakistan.
Seven million Indian nationals
work in Saudi Arabia and they send
back remittances worth $40 billion.
Another 3.3 million Indian nationals
live in the United Arab Emirates.
The changes aren’t entirely eco-

nomic, said Narayanappa Janardhan,
senior research fellow at the GulfAsia Programme at the Emirates Diplomatic Academy.
While the West saw Gulf countries
“with suspicions” after the September 11, 2001, attacks in the United
States, Asia was willing to trade
“without judgment,” Janardhan said.
The United States and Europe
linked political reforms with economic reforms but “Asia was not
bothered by that,” he said. The Middle East also felt a “sense of fatigue”
about the United States because of
its policies.
Gulf countries stopped operating
based on religious policies and began
thinking about economics, Janardhan said. The United Arab Emirates
moved from a reactive foreign policy
to a proactive foreign policy. And India’s economy grew.
“India itself was trying to link its
economic and foreign policies to
boost economic growth,” Janardhan
said.
Money wasn’t the only goal.
“Many people laugh about India’s
growing power in the region,” he
said. “It is a super-poor country on
one level but it’s also an aspiring superpower.”
India, Janardhan said, wants to
help shape the world. It has begun
investing in the Middle East for the
first time, including $850,000 for oil
field exploration in Abu Dhabi. In return for energy security, India offers
potential food security in the form of
fields and farm labour.
Kamran Bokhari, director of the

Strategic partnerships. India’s Prime Minister Narendra Modi (C-L)
and UAE Minister of State and CEO of Abu Dhabi National Oil
Company (ADNOC) Sultan Ahmed Al Jaber (C-R) at the Petrotech
conference in Greater Noida, India, last February.
(Reuters)
Governance in Muslim-Majority
States Programme at the Centre for
Global Policy, said Pakistan is on the
opposite end of the confidence scale.
“Pakistan sees itself as a weak
country with limited possibilities,”
he said. “It is very India-centred.”
India sees Pakistan “like a distraction from that goal of becoming
a global power,” he said. “Pakistan
has always seen India as a threat
regionally. Now India becoming a
global player basically amplifies that
threat.”
Pakistan has been a Middle East
ally for decades and, while China is
investing in Pakistan’s infrastructure, Gulf Cooperation Council countries have promised Islamabad about
$6 billion.
“While the rest of the region… is
moving into an era of geo-economics, Pakistan is still stuck looking at
things from a pure existential secu-

rity viewpoint,” Bokhari said. “This
sort of strategic reality is what is
shaping Pakistan right now.”
The Gulf states are acting as mediators between India and Pakistan,
Molavi said, which has not historically been their role, but they have
not required India or Pakistan to give
up alliances.
“No one has asked India or Pakistan to choose between Qatar and
Saudi Arabia, as they have their other allies,” Molavi said.
India’s foreign policy prohibits
taking sides, Bokhari said.
The experts agreed that the Gulf
countries may get more than just
trade opportunities through interactions with India and Pakistan.
“Young people from non-elite
backgrounds are really into the
start-up culture,” Bokhari said.
“Maybe the Gulf countries will take
note of that.”
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Challenges ahead for Turkey as
economy slides into recession
Sabahat Khan

Crisis mode.
Shoppers
queue to buy
groceries at a
government-run
market selling
vegetables at
discounted
prices in an
Istanbul
neighbourhood.

Dubai

T

urkey’s economy has been
declared in recession — defined as two consecutive
quarters of contraction — for
the first time since the global financial crisis of 2008.
Turkey’s GDP was said to register a contraction of 2.4% in the first
quarter of 2019, following a 3% decrease in the final quarter of 2018.
There have been warning signs
the past few years about the state
of Turkey’s economy. A series of
government efforts to stimulate the
economy following the 2016 coup
attempt is said to have overheated
the economy.
The biggest challenge, however,
has been trying to calm volatility in
markets where investor confidence
slumped as the Turkish lira depreciated to all-time lows. The past year
has seen the Turkish lira lose approximately one-third of its value
against the US dollar.
Political strains with the United
States have not helped Turkey,
which was widely regarded for its
economic performance over the
past decade.
In August 2018, US President
Donald Trump doubled tariffs on
Turkish steel and aluminium imports amid a diplomatic stand-off
over the detention of American pastor Andrew Brunson. In January,
Trump threatened to economically
devastate Turkey if it sent its military into Syria after Kurdish militias
that have been erstwhile allies of
the United States against the Islamic State.
With mayoral and municipal elections on March 31, bad news about
the economy will be unhelpful for
Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan and his ruling Justice and
Development Party (AKP). Their
dominance in the domestic political arena has hinged on delivering
strong economic growth and rapid
infrastructure development.

Briefs

(AP)

Turkish Finance Minister Berat
Albayrak has said the worst of the
economic crisis is over. That may be
true but it doesn’t necessarily mean
the crisis is over.
Turkey registered 2.6% GDP
growth in 2018 despite a contraction
in the year’s final quarter. However,
that reflected a sharp downturn
against the 7.4% growth achieved
in 2017.
The Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development said
economic contraction will persist
this year in Turkey with a rebound
expected in 2020. Such assessments
indicate the difficult scenario that
Turkey finds itself in, which is unprecedented in the Erdogan era.
The lira’s plummeting value has
hurt industrial confidence and triggered record-breaking inflation,
which hit a 15-year high in October
2018 when it touched 25%. The
Central Bank of Turkey has aimed
to calm volatility and get a grip on
inflation through monetary controls, with benchmark interest rates
reaching 24% last September.
Those moves have come at the
cost of dampening subdued consumer spending and also hit the

corporate sector — much of whose
debt is foreign currency-denominated — at the worst time.
Bank lending has plunged and
housing finance dived 81% in November. Recent figures indicate
construction shrunk 8.7% as a contributor to GDP year on year, signalling a cooling of the building boom
of recent years.
Worryingly for Ankara, industrial
output fell 6.4% and there are signs
of more falls in the months ahead.
A depreciated lira has given Turkish exports, which have risen 5%, a
slight boost but domestic consumption is falling.
With imports becoming more expensive — so far this year they may
have fallen as much as one-quarter
— Turkey’s current account deficit
has improved but softening demand
could be an indicator that industrial
output is heading the wrong way.
Erdogan’s AKP is expected to
maintain its grip on power in the
upcoming elections, although voters in urban centres could be more
motivated than in recent years to
try alternatives.
The implications of Turkey’s ongoing and impending economic

woes, however, go beyond the local elections. Erdogan’s narrative
of Turkey being under economic attack from detractors in the shadows
is a persuasive argument for much
of his support base but the months
ahead will see added pressures on
Turkey’s economy, drawing attention to its ties with key trading partners.
The diplomatic reset between Europe and Turkey needs more time to
repair damage caused by both sides.
The European Parliament voted to
suspend accession talks with Turkey following a human rights and
rule of law report critical of Ankara,
potentially undoing some confidence-rebuilding recently undertaken.
Additionally, Turkey’s options
in Syria and how to approach its
dilemma over Syrian-Kurdish militias, its purchase of Russia’s S-400
air defence systems and the related blocking of the F-35 aircraft
deliveries to the Turkish Air Force
mean there may be more political
storms and stand-offs ahead that
could lower international confidence and delay Turkey’s economic
turnaround.

Bahrain looking to develop Khaleej al-Bahrain oil field

B

ahrain is keen to move
forward by year’s end
in teaming up with a US
partner to develop its
giant tight oil and gas find
discovered a year ago.
The government of Bahraini King
Hamad bin Isa al-Khalifa is hoping
that development of the Khaleej alBahrain field will translate into a major oil boom for Manama, doubling
the Gulf state’s crude oil production
and providing substantial income for
the debt-ridden country.
The economics of extracting shale
oil and gas from Khaleej al-Bahrain,
including current oil prices and the
technological difficulties involved,
could delay the project should it even
prove to be commercially viable,
however.
Last April, Bahraini Oil Minister
Sheikh Mohammed bin Khalifa bin
Ahmed announced the discovery of
the Khaleej al-Bahrain field, with estimates of the field holding 81.5 billion
barrels of oil and 390 billion cubic
metres of associated gas.
The find, covering 2,000 sq.km in
shallow waters off the Gulf kingdom’s
west coast, is Bahrain’s largest oil
and gas discovery since 1932, when
the country started producing crude
from the Bahrain (formerly Awali)
field. The Bahraini government

An Israel-Cyprus-Greece-US
meeting took place March 20 in
Jerusalem to advance a pipeline
project in the Mediterranean.
Israel plans to supply gas to
Europe starting from 2025 via a
2,100km pipeline called the East
Med Pipeline. It is intended to carry
natural gas from deposits in the
sea off Israel to Cyprus and via the
Greek mainland to Italy.
The pipeline will be laid on the
bed of the Mediterranean, which is
3,000 metres deep along some of
the proposed route, and is expected
to cost $6.8 billion.
(The Associated Press)

Viewpoint

Jareer Elass

Talks in
Jerusalem to
advance
Israel-Europe
gas pipeline

anticipates production from Khaleej
al-Bahrain to begin within five years.
Last month, Sheikh Mohammed
said the first test well was being
drilled at the field. Noting that his
government has been in discussions
with international oil firms to help
develop the discovery, the Bahraini
oil minister said: “Maybe towards the
end of this year we might be in a position to have an interested company,
we hope.”
He stated that the Bahraini government was zeroing in on US oil majors
and independent oil firms with
“operating capabilities in US shale,
because tight oil is very much a US
phenomenon now.”
Tight oil is light crude oil contained
in shale rock formations far below
the Earth’s surface that can be extracted through fracking, by employing deep horizontal wells. However,
only a portion of crude typically is
recovered from even the largest shale
deposits because of the features of
the ultra-low-permeability rock.
Sheikh Mohammed acknowledged
the recovery rate for shale deposits
is about 5-15% of available reserves.
Energy consultancy Wood Mackenzie cautioned that tapping into the
Khaleej al-Bahrain field could be
“technically challenging and potentially high-cost to develop.”
If King Hamad’s government
moves forward with developing
Khaleej al-Bahrain, it will be challenged by extracting crude from an
offshore tight reservoir, a test for
even the most experienced

fracking companies.
The US shale boom has solely come
from onshore fields, with exploratory efforts in the Gulf of Mexico
yet to result in commercially viable
production. Sheikh Mohammed has
downplayed the effects of the field’s
location, saying: “The good news
is it is very shallow offshore. It’s a
bathtub area.”
Bahrain’s proven crude reserves
of 124.6 million barrels are dwarfed
by its larger Gulf neighbours, in particular, the reserves of Saudi Arabia,
which recently were appraised at
268.5 billion barrels. Bahrain’s oil
production totals around 200,000
barrels per day (bpd). Manama
receives revenues from half the
output of the 300,000 bpd Abu Safah
offshore field that it shares with
Saudi Arabia.
Bahrain’s remaining output flows
from the 87-year-old Bahrain field.
Production from the field peaked in
1970 at nearly 80,000 bpd but current output is about 45,000 bpd.
Bahrain’s National Oil and Gas
Authority formed a joint venture in
2009 called Tatweer Petroleum with
US oil firm Occidental Petroleum and
Abu Dhabi’s Mubadala Petroleum to
expand the Bahrain field’s output
to 100,000 bpd by 2017 through enhanced recovery techniques. A poor
economic environment, along with
frustration from the foreign partners
over contract renegotiation terms, resulted in their exit from the venture
in the summer of 2016 and plans to
increase production were derailed.

The Bahraini government is aware
it must offer foreign players with
shale expertise enticing contracts
to get the Khaleej al-Bahrain project
under way. “Ultimately we have to
make this attractive,” Sheikh Mohammed said. “It should give investors
the returns they require while still
being fair to the government here.”
Manama is expected to allow international oil firms to book reserves
from the field on their balance sheets
and offer them production-sharing
agreements.
Much must be ascertained about
oil and gas volumes that can be extracted from the Khaleej al-Bahrain
field, whether that production is
economically viable and if output
can realistically be achieved by 2023.
King Hamad’s government is targeting production of up to 200,000 bpd
from the field, effectively doubling
Bahrain’s oil output.
Some 60-70% of the Gulf kingdom’s revenues are derived from oil
and gas sales, so a doubling of its energy-related earnings would greatly
bolster Bahrain’s fragile economy.
The government is in the process
of introducing fiscal reforms, including a value added tax and changes in
public spending, that were mandated
by Saudi Arabia, the United Arab
Emirates and Kuwait as part of a $10
billion financial aid package they
provided Manama last fall.
Jareer Elass reports from
Washington on energy issues for
The Arab Weekly.

US extends Iraq
waiver over Iran
sanctions
The United States is extending a waiver to let energy-hungry
Iraq keep buying power from Iran,
despite Washington’s campaign of
sanctions.
The US State Department issued
a second 3-month exemption from
Iran sanctions for Iraq, mindful not
to destabilise the country increasingly reliant on Iranian gas and
electricity to cope with chronic
blackouts.
A State Department official
said increasing Iraq’s capacities
and diversifying imports would
“strengthen Iraq’s economy and
development.”
(Agence France-Presse)

Oman denies
being part of Sri
Lanka refinery
project
Oman’s Oil Ministry denied being
part of a $3.9 billion plan to build
an oil refinery in Sri Lanka, a day
after the government in Colombo
announced the Arab country’s
participation.
Sri Lankan officials said a joint
venture between the Omani Oil
Ministry and a Singapore investment vehicle had agreed to build
the 200,000 barrel per day refinery.
An industry source familiar with
the discussions said there had been
talks concerning the project that
involved Oman but that they were
at an early stage.
(Reuters)

Libya agrees
$33.8 billion
budget for 2019
Libya’s UN-backed administration
agreed with the central bank and
other players on a 2019 budget worth
$33.8 billion. The budget marks an
increase from last year’s $30 billion.
Libya has no proper budget because authority is divided between
the UN-backed Tripoli government
and a parallel administration allied
to the internationally recognised
parliament in the east.
The central bank agrees with
Tripoli — with the tacit agreement
of authorities in the east — on a
budget mainly covering public
salaries and fuel subsidies for the
country.
(Reuters)
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A need to upgrade. A worker prepares bobbins of yarn for shipment at a spinning factory on the outskirts of Cairo. 						

(Reuters)

Reshaping Egypt’s vital cotton industry

Hassan Abdel Zaher

Cairo

E

gypt is overhauling its
cotton industry with the
introduction of modern
equipment but the move
may have adverse effects on the
cultivation of its high-quality, extra-long staple cotton.
The modernisation process is
to include replacing obsolete machines in tens of state-owned cotton weaving, ginning and spinning
factories that don’t handle the local production of extra-long staple
(ELS) cotton. They operate only
with imported short-staple cotton.
Some of the machines in ginning factories date to 1878, Public
Affairs Minister Hesham Tawfik
said.
He said the modernisation process would include merging some
cotton plants, with the aim of increasing production four-fold in
the coming years. Funds to finance

the project, he said, would come
from the sale of unneeded textile
industry assets.
Egyptian officials are trying to
instil new life into its textile industry, which contributes almost 3%
of GDP, employs one-third of the
industrial labour and generates
exports worth $2.6 billion annually (15% of Egypt’s non-oil exports).
The industry was, however,
beaten out in the past two decades
by the invasion of cheaper products from other countries.
Textile factory machines used to
whirr loudly and spool hundreds
of thousands of metres of the finest fabrics, feeding on Egypt’s unparalleled ELS cotton.
“The upgrade of the factories
will be the real beginning for modernising the whole industry,” said
Mohamed al-Qaluibi, of the Textile Industry Section at the National Federation of Industries.
“This will have strong effects on
the competitive edge of textile
products in local and international
markets.”

The first modernised ginning
plant is to begin operations in April
in the central province of Fayoum.
It is among 11 ginning plants being overhauled, along with several
weaving and spinning factories.
There are fears the modernisation plan will have far-reaching effects on the cultivation of Egypt’s
renowned ELS cotton and exports
to international markets.
There is meagre demand for ELS
cotton in the local market, where
65% of textile factories operate
with short-staple cotton imported from Greece, Sudan and Syria.
Egyptian factories imported 1.1
million tonnes of short-staple cotton last year.
With the factories’ modernisation, the government will start
growing short-staple cotton. That
means an increase in space for its
cultivation at the expense of ELS.
Last year, more than 120,000 hectares were cultivated with ELS cotton, an area that shrunk to around
80,000 hectares this year.
Cotton farmers sustained big

losses last year. Some 14,000
tonnes of ELS cotton could not be
exported.
Egyptian Minister of Agriculture
Ezzeddine Abu Steit charged that
cotton marketing companies have
let the farmers and the government down. “We need to create
demand for [ELS] cotton in the local market,” he said.

Egyptian officials are
trying to instil new life
into its textile industry,
which contributes almost
3% of GDP.
Egypt is trying to adapt to the
needs of its textile industry. Prime
Minister Mostafa Madbouli in February ordered the formation of a
scientific and academic panel to
oversee a plan for the cultivation
of short-staple cotton.
The plan has not been put into
effect yet but the space cultivated
with cotton this year will come
down to 84,000 hectares. This is

a far cry from the approximately
810,000 hectares cultivated with
ELS cotton in the early 1980s when
revenues from raw cotton exports
outweighed revenues from any
other sector.
Abdurrahman Hussein, president of the independent Farmers’
Union, accused Abu Steit of damaging the country’s ELS cotton
farming by reducing cultivation
areas.
“The minister’s plan will also
cause huge losses to cotton farmers,” Hussein said.
Egypt cooperates with the UN
Industrial Development Organisation to help local farmers grow
more and better cotton. The 1-year
programme, which started last
July, aims to reverse the decline
in ELS cotton production and demand.
To allay farmers’ fears, Abu Steit
said cultivation of short-staple
cotton would only begin next year.
“We will grow it in the desert to
prevent it from damaging our pure
[ELS] cotton production,” he said.

Sudan-Egypt row escalates over Red Sea oil bids
Agence France-Presse

A key
resource.
A fishing
boat sails in
the Mediterranean Sea
near an oil
station in
Alexandria.

Khartoum

A

row between Sudan and
Egypt escalated with Sudanese authorities summoning the Egyptian ambassador to Khartoum to protest
Cairo’s “illegal” call for oil and gas
exploration bids in the Red Sea
area of Halayeb, which is claimed
by both countries.
Egypt’s control of the Halayeb
triangle, which lies in a mineralrich border region, has for decades
been an issue for Cairo and Khartoum, despite a general improvement in ties since an October summit.
Egypt’s state-owned South Valley Egyptian Petroleum Holding
Company has invited bids for ten
oil and gas exploration blocks in
what it said were Egyptian territorial waters in the Red Sea.
“The Foreign Ministry summoned Egyptian Ambassador Hossam Eissa… to protest against the
tenders invited by the Egyptian Oil
Ministry for areas under the sover-

(Reuters)

eignty of Sudan,” Sudan’s Foreign
Ministry said in a statement.
“Sudan is asking Egypt to stop all
procedures concerning the tenders
given the situation about the Halayeb triangle.”
Sudan has regularly protested
Egypt’s administration of Halayeb

and the Shalatin border region
near the Red Sea, saying they are
Sudanese sovereign territory since
shortly after independence in 1956.
Sudan warned Egypt against its
offer of exploration blocks.
Sudanese Minister of State for
Oil and Gas Saad el-Deen el-Bushra

said the move was “a direct intrusion” into his ministry’s authority
to grant exploration licences in the
area.
The Foreign Ministry summoned
the Egyptian ambassador on March
21 and urged international companies working in the area not to sub-

mit bids for the blocks.
“The government of Sudan can
take measures to prevent any company from operating in this area,”
the ministry warned.
It also called on Cairo to resolve
the situation “through peaceful
means” to avoid damaging improving ties between the two countries.
Relations between Cairo and
Khartoum had turned sour in early 2017 when Sudanese President
Omar al-Bashir accused Egypt of
supporting rebels in conflict zones,
including Darfur in western Sudan.
Sudan in May 2017 banned the
import of animal and other agricultural products from Egypt but
it lifted the ban in October as ties
improved following talks in Khartoum between al-Bashir and Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi.
Egypt has repeatedly called for
stability in Sudan after protests
erupted in December against alBashir’s three-decade rule.
Demonstrations and deadly
clashes erupted after a government
decision to triple the price of bread.
Al-Bashir has remained defiant
and imposed a nationwide state of
emergency on February 22.
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Pope Francis’s visit to Morocco constitutes
important step in dialogue of civilisations
Mohamed al-Alawi

Rabat

R

oman Catholic Pope Francis is to visit Morocco
March 30-31, a visit expected to build on the
achievements of Francis’s historical trip to the United Arab Emirates in February, during which
importance of interfaith communication was highlighted, opening
a new page in Christian-Muslim relations, dusting off latent tensions
and distance that had characterised them.
Although the presence of Catholics in Morocco and in the Maghreb
in general is not significant compared to the Middle East — Inside
the Vatican magazine said Morocco has 50,000 Catholics, mostly
Europeans living in the country
— Morocco remains an important
gateway linking Islam and Christianity. Pope Francis visited Egypt
in 2017 and his UAE trip represented the first visit of a head of
the Catholic Church to the Arabian
Gulf.
Archbishop Cristobal Lopez
Romero of Rabat said Pope Francis’s visit would be a great occasion for the church to expand and
promote Islamic-Christian religious dialogue, which has seen a
decline in recent years.
Pope John Paul II visited Morocco in 1985, setting a precedent for
the church’s relations with Islamic
countries. In 2000, Moroccan King
Mohammed VI of Morocco made
an official visit to the Vatican,
where he met with John Paul II.
In a news conference presenting the agenda of Francis’s visit,
which has been given the slogan
“Pope Francis: Servant of Hope,”
the Roman Catholic Archdiocese
of Rabat said the pope’s trip carries
strong symbolic significance because it commemorates the 800th
anniversary of the meeting between Saint Francis of Assisi and
the Sultan Malik al-Kamil, thus
representing the constant desire
for dialogue and cordial relations
between Catholicism and Islam.

Francis’s visit reflects the privileged diplomatic relations between Morocco and the Vatican as
well as the common desire of both
parties to build bridges of dialogue
between cultures and religions.
In 1997, Morocco opened an embassy to the Vatican to consolidate
diplomatic relations between the
two countries. A papal embassy
was opened in Rabat in 1988 and is
one of 115 diplomatic and consular
representatives of the Vatican in
the world.
Given Morocco’s interest in and
progressive and positive approach
to immigration, it is expected that
discussions between King Mohammed VI and Francis will centre on
the issue, especially because the
pope is known for his optimistic
and positive view of immigration
into Europe.
Archbishop Santiago Agrelo
Martinez of Tangier said the pope’s
visit is an opportunity for Francis
to reaffirm support for the Global
Agreement on Migration, adopted
in December during a conference
organised by the United Nations in
Marrakech, as well as an occasion
to urge the international community to treat migrants with responsibility and solidarity.
Among the pope’s stops on his
Moroccan trip will be visits to the
Mohammed VI Institute for the
Training of Imams and Religious
Counsellors and the headquarters
of the Diocesan Caritas of Rabat,
where he is to meet with migrants.
At the Sports Complex of Prince
Moulay Abdellah, Francis will preside over a mass expected to be attended by thousands of Christians,
mostly migrants residing across
Morocco, and give a speech on interfaith dialogue.
Abdellah Boussouf, secretarygeneral of the Council of the Moroccan Community Living Abroad,
said the pope’s visit to Morocco is
an opportunity to expand peaceful dialogue and debate using the
symbolic power of the two institutions in “religious diplomacy.”
Boussouf said in a statement
that the visit would address questions on immigration, terrorism,
racism, restrictions on migrants,

Consolidating the path. Pope Francis gestures towards worshippers at the Vatican, March 16.
discourses of peace and solidarity,
peace and human brotherhood.
Boussouf added that “Morocco
has been known for its tolerant
treatment of all faith communities, and for its protection of the
oppressed minorities and its sanctification and respect of their rites
and places of worship.”

Archbishop Cristobal Lopez
Romero of Rabat said Pope
Francis’s visit would be a
great occasion for the
church to expand and
promote Islamic-Christian
religious dialogue.
Abdulaziz Othman Altwaijri,
secretary-general of the Islamic
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation, said the pope’s
visit has a special character because it will include a meeting
between King Mohammed VI, as

commander of the faithful of a
country with a long Islamic heritage, and Pope Francis, as leader of
the Roman Catholic Church.
He said that the symbolism of
the visit throughout the Christian
world would be a significant contribution to the good efforts to promote peace and security.
The pope’s visit to Morocco
is linked to the difficult circumstances experienced by the Arab
and Islamic worlds, said Al-Sadiq
al-Othmani, a Moroccan preacher
and director of religious affairs at
the Union of Islamic Institutions
in Brazil, in a statement. “With the
emergence of extremist religious
sects and the spread of terrorism
and intolerance among members
of the Abrahamic faiths, the issue
of peaceful co-existence between
humans of all hues and especially
between Muslims and Christians
becomes a social, cultural, political and economic necessity,” he
said.

(AFP)

Advocates of Islamic-Christian
dialogue have long expressed
dedication to moving interfaith
dialogue in constructive ways that
Muslims and Christians can use to
build understanding on important
issues and establish greater scholarly dialogue and cultural communication.
Morocco has a long history in
Islamic-Christian dialogue by virtue of its geographic location, its
proximity to the Christian West
and its religious status in the Islamic world.
The meeting between King Mohammed VI and Pope Francis augurs an enrichment in a dialogue
that promises to break obstacles
standing between the two parties
and will contribute to reducing the
gap between Christians and Muslims and curbing the rise of fundamentalism and vile sectarianism.
Mohamed al-Alawi is a Moroccan
writer.

Cairo’s Shubra district: An island of religious tolerance
Amr Emam

Cairo

I

t took Hesham Sultan almost
15 years, when he was young,
to realise that the woman living next door was not a Muslim
like him. Yet Umm Joseph, as the
woman was called, was a second
mother to him.
“I liked to eat rice so much as a
child and Umm Joseph always had
rice to give me,” said Sultan, who is
in his early 50s. “She gave food to
all other children in the street, who
happened to be Muslim, too.”
When Umm Joseph died, without children of her own, no one
knew if she should be buried in
tombs specified for Muslims or in
the church cemetery.
“She was Christian but none of
us had ever thought of her religion
before,” Sultan said. “She was a
mother to everybody in the street.”
There is almost a similar story
in each street and alley of Shubra,
a densely populated, middle-class
district in downtown Cairo where
religion is a uniting force, not a
separation wall.
Hundreds of thousands of Egyptians in the 18 sq.km area squeezed
between the Nile and larger districts in the northern part of Cairo
have chosen to turn differences in
religion into a source of love, not

Symbols of coexistence. A view of a church and a mosque sitting
adjacently in Cairo’s Shubra district.
(Amr Emam)
hate or killing.
Shubra became known only
when the Ottoman ruler Muhammad Ali Pasha built his palace
there in 1908. It is Cairo’s district
with the largest concentration of
Christians. Residents share homes,
streets, transport, food, joys and
agonies, as well as a lot of fond
memories.
It stands out as a heartening
model of coexistence when many
people identify by the faith they
inherited from their parents.
“Shubra is in the heart of met-

ropolitan Cairo, which is why it is
immune from extremist influences
rampant in the Egyptian countryside,” said writer Gaber Asfour.
Shubra — the name means “village” in the Coptic language — is
a cultural melting pot that buzzes
with commercial activity. Shops
lining the streets are owned by
Muslims and Christians in a mosaic of faith and social connections rarely found anywhere else
in Egypt.
Shubra is reputed to be the truest version of Egyptians’ nature

and Egypt’s real life without blemishes. At the cafes that dot the district, men and women sit together,
staying up all the night, playing
dominoes and cracking jokes
about everything from politics, to
social traditions and religion.
Those sitting together sharing
drinks and smoking shisha, remember their different faiths only
at the doorsteps of the mosques
and the churches, which are also
present everywhere.
Shubra
has
approximately
700,000 inhabitants, most of them
Christian. This is the only place in
Egypt where Christian priests are
cheered like heroes by Christians
and Muslims alike and imams
revered by both. The district’s
most important landmarks are its
churches, its mosques and its people.
Gameel Banayouti, a Christian
trader in his mid-70s, said he was
not concerned about the religion of Shubra’s residents. He has
spread out a charity banquet for
poor Muslims each Ramadan for
the past 30 years.
Dozens of Muslims attend the
banquet every day at dusk to eat
the delicious, hot and free meals
he offers. He delivers food to the
poor too shy to attend the banquet.
“We grew accustomed to seeing
each other as human beings, regardless of faith,” Banayouti said.
Banayouti’s father and older

brother used to turn on the radio
and listen to the Quran channel
every day at their shop.
When he was conscripted into
the army more than 50 years ago,
Banayouti did not eat in front of
his Muslim colleagues in daytime
during Ramadan. He did not want
to hurt their feelings.

Shubra stands out as a
heartening model of
coexistence when many
people identify by the
faith they inherited from
their parents.
Shubra’s Christian residents do
the same during Ramadan today.
They fast like their Muslim neighbours and eat with them at dusk.
On all religious occasions, Christian and Muslim families exchange
good wishes and share their special cookies and sweets.
Noha Mahmud, a budding novelist from the district in her late 30s,
grew up in these surroundings. She
said she remembers Christian children decorating the streets with
her to prepare for Muslim feasts.
“Most of my friends are Christian
and none of us had ever thought of
the faith of the other,” Mahmud
said. “We hear and read about incidents of religious bigotry in other
parts of Egypt and crack jokes
about it.”
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Documentary
exhibition in Cairo
keeps Palestinian
history alive
Nahed Khuzam

Cairo

T

he exhibition “ul Ya Tair”
(“Speak, O Bird!”) at Amir
Taz Palace in Cairo, told the
story of the Palestinian tragedy and spotlights stories of displaced Palestinians.
The exhibition, which ran in early
March, relied on a variety of media,
including photography, personal effects and narrative texts, compiled
by researchers who interviewed
Palestinian men and women who
lived through the ordeal of forced
displacement during the 1940s.

Bringing together
Palestinian memories, the
“ul Ya Tair” exhibition was
the culmination of efforts by
field researchers
throughout the Palestinian
territories.
“Ul Ya Tair” is an idiomatic phrase
used by Palestinians when they are
eagerly expecting news and connotes a story that has been passed
down through generations, symbolising the transmission of a story
through oral tradition. The exhibition’s archival materials, including illustrations, photographs and
recordings, were collected with the

help of Al Rowat for Studies and
Research Foundation and provide
a wealth of information about the
lives of Palestinians until 1948.
The exhibition aimed to engage
the wider public and so the Palestinians’ displacement experiences
remain in history and memory, especially among those of later generations who have not heard about
them.
Among the exhibited items were
silver jewellery, copper utensils,
embroidered garments, identification cards, notebooks, wedding
photographs, family photos taken in
pre-occupation Palestine and door
keys of various sizes and shapes
kept by the owners after they were
displaced from their homes.
The exhibition documented dozens of oral narratives told by people
who directly experienced the ordeal
of displacement. The documentation focused on narrating the displacement ordeal, how it happened
and what enabled it. After these stories were collected, the idea of this
exhibition was born so the materials
could be shared with as many people as possible.
Faiha Abdelhadi, director of Al
Rowat for Studies and Research,
said the Palestinian archives are in
dire need of such testimonies and
documents, especially because archival material has been targeted,
looted and destroyed.
Bringing together Palestinian
memories, the “ul Ya Tair” exhibi-

Different layers. Photographs on display as part of “ul Ya Tair” exhibition in Cairo.
tion, was the culmination of efforts
by field researchers throughout
the Palestinian territories. Palestinians in Jordan, Egypt, Lebanon
and Chile helped. Haifa Rachid, a
researcher at Al Rowat for Studies
and Research, said it is important to
talk about those who were forcibly
displaced from their homes.
The exhibition mixed various layers of historical accounts, shedding
light on Palestinian life from cultural, human and political viewpoints.
It became a biographical account of
customs and traditions common in
pre-occupation Palestine. Such details, often overlooked by traditional narratives of history, are instead
celebrated.
Because the exhibition was mainly concerned with the Palestinian
experience of forced displacement,

the basic research criterion involved
looking for people who directly experienced displacement in any Palestinian village and town.
Their narrative accounts and testimonies were documented in still
images, audio and video. Personal
effects relating to the idea of displacement were given much interest and attention. The archival material displayed in Cairo is part of a
larger collection of materials to be
exhibited in the future. The exhibition was a visual representation
of the historical suffering and injustice endured by the Palestinians
when they were expelled from their
lands and uprooted physically and
socially.
Searching for and reaching those
who experienced displacement
was not easy, said Abdelhadi. Find-

(ul Ya Tair)

ing people who were displaced required a concerted effort that began
in 2012.
Abdelhadi said the main objective
was to counter Israeli attempts to
erase Arab identity in the occupied
Palestinian territories and distort
the national history and heritage of
Palestine. These attempts reached a
point that cultural heritage, clothing, food, customs and traditions
were appropriated to construct an
alleged heritage for the Israelis.
The battle for the Palestinians is
not one for land only. It is also a battle for humanity and culture. “Ul Ya
Tair” was a well-documented, visual historical narrative that sought to
set the record straight.
Nahed Khuzam is an Egyptian
writer.

Leila Jureidini’s paintings look behind the burqa
Samar Kadi

Beirut

D

ouble-sided paintings depicting women wearing the
burqa on one side, a video
of women recounting their
experience with the veil and a small
rectangular opening in a gypsum
board through which one can gaze
as if wearing a burqa are showcased
in “Freedom Fighters,” an exhibition by Lebanese artist Leila Jureidini that questions the prevalence
of the conservative dress code.
“I am actually questioning the
visual,” Jureidini said. “Are we sure
that what we see does reveal the
truth? Is the veil something that we
can trust or is it hiding something
else, a way to control women and
the society?”
“There are actually many questions that my paintings raise that
are related to political, social and
cultural issues.”
In “Freedom Fighters,” Jureidini
investigates the burqa as a symbolic and graphic representation of
a facade. She experiments with this
shield by walking in these women’s
shoes and questions whether religious signs have risen to fill the gaps
in people’s confused identities, a release about the exhibition stated.
“Men use religion to control people and it is always the woman who
is judged whether she wears too
much or removes too much. The
woman is always responsible for
the society’s morality and one question is: Why is she bearing all that
blame?” Jureidini said.
The artist noted that the prevalence of the veil among Arab women has increased in recent years
even in a relatively liberal country
such as Lebanon.
“I am a Muslim and I have seen all

these changes. In the past, religion
was something personal, it did not
show, we did not talk about it but
now it is becoming visible, as if it
is something that you must claim,”
Jureidini said.
She said her art highlights possible repercussions and manipulations of the phenomenon that dominate the political and social arenas.
While all the paintings have one
side of them showing women in a
burqa, the other side has political or
social connotations.
“The paintings are double-sided
to show what could be hidden behind the veil or the consequences of
advocating a conservative interpretation of religion,” Jureidini said.
US President Donald Trump, an
orange-clad detainee in Guantanamo prison and a T-shirt carrying
the slogan “I am Charlie,” in reference to the victims of the attack on
the Charlie Hebdo magazine, are
among the “hidden” sides of the
paintings.
“For me it is meant to show that
the tendency to go towards conservative Islam increases populism
and intolerance and can result,
for instance, in having people like
Trump (largely anti-Islam) rising to
power,” Jureidini said.
The “other side” of some paintings referred to social and domestic
issues. The painting of a battered
female hiding behind the burqa illustrated domestic violence; another of a “bimbo” woman suggested
that, while many females are forced
to wear the hijab, they seek to dress
up the way they want beneath it.
“The bimbo woman is a merry
person, her face is botoxed and she
wears make-up. One wonders why
she is veiled,” Jureidini said. “It is
a big contradiction, because you
either believe in wearing the veil
or not, otherwise it is pretence and
hypocrisy. “

Jureidini stressed that her perspective stems from curiosity, not
judgment, which allows for a more
nuanced approach to this complex
phenomenon. Among the women
interviewed for the video are some
who were compelled to wear the
veil while for others it was their personal choice.
“I tried to understand why this
trend. How are these women going
about their life behind the veil and
their daily struggle in their entourage? I found that there is no one
truth, not one answer,” she said.
“However, these women are
fighting for their freedom. They are
either fighting for education or to
go to work or to choose their companion or to dress up the way they
wanted.”
Exhibition curator Racha Itani
maintained that despite the triumph of feminism, women still
haven’t unlocked the code of dressing and manoeuvring their body
freely in public and in private.
“We are degraded and objectified
when we dress our bodies in provocative ways. We ignite wars with
the mere prospect of criticising or
questioning religious or social concerns that address the female body.
We are felt sorry for, coined with an
acute need to ‘liberate’ us whenever
we repress our sexuality by covering our entire bodies. We find ourselves perpetually confused: How
could our bodies be this offensive?”
Itani said.
Jureidini has worked as a designer in France and the United States.
Since 2008, her work has been included in shows in London, Paris
and Beirut. She had a solo exhibition, “Fragments,” in 2012 and took
part in the group exhibition “Clin
d’oeil” in 2014.
Samar Kadi is The Arab Weekly
Travel and Society section editor.

The hidden side. A painting by Lebanese artist Leila Jureidini on
display at the “Freedom Fighters” exhibition in Beirut.

(Leila Jureidini)
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Agenda
Haifa:
Through March 26
The fourth Haifa Independent Film Festival takes place in
several Palestinian venues in
Haifa, such as Al Midan Theatre, Khashabi Theatre, Kabareet
and El-Ain. The festival screens
newly released movies in addition to old ones, focusing on local
cinema.
Zammour, Tunisia:
March 27-30
The third Zammour Fest will take
place in a Berber village in the
Tunisian Sahara. Over four days
and three nights, visitors camp
in Bedouin tents, trek or bike
in the village, visit mountains,
attend folklore parties and enjoy
traditional food.
Dbayeh:
March 29-31

A general view of the Ichkeul Park.

								

(Nabiha Ben Mbarek)

Tunisia’s Lake
Ichkeul offers
vibrant ecosystem
Roua Khlifi

Lake Ichkeul

U

nder a sunlit sky, the glittering waters of Lake
Ichkeul reach for the edges of the surrounding hills,
creating a habitat that hosts thousands of wildlife and plant species.
Located 25km from Tunisia’s
popular Bizerte touristic zone,
Ichkeul National Park is famous for
its flora, birds and lake. Ichkeul is
the last freshwater lake of a chain
of lakes that stretches across North
Africa.
The park, established in 1980,
covers 126 sq.km and includes three
ecosystems: a mountain 511 metres
in elevation, its plains and the lake
that covers 850 sq.km.
Green plains and a refreshing
sight of the lake greet visitors entering the park. One can contemplate
the diversity of the landscape full
of various species of birds because
the park is an important stopover
for thousands of migratory birds.
There are 40-60 species of birds in
the lake and marshlands.
Lake Ichkeul is unique for its
hydrological system. Its ecosystem depends on variations of water levels and salinity, which stem
from the alternation of seasonal
flows of freshwater from five rivers
and sea water via the Tindja canal.
Freshwater levels rise from October to March, which dilutes salinity
levels of the lake. In the summer,
the fresh water evaporates and

seawater flows into the lake.
Not only is the park unique for
the variation of its water salinity but
it is famous for its bird population.
Waterfowl and wading birds can be
seen at the lake. The park has rare
birds, which include the purple gallinule and the park’s most emblematic bird, the greylag goose.
On the mountain, the typical species are the booted eagle and the
lanner falcon.
Yet the most impressive species
of birds, one expert said, are the
water birds, which are unique because of their variety.
Generally, the average number of
water birds is 110,000-150,000 but
“can reach 300,000 in a day,” said
Claudia Feltrup-Azafzaf, executive
director of Les Amis Des Oiseaux,
the partner of Bird Life in Tunisia.
“The most important species are
coots and ducks.”
Feltrup-Azafzaf said there are
endangered species, such as the
white-headed duck, marbled teal,
ferruginous duck and pochard. The
emblem of the park, the greylag
goose, has changed its migratory
behaviour in the past 20 years and
has become a rare sight in Tunisia.
The presence of birds in the park
has fluctuated because of the salinity of the lake. Its hydrological system is essential for aquatic plants, a
major source of food for the birds,
to grow.
Potamogeton pectinatus, a major source of nourishment for birds
that frequent the lake, does not
grow if water salinity is high.
For the past 20 years, the con-

The Spring Festival is a 3-day celebration in Lebanon that features
an outdoor exhibition of designer
pieces, entertaining shows and
insightful workshops.
Dubai:
April 3-6
The fifth edition of World Art
Dubai, at Dubai World Trade
Centre, will showcase 150 galleries and artists from more than 30
countries. Pieces include abstract
paintings, fluid painting, cubism
art, mixed media and sculptures.
Beirut:
April 3-14
The Beirut International Platform
of Dance, considered one of the
most important dance festivals
in the region, brings to the stage
local and international dance
companies.
Tunis:
April 4-14

A grey heron spreads its wings while attempting to fly in Ichkeul.
		
(Nabiha Ben Mbarek)
struction of dams on rivers that
flow fresh water into the lake has
caused the salinity of water to rise,
Feltrup-Azafzaf said.
“Because of droughts over the
past few years, only about 20,000
birds came to the lake in the month
of January,” she said.
Not only is the park an important
ecological site, it is also a popular
site for tourism and recreation for
nature lovers. Mount Ichkeul covers 13.6 sq.km, providing opportunities for refreshing hikes.
More than 500 types of plant life
have been recorded in the park. A
visit in the spring would be the perfect time to reconnect with nature.
Lilac proliferate, iris, cyclamen and
others can be enjoyed during the
blossoming spring.

Ichkeul Park shows evidence that
it has been inhabited by man since
antiquity. During pre-Roman times,
it was used for hunting and fishing.
The area is a hunting reserve, which
includes a buffalo population that
was re-introduced in 1720. The size
of the herd, however, declined in
1957.
The Ichkeul National Park receives approximately 50,000 visitors each year and offers them
whatever activities and attractions
they can think of, such as hiking
trails, guided excursions, an ecological museum, sightseeing and
bird watching.
Roua Khlifi is a regular Travel
and Culture contributor to
The Arab Weekly.

The 14th Jazz a Carthage, an
annual music festival, brings
together renowned international
and local musicians for concerts,
lectures, exhibitions and nightly
jam sessions. Concerts take place
in Gammarth, Tunis, Sidi Bou
Said and La Marsa.
Merzouga Desert:
April 5-15
The Marathon des Sables is one
of the most gruelling ultramarathons. Runners must endure extreme weather conditions in the
Sahara on a 250km run through
sand dunes and elevations in
southern Morocco.
Cairo:
April 19-20
Cairo Bites, Egypt’s first and
biggest food festival, features a
diverse lineup of local, regional
and international eating establishments and food-related businesses. Every year, more than
100 eateries serve up dishes for
thousands of foodies excited to
have their taste buds challenged
during the festival.
Dubai:
April 27- May 5
The tenth Dubai International
Arabic Calligraphy Exhibition will
feature works by an array of calligraphers and will explore modern and traditional techniques of
calligraphic expression.

We welcome submissions of
calendar items related to
cultural events of interest to
travellers in the Middle East
and North Africa.

Buffaloes of Ichkeul.
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A gecko wanders on a rock at Ichkeul Park.
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